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tNY 100-13^637-Sub A

For several years past the Soviets have been trans-
mitting to the CPUSA , through NY 694-S and CG 5824-S, large;

sums of money. The informants make; this money available to

the NYO, which records serial numbers , etc,, on bills re-
ceived from the Soviets, and checks the same against lists of

currency issued to Soviet establishments in NYC and Washing-
ton, D,C*

By; letterdated 3/9/61, under the caption "SOLO;
IS-C," the Bureau instructed that every effort be made to

trace some, of the currency expended by 'members of the
Communist Party directly to the funds obtained by the Party
from abroad, commensurate with the security of our informants

.

By letter dated 3/27/61, the Bureau issued the

following supplemental instructions with xegax*d to this
matter:

"While it is not desired nor is it necessary to

trace all the currency involved, you should make every
effort to obtain specific evidence of three or four
instances .where money funneied into the Communist Party,
USA, through this source is later used in the furtherance of
Communist Party business and activity. Under no circumstances
should you take any action which would jeopardize our informants
but you should be alert when the proper opportunity arises to
secure the desired evidence . You should not consider inter-
viewing landlords, restaurant employees, bar keepers or others
but should watch for opportunities when communist functionaries
are buying >airplane, railroad, or bus tickets, or are spending
money in other places where they are obviously not knowri, and
contacts by your Agents could not in any way jeopardize; the
security of our informants."

In order to comply with the above Bureau instructions
it ,will be necessary that established sources be alerted, to



NX. 100-13^637-Sub A

any information reflecting that CPfunctionaries are likely to spend money for anv ofpurposes mentioned in the referenced;Bureau letter.
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NY 100-134637 -Sub A

the serial numbers on the currency passed by the CP
functionary be checked against the list of currency furnished
to the CPUSA by the Soviets through NY 694-S or CG 5824-S.
Section #34 maintains a card index of this currency.

The result of this check of the questioned currency
should be furnished in memorandum form to the case Agent and
to the Agent handling "SOLO; IS-C" by the Agent handling the
case entitled, ''Tracing of American Money Used by Soviets
in Espionage Operations."

It should be noted that for the protection of our
informants no information regarding a money tracing operation
should be included in the investigative section of a report.

It should be further noted that letters to the
Bureau regarding currency checks as above described will
be sent under the caption of "SOLO; IS-C.,"



SAC, 'NEW YORK (100-86634) 4/6/61
I

SA ALEXANDER C* BURUNSON

CPUSA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
XS-C

On 4/3/61# “under the above caption# the following
teletype wee sent to the Bureau and Chicago?

Ort A/3/61# NY 694-S* advised as follows;

IKVINCf POTASH advised Informant on Instant date that
on R/30/61 > he conferred in Washington# D.C, # with "KORNIENKO”
(PH)# First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy# who told him
that the Soviets are very unhappy about having no contact
with the CPUSA, KORNIENKO said that at one time Soviets had
good contact with the CPUSA through the Council of American
Soviet Friendship but have had little# if any# since the
death of TED BAYER# deceased .former head of the aforesaid
council*

KORNIENKO suggested that it would be a good idea
that MARY KAUFMAN# CPUSA Attorney# be contact with the Soviet
Embassy for the CPUSA# since she can contact the Embassy
ostensibly for legal and, business reasons* (NY 694-3 stated
that neither he nor CO 5624-S* desire MARY KAUFMAN to become
an offical contact of the CPUSA with the Soviet Embassy inas-
much as she is "too smart# And might cut them out as contacts
with the Soviets”)* According to NY 694-S# heSOId POTASH to
do nothing about this matter until GUS HALL should return*

NY 694-S advises that HALL may be in Chicago 4/3
or 4/4/61, and that CG 5824-S will undoubtedly want to B kill”
KORNIENKO'S proposal and may desire to talk to HALL about it

before POTASH possibly might decide to do something about it
in NY* NY 694-S suggests that possibly CO 5824-S may be able
to suggest to HALL someone other than MARY KAUFMAN as CPUSA
contact with the Soviets*

1-NY 100-86624

tW.) (41)
(

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN SOVIET FRIENDSHIP) (4l)

.IRVING POTASH) (415)
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NY 100-86624

According to POTASH, KORNIENKO referred to a dele-
gation to Moscow from the CPUSA on 5/1* but gave the impression
to POTASH that he was talking about a delegation other than
the one that the CPUSA la currently arranging. POTASH did
not ask any questions of KpRNXEKKO regarding this matter, hot
knowing whether he might he “putting his foot into it*”
POTASH has Indicated that he will telephone to CTOS HALL on
Thursday to discuss the matter of the aforesaid delegation*

ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG did not make contact with
VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY^ courier on Friday, 3/31 * but expects
to contact him on 4/4/61. At request of NY oS4-S,
TRACHTENBERG will ask the courier how many delegations are
supposed to go to Moscow on 5/1 $ stating that as far as he
was aware, there was supposed to he only one such delegation
going to Moscow*

Chicago requested to furnish above information as
soon as possible ho CG 5824-8, that he may take appropriate
action*



SAC, NEV YORK (100-134637-SUb A) 4/7/61

SA ALEXANDER C. BURUNSON

SOLO
IS-C

On 4/7/61, iff 694-S adviced that pursuant to instructions
from DCS HALL be gave to IKVMO POTASH onthe aforesaid date,
for transmittal to SYLVIA KOUCO, 42500 in 410 bills, said money
being part of SOLO funds in the informant's possession. This
money is to be used to pay for the transportation to Europe
of BYT.VTft KQTXO. her mother ESTHER POSTER and SYLYIAl I

I l<ho are scheduled to go by ship to Europe
end ultimately toDoseou, in June, 1961 .

{
,

According to POTASH, SYLVIA XOLKO has passport

Juts passport wkmwjo *

1

SYLVIA KQXJCOe l I and mother, POTASH advised,
are scheduled to leave NYC via the SS LIEERTE on 6/13/61 .

After arrival In Prance, they mill spend two days in Paris*
Prom Paris they mill go by train to Warsaw, and from Warsaw
they mill go, also by train, to Moscow* Keetwaary visas
will he obtained from the Soviet and Polish Embassies in
Washington, £«C*

It should he noted that, pursuant to Bureau instructions,
efforts should be made, consistent,mtth security, to obtain a
record of the currency used to purchase transportation for
the KOIKOs and ESTHER URB. In this regard, see^ memorandum
of instructions captioned ,f

S0LQ; IS-C," dated b/T/61 *

It should be furrier noted that, for the protection
of the informant, no mention should be mace in the Investiga-
tive section or a report regarding the $2500 from SttLO funoST

£l-Iff 134-9!
1-HY 100-4'
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VlO/61SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-806A1)

SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSOH

CPUSA-OROANIZATION
IS-C

on NY 69A-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BtIRLINSON
that a CPUSA National Executive committee meeting is scheduled
to he held in NYC, on Key 13th and lAth, 1961 . The informant
was so advised by IKVXNO POTASH, CPUSA Labor Secretary, on
A/6/61

.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
April 10 , 1961

Re:, Communist Party,
United States op America-
Youth Matters

~ ^ a confidential source, who hasfurnished reliable information in the past, furnished a copyof a menoranauin of the Communist Party, United States of
America (CPUSA) sent to members of ‘its National Committee,
setting out a version of a report by Herbert Aptheker, amember of that committee, entitled, "Some Notes on Campus
Developments in Recent Period,"

*

Aptheker asserts that receptions now for Constiunist
speakers are cordial, interested and well attended, and he

v*si
.
ts

2
° *7 different universities, from City Collegen New York, to Iowa State University, However, he notes hehas not been invited to a Negro college for about three years

,

.
He says the basic approach to college students andracu.ty has to be in terms of ideas and arguments concerning

^L^Slecfc
^
al Problems they face. College youth are notcommitted, and not especially interested in doctrinal

controversies. Many youth are surprised at how rational theCommunist Party program and Marxist view sound, and at howclose to things they want or can understand. There mu3t be

brains
a
or°virtue

that the Comrawnist; Party has all the answers.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

j ,
bh® property of the Federal Bureau of Investigationand is loaned to your agency,* it and it3 contents arenob to be distributed outside your agency.

> I F ICATION AUTHOE.ITY DERIVED FROM:

’ OIIATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
i-17-ZOll
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Re: Communist Party,
United States of America-
Youth Matters

Aptheker sees enormous opportunities in this
area and claims the Communist Party is not doing a hundredth
of what can he done. There should be systematic attention
given in the way of existing and new literature, and speakers.

The CPUSA has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.
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4/12/61SAC

SUP. #413

CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

'

At approximately 9 s 15 AM, 4/12/61, SA CARL PREYMAN
of the Chicago Office called and furnished the following
information:

GUS HALL has been in Chicago for about the last 48
hours and holed up with CO 5824-S* during the entire period*
He had meetings with only three people, CO 5824-S*, JIM
WEST and

|
CO 5&24-S* with HALL until 1:30 AM, 4/12/61*

HALL had originally intended to be in Chicago until
approximately 28th or 29th ,of April* However, he found out
that thTToa nth fl ij functionaries, JIM JACKSON, CAUL WINTER
and ! Iwere all to be here this weekend. Further

i

that a National labor Peace Conference Is scheduled to be
In Chicago this weekend* Because of his fear that the
government would link the presence of 4 national functionaries
in Chicago prior to and during this National Labor Peace
Conference, HALL decided to evacuate Immediately and Is
leaving Chicago, 9:30 AM, 4/12/61. He has asked CG 5B24-S*
to accompany him to Detroit, where he will see CARL and
HELEN WINTER a few hours. From there he will drive
directly to Cleveland, where he will stay and see his
daughter for 3 or 4 days* HALL will definitely meet with
KRCHMAREK and JOSEPH CHAKA in Cleveland* His present Inten-
tions are to go directly from Cleveland back to New fork*
He will be driving the same 1961 Olds, NT license* CG 5824-S*
will return by air from Detroit.

Chicago Office had full coverage on HALL In Chicago
and sat in on all of the Important conversations but since
only 3 people know that HALL is presently in Chicago, he
cannot be surveilled from Chicago out. Chicago advising the
Bureau of these facts and making recommendation that no
surveillance be conducted by the Chicago and Cleveland Offices
and only from Cleveland east in the event HALL'S presence Is
open in Cleveland* ,

»,». ,
,
W*/,

6j - 134-91
1 - TICKLER ASAC N. H. MeCABE, DIV IV .

TL..



Memo
Re; CPUSA-ORG. ; IS-C

CO 5824-S* requests that the following messages he
given to HY 694-S* right away;

1* Shat CO 5824-S* would get in touch with POTASH
and PHIL BART hut they knew nothing of bhe car business.
GUS HALL of opinion and suggests that they give FOSTER *

s

old car, one driven by JACK SHULMAN to BOB THOMPSON.
The newer Mercury that BEN DAVIS now has should he given to
SYLVIA KOLKO, POSTER'S daughter. HALL does not care who
asks DAVIS; BART or POTASH can handle even though theyJkiow
nothing of it, because he has understand \ng with DAVIS that
he will surrender car for use any time they want it.

2.

In regard to first class travel for SYLVIA KOLKO,
her boy and FOSTER'S wife, HALL does not care as they have
promised first class transportation and the order for first
class travel came from the nol$ man” (POSTER) . HALL says
he did not promise the full $3# 000* to them but Just first
class travel; however, when they are ready to go they will
be given expense money. HALL says their passage booked for
6/13/61 .

3, Regarding time when ELIZABETH HALL and son
will depart, CG 5^24-S* unable to get answer but will
forward information later*

4. MIKE GOLD should be in NYC any day and this
should be taken up with IRVING POTASH to determine if GOLD
has been taken care of or needs any help* “If necessary,
NY 694-S* should give help to GOLD to enable him to get out.

5* HALL advised if PHIL BART or National Office
offers bo put up money for GOLD'S expenses and transportation
it is alright but if no offer made, NY 694-S* shaid put tip

the money,

6. That the message about MARY KAUFMAN'S mother's
death came too late. HALL will write and telegrams will follow,

7. ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN is believed to have advised
MIKE GOLD that IRVING POTASH could put him In touch with
NY 694-S*. FLYNN should not have done this but it can*t
be helped and NY 694-S* should prepare for possible contact.

- 2 -



4/12/61SAC, DENVER (100-1934)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-29009)

(00s DV)

ET AL
7 (CONSPIRACY)

On April 7, 1961, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER
C* BURLINSON that IRVING POTASH, Labor Secretary, CPUSA,
had gfcafced that; he wjia scheduled to confer on April 7, 1961,
with one lofflcer of the Mine, Hill and
Smelter Workers union, who had just returned from a trip
to the Soviet Union* Informant could furnish no further
information regarding this matter*

This is being forwarded for the information of
Denver and San Francisco*

Extreme caution should be used in thearent this

in any way in view of the highly sensitive position of the
informant*

be
b7C

- Denver
- San Francisco
- NY 134-91
- NY 100-29009

(100-1934) (RH)
(100- ) (MAURICE TRAVIS) (RH)

(INV) (41)

(413)

PMBjmsb



In Reply, Hmu* Rtfcr to

FiUNv.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Bufile 100-3-86

New York, New York
April 12, 1961

Title Communist Party, United
States of America -

Pamphlets and publications

Character Internal Security - C

Reference New York memorandum,
dated and captioned
as above.

All sources (except any listed below) used In
referenced communication have furnished reliable
information In the past.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

^rcFietf
^rbn^xT



In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No,
New York, New York

April 12, 1961

Bufile 100-3-86

Re: Communist Party, United States
of America - Pamphlets and Publications
Internal Security - C

Reference New York memorandum, captioned as above,

dated March 17, 1961.

A confidential source reported on April 11, 1961,

that a corporation being formed by the Communist Party,

United States of America (CPUSA) to import foreign political

publications - particularly "World Marxist Review" - will be

located at 747 Broadway, New York City, where it will

operate a bookstore on the ground floor of the building at

the aforesaid address. It is anticipated that the bookstore

will be open for business on or about May 1, 1961 . Actual

incorporation of the new business as yet has not been

completed, even the name thereof not being determined yet.

"World Marxist Review," through a representative,

has authorized this CPUSA controlled corporation to be its

distributor in the USA, to solicit subscriptions to the

said magazine in the USA, and to promote the sale of the

publication in the USA.

The new corporation is interested in becoming USA
distributor of Chinese publications and lithographs, and

will negotiate with Chinese publishers in this regard*



£ 'V-

0 0 II P I D B N T * 4r-y

Res Communist Party, United
States of America. -

Pamphlets and Publications
Internal Security - C

It is very likely that the new corporation will be

extended credit by Moscow, to which a request for credit has

bean forwarded.

A second confidential source advised
on January 18, I960, that "World Marxist
Review" is the theoretical organ of the

International Communist movement, and
Is prepared and edited in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, and printed in several
languages in various cities throughout
the world.

The CPUSA has been designated by the

Attorney General of the United States
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

- 2 -
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Transmit the following via AIRTEL

DATE: 4/12/61

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-86)

SAC, HEW YORK (100-81675)
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NY 100-81675

FRANKFELD advised NY 69^-S as follows:

While in Toronto, Canada, between April 5th and
7th, 1961, FRANKFELD discussed with TIM BUCK, head of the
Canadian CP, the CP controlled corporation being now formed
to import and sell in the USA foreign publications. FRANFELD
contacted BUCK to discuss specifically two matters: He desired
to obtain from BUCK, who Is the North American representative
of "World Marxist Review," and who, as such, has authority
to speak authoritatively for the said publication, permission
for the new corporation to become the USA distributor of "World
Marxist Review," to solicit subscriptions therefor In the USA,
and to engage In sales promotion in the USA of the aforesaid
publication.

FRANKFELD also desired to enlist BUCK'S aid In
securing from the Chinese authority for the new corporation
to be the USA distributor of Chinese publications md
lithographs *

With regard to "World Marxist Review," BUCK
authorized the new corporation to act as USA distributor
of the said publication, to solicit subscriptions therefor
In the USA, and to promote the sale of the publication In
the USA, BUCK also agreed to FRANKFELD* s suggestion that
$500 be spent to advertise the "World Marxist Review" in the
book section of the Sunday edition of "The New York Times."

It was agreed also that with reference to matters
concerning "World Marxist Review" "beyond the jurisdiction"
of BUCK, FRANKFELD should consult the Commerlcal Attache
at the Soviet Embassy In Washington, D.C.

As regards Chinese publications, BUCK referred
FRANKFELD to his pararaoui? ELIZABETH MASCOLO, who operates a
subscription service for "Progress Publishers. 11 In a
meeting with MASCOLO and BILL SIDNEY, manager of "Progress
Publishers," It was agreed that MASCOLO would contact Chinese
publishers regarding the new corporation's acting as USA
distributor of Chinese publicatins and lithographs.

According to FRANKFELD, BUCK stated he would notify
"World Marxist Review" officials In Prague of his meeting

- 2 -



NY 100-81675

with FRANKFELD and of BUCK’S having authorized FRANKFELD 1 s
corporation to be USA distributor of the "World Marxist
Review."

BUCK and FRANKFELD further agreed that "Imported
publications and Products, Inc./' operated by MARGARET
KRUMBEIN, should retain whatever subscriptions of "World
Marxist Review ” it now handles until the aforesaid
company "peters out."

FRANKFELD also told BUCK that the McGraw-Hill
Publishing Co. now handles about 800 subscriptions to the
"World Marxist Review," which FRANKFELD would like to be
handled by the new corporation* BUCK stated that these
probably could not be taken away from McGraw-Hill but that
in the future business "could be diverted from McGraw-Hill"
to the new corporation.

FRANKFELD told NY 69^-S that the headquarters of
the new corporation will be at 7^7 Broadway, NYC, where a
bookstore is now being set up on the ground floor at that
address. Rent for this space will be $300 per month,
and three month’s rent in advance already has teen paid to
the owrer of the building. FRANKFELD hopes to open the
bookstore on or about 5/1/61.

According to FRANKFELD he still has to register
as a foreign agent (It will be noted that, as reflected in
NY teletype, 4/4/61, FRANKFELD told the informant that he
had 1 registered as a foreign agent) . Also, according to
FRANKFELD, the name of the new corporation may be either
"World Book Co." or "All LandsBook Co." His attorney is
currently checking to determine whether these names may
already have been copyrighted. When a name that may be
copyrighted is available, FRANKFELD will register the new
corporation at the County Clerk’s Office.

FRANKFELD further stated that as yet he does not
have "the dummy incorporators" necessary to form a legal
corporation, nor does he have the "dummy financiers" who
ostensibily will furnish funds necessary to set up the new
business.

FRANKFELD also stated that he recently conferred
in Washington, D.C., with the Commercial Attache of the Soviet



Embassy regarding obtaining "credit from Moscow" and that
he was told that he very likely would be given the credit
he requests

.

This memorandum has bean classified ^Oenfidontial11

because it contains information from a source the unauthorised
disclosure of which would seriously impair the investigation
of the CPUSA. Such impairment could have an adverse effect
upon the national defense interests of the country.

The confidential source utilised in the letterhead
memorandum to document "World Marxist Review" is CG 5824-s.

In view of the above information, the NYO is
opening a case in this matter.

- k -
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-13X166) Vl3/6l

SA ALEXANDER C. BERLINSON
fcb

b7:

Source NY 694-S* (conceal)

Reliability Who has furnished
reliable Info
In the past*

Date of Activity h/ll/6l

Date Received

Received By SA AIEXANDER C. BURLINSON

Attached hereto Is a Photostat of a letter sent to
the Canadian CP by the captioned subject, and In turn sent to
NY 694-S*, for transmittal to the CPUSA, in A letter from
WILLIAM XASHTANj Labor Secretary of the Canadian CP* A Photo-
stat of KASHTAN's letter is also attached hereto.

Extreme caution should be exercised with respect



<
* **

•arch 29th. 1961.

Ora: . Department

,

CPUSA,
New York f

USA.

Dear comrades

:

• received the -enclosed letter and thought

it useful to forward it to you in th^ ev=-nt cue lad is

not connected v/ith our movement, if he is you mi^ht ad-

vise us so we will know how to discus- matter.*-'- with him.

Fra tornail 1
’ yours

,

W. Kastitar.

I, 'i !-.% t'r< vt t :
1

, ....... -i- A-J





SAC, HEW YORK (100*48033) 4/14/61

SA AlEXANDEa C, BtmUNSON

IRVINO POTASH
IS-C

Source

Reliability

Date of Activity

Date Received

Received By

NY 694*8* (conceal)

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

4/12/61

4/13/61

SA AIRXANDER C« BURUNSQN

NY 694*$ advised that according to IKYING POTASH,
CPUSA Labor Secretary, the latter will occupy the apartment
of JOHN ABT, CPUSA Attorney, while ABT is abroad. AST is
scheduled to go abroad sometime in Hay, 1961.

ClrNY 134-91
1-NY 100-54965
1-NY 100-48033

fe)jjw
JOHN ABT) (415)
(415)

ACBsume
<3)



4/14/61

V

BIBECTOH, FBI (ICO S6CCOY)

SAC* Jffiif YORK (100-/9712)

tfORLD FEDERATION OP TRADE UNIONS
IS C

Extreme caution should be excised .with respect
to dissemination or the Information herein since* by its
natui’o, it tends to Identify ,2iY 094 -.S, a valuable informant*
a a the source thereof, This information should not be
Included even In paraphrased form * in the investigative
section of a report.

On 4/14/61, NY 694-3 advised SA ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON
that on that date he conferred with IRVING POTASH* who
furnished the following infurination i

The tforld Federation of Trade Unions has suggested to
him that WFTU advertisements bo placed in labor union napera
and magazines in the U.S.A, POTASH said he would advise the
W?TU that it did not understand the situation in tho U.S,A, -

that no trade union publication in the U,S,A, would accept a
WFTU advertisement,

POTASH said he thought that the W?TU request might
be related to the fact that a LOTU congress Is scheduled to be
held at the end of this year.

POTASH then gave to NY 694 r 3 a note to be transmitted
to the Canadian CP, The noto reads as follows \

'The Idea for tforld Iteration of Trade Unions (NFIU)
ads in the official union papers in the USA is fantastically
unrealistic. It simply .cannot be done - no one would dare print
such ads* even if some are inclined to sympathise with WFTU,
Enemies of WFTtf would reject them, friends of dJTU would fear be
exposure to disciplinary action and »-<j

. 1 laws fc/c

penalties and restrictions, If this iW ideh « she should
know better, I wonder whether any official labor paper in
Canada will accept such ads.

:

3 Bureau (icq

>

260007 )^ 1 ICO 3 §1 (CPUSA INTERNATIONALS NY 134-91 (INV) (41)
1 NY 100 46033 (IRVING POTASH) (41b)
1 ' NY 100 i.6624 (CPUSA INTERNATIONAL
1 * NY H/0 '/9712 (41)
ACB> Jem
(/)

REUTira3).,y.

RELATipl^'^4^lw
Cf

J

K 1 u uu
fai-~

1'On‘K

IA
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*

rn 100-79712

According to KY 634 I Imentloned In the be
note. Is I I Canadian CP member working in the bee
Anglo American Research Division ot WPTtf in Prague*

2 \



DIRECTOR, FBI (100*8029)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-13433)

BETTY GANNETT XORHEY
IS - C; ISA - 1950
(OOi NV)

On 4/13/61, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C*
BURLXNSON that on that date he had conferred with IRVING
POTASH, CPUSA Labor Secretary, who told him the following*

MTTY GANNETT has been complaining violently that
I vho is in Poland, it being mistreated

in that he has poor living accommodations and is not receiving
proper medical care, Ha allegedly suffers from a heart
condition* GANNETT' s contention has been that inasmuch as
her brother is a CPUSA member, the CPUSA should contact the
Polish CP and the CPSU to inform them of this situation*
She has insisted that

| | should be sent to the Soviet Union
for medical care*

POTASH has doubted the truth of GANNETT

*

s allegation*
because, from his own observation while in Poland,

| [was
being treated extremely well* POTASH has interrogated GANNETT
to determine the facts of the matter, and has found many
discrepancies in her story*

With regard to her contention that I

~| ia still a
member of the CPUSA, GANNETT had originally stated that although

|

bad been expelled from the Party in 1950, he subsequently

Bureau (100-8029) (RN)

(1-100-3-81) (CPUSA-INTERNATIQNAL RELATIONS)
NY 134-91 (INV) (41)
NY 100-43033 mvi?» potAshUAII

)

NY 100-23163
|

K4121 /J#

.

NY 39-304 1 |(4l2)
MY 100-86624 (CPUSA-INTHUKATIONAL iEWHOMSJ^KlS^JL-ma
NY 100-129802 (CPUSA-COONKRINtEtWCENCB JROCRA»0;(4Jt)l 4 |£g |

NY 100-13488 (414) I NEW YQaf{

ACB:msb

(10)



NY 100-13483

was reinstated by the Mew York District of the CPUSA. Upon
pressing CANNEZX-Concerning this statement, GANN3TT finally
admitted that| |had not been reinstated in the Party, ^
and also that he never had disclosed to the Polish CP that
he had been expelled from the CPUSA.

POTASH also learned from GANNETT thatJ I is a
member of the Polish CP. In view of that fact alone, even
though GANNETT*a allegations Were true, the CPUSA would not
presume to dictate to the Polish CP with respect to how it
should treat a member of its Party. Certainly the CPSU would
not interfere in the situation.

Jroal IfBufile 100-1204), who has
recently returnee from Poland, POTASH ascertained that:

I |
be

Is being treated extremely well in Poland. | Icharacterized fc7c

|as i!a chronic complainer/*

In view of GANNETX*a numerous false statements
regarding this matter, POTASH intends to submit to the Party
"serious charges" against her*
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SAC, NEW YORK (ICO 1346 37-SubA) -4/14/61

iJA ALEXANDER C* BURLINSON (#41)

SOLO
IS-C

On 4/14/61, NY 694-3 advised SA ALEXANDER C;
BURLINSON that on that date he give to IRVING POTASH, for
transmittal to MIKE GOLD, $1,000*00 in ten and twenty dollar
hills, said currency having been part of Solo funds in the
informant's custody* GOLD is to use this money to pay for
the transportation of his wife and himself to Moscow*

3A l I to Whom the MIKSGOLD case is
assigned, has been advised of Bureau instructions regarding
tracing money, such as Is above mentioned, into the hands of
a payee.

6a;.'-- ny 134 9i (inv) (4i)
1 - NY 100 14207 (MIKE GOLD) (412) .

1 • NY 100 48033 (IRVING POTASH) (415)
1 - NY 100-13463? -SubA) (415)
ACB/jem
(4)

'
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SIf?TEI» mit

mmmm0 fbi (loo-s-ap)

0AC, Vt«tC

SWEOTi CFtJBA - OTRAtlOT Ol fOTSTmr

Bxtren* e»ttl9n mould he eserctsed with respect to
dissemination of the infomstion herein# since# its nature#
it tends to identify ffl 69nH> a vsluebie informant# as the
source thereof, fids infoma&lon should not to included *

men In paraphrased fom * in the investigative soot ion of a

On VMM# Wf ®<MS* advised $A MlKMfn& c*
BG&hl&SOt? that m the witi date he conferred with X^9HID fotasu*

kahor Secretary* who told him the followiagt

it will he important
Auto vex*cm anion convention*
mmtimm of the CfUBA or of the
mo^ir. Vttheel
new tone ow l l or

'

mould he the liaison through

00*3*89) (R$)
100* )

that at the om&m, united
delegatee thereto who are
Of of Canada# contact one
of The Worker staff in
%# Worker in the ftLdeest
tit&m snail contact cm he wide.

SmTSQt III

.)

COMKRIL B.A.W.
1.S31

Ac&toaa

1 - Supervisor #4l

SEARCHED-------- .0—
1

SERIALIZED-X*—FILED- M -j

FBL-C^IVORK



POTASH tfcmn deliver to- m for
transmittal to the Canadian CP, a note which reads fDixons

s

"^py, people should oonteot|
I either mix represent

apecx&x convention.
ue worker* at trie U.A.w*

it is aaqpeeted that <ieas^ for 30 lioura mil be
pushed,, this of course will receive our support.

there mil be efforts to water down this demand
along; the lines of a four-ata^ proposal - 3& hours first
year, 35 hours second year, 32 hours third year, end 30 hours
fourth year, ns do not attack or condemn those who moke
such proposals {some are Progressives) , but we outright
demands for 3&-for*40 as male necessary

.

by unet^lopvmb, and
even as a bargaining bastes

there will be probably proposals for shore-the-work
as a substitute for shorter hours. Such proposals cm only
divide the workers and shift the burden on the welters. Again,
we do not oppose this by eondosning and amae-eailing* but m
reason and urge the 30 hour $mM&* instead, m mo that will
unite employed and unalloyed.

Since it is felt Hist dissemination of the above
information would jeopardise the security of HT 69&-S* a
lettesfeead M&raftdm in not being submitted to the Bureau.
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EAOj IfSUVOHK (JC0*2;.-:iJ9}
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f*f&mn?TT. T1 ff.-ft5.flM

I

I5>0
ISA-1950

,
liLTA 'Jtf (eOHOKKUOy)
(OOlBEHVEH)

]kt ax.

aejwwt, 3/23/^a.

on 3/31/51* !« S^-C* orally furnished 3A AXfiXAKDBR C,
BOittijruOH tha contents of a letter Witten fcy 2XX& XASHTAN,
Canadian CP functionary* to limm POTASB, frado Union
Secretary* CPUSA* Phis letter van forwarded to POTASH in
anr.;or to the correspondence written by POTASS end Poniarded
to tho bureau and Denver with roletu

fob

fo 7 C

Content# of this lotto? are being 20b forth for the
infection of the bureau and Reaver# Ko (Unsscsinatlon ia being
made by the inasmuch an this lettor contains no CP policy
or diveatives regarding tho l

)
but acts forth continents

and opinions of KASHTAM regarding the anion*

SanffiMB CAUPIOH SHOW) 223 USED IJf CTS 33TVIOT THIS
iHFflu^wcirfifSW^^
IglilTOT WTOSbTW —
^risrirtSTriT^

*

The letter is as follows*

March 21* ag3i
Toronto

• Thank you for your cements and coammiques on
developsientfl in Mine Mill, It seems to us that your friends
gave an unnecessarily bleak picture of the situation here to
win support for their point of view amongst the lads they
discussed it with.



NY 100-®5009

Wio right wina, hao!--id by tho ACSfl 'do have an
influence# that is primarily In the Sudbury a.coa but tho
olcotlon for officers established a fairly ev^a balance
between them and the progressiva portions# and that a
fairly oven balance is tending to shift* particularly
-'linn //111 pas able to establish itself as a bargaining
agon* in another international Nicfcol Company property
in Kanitoba, . It is therefore irons to conclude that tho
Canadian nine Hill is in full .control ef thd MW elements
who :,; uld control tho Canadian delegation to union conventions
trhis is not the situation which is not to minimise tho
difficulties within tlie organisation and tho sniping against
it tv the right wing. (Steel and clc)*

!,It seems to us that the picture ~\m painted black
to vrnvinca people of tho correctness of msrcinh and as you
ooyj look for coves** Frankly# po do not see much merit in
tho proposals* As matters atand today the and result may
not te much different from iHab occurred with fcur and this
has nothing to do with promises which may be made# but,

,

would object to factors and sohiitien* in the country* I I

too# made many promises# and then pleaded ho had to do wat
he till or else* There lo no guarantee that 4 similar state
in affairs might not develop again# even though tho merr.org
would bn with independents* Neitherl I may
bo able to guarantee a built-in gotup vtuen roiua m satis-
factory# either on your sido or here*

’It may be of course that the internal situation
at Him* Hill is such that there is nothing ©is© one can doj
that thin in tho alternative to complete destruction* if
that is the state of affairs# then of courso the alternative
neodu to bo weighed carefully both fro:a the standpoint of
vhali in best for tho industry m poll as what 13 best for
tho .vrocreoslvo forces* Kcrpo,* uith vm could have the
merit of leading trad© unification of all thu miners*
Merger with Teamsters could have tho merit of being part
of iu expanding organisation* But there covJd also be a
cdao for merging with steel whi^h has part of the Jurisdiction
of Hina Hill and whilst there would bo casualties tha loft
would still bo tiie1*0# and over tho long ter$» could become
a ucf .I&3 force in a toy indur/ley* in tho iiua:L analysis#
hoveur# X imagine that any decision which slight have to
be would have to inevitably take to tho starting point
a m&fhaua freedom of action for progressives*



• .... •

n
2Jo recapitulate* tin picture hers la not ^Hat soso

of the lade on your ©Ida say It isf in fact* there are nom
iaprovsniente to be noted in the situation- and an timo soon
on# it nlll father improve* *\%o lads here <ae not sea a
©er^or ao tains useful at this iisra* tut if i:io movuq ca&o
to wtfit* it vould of sourer havo to be loolni at# although
thera _%&uld be a strong f&olin i hare to strilro out on this

"

••aw: ii
>
v>»~ »«apamji|it jin^^mw«i*w«wb>mp><f*»vnwahaii<aH>HMaa*ii> n jwap i mi n ••*laKtrawl

oulnlon. This needs tO iiQ r
4Iv •)

n

careful coVj ni.deration in
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-84994 ) 4/12/61

SA THORNTON M. WOOD (#413 )

GUS HALL
XS - C

On 3/30/61, NY 694-S*, who has furnished reliable
information In the past, advised the writer that captioned
subject. General Secretary of the CP.

U

SA* had a dental
appointment the following morning with I I who
has an office in the 57th Street > Midtown area cf NYC.
Informant Identified ! l as the individual whose Army
discharge caused so much trouble from the late Senator
JOSEPH MC CARTHY.

*

1 - NX 134-
1 - NX 100
1 - NX 100

TMW:gMg
(3 )

-8^995

THV.) ifAll
1423 )

(OUS HALL) (415 )

be

JJ4-9/
I " ,

-
• J

I

I , 1

t
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• «
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-105) DATE: 4/12/61

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-131666)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION
IS-C
(00:NY)

On 4/7/61, NY 694-S advised that according to

ROBERT THOMPSON, the CPUSA, in the near future, will call

a meeting of representatives of the Southern Region. The
meeting will he held in NYC, and ten or eleven people will

he invited to attend.

The purpose of the said meeting is to discuss "ways

and means of capitalising on the good situation in the South.

The informant interpreted THOMPSON'S statement to mean that

the Party wishes to use to advantage individuals outside the

CP, whom the Party considers "good 1 contacts."

2-Bureau (100-3-105) (RM)
. , ,

1-Atlanta (100-5739) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-Blrmingham (100-4713) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REC-IOll) (RM)

1-Charlotte (100-5991) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)
1-Dallas (100-293) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-Houston ( 100-9456) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)
1-Jacksonville (100-5) (CPUSA-SOOTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-Knoxville (100-2402) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-MemphlS (100-3566) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-Miami (100-800) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-New Orleans (100-4) (CPUSA SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-Norfolk (100-5327) (CPUSA-SOUIHERN REGION) (RM)

1-Richmond (100-80l) (CPUA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

l-san Antonio ( 100-292) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

1-Savannah (100-4616) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

IsKohlle (100-10) (CPUSA-SOUTHERN REGION) (RM)

OU-NY 134-91, (INV .) (41)

1-NY 100-27452 (ROBERT THOMPSON) (415),, ,

1-NY 100-80640 (CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION) (415)

1-NY IOO-I31666 (415)



100-131666

It is requested that offices receiving a copy of
this letter be alert to identify persons delegated to attend
the above-mentioned meeting, and, if possible, to ascertain
the date of the said meeting. Any pertinent information
obtained regarding this matter should be furnished promptly
to the NYO.

~ 2 -



3u:®cron, tai uoo*>t6) U/X3/01

tiAC# MU VOvtK (MU-JIvrS)

dPWW-PMPHUSfS AK» WjLlCATiaf©
xy-c
(OOlKX)

fteBulet to Chica^a# .aopy to KY# cautioned as above#

2/WmU itflMiUnii that accord! tig to BBS BAiA, floncral
Secretsry of the CKJ8A# a new trade union «M«iBO that
would conceal its Party connection would he ikibiished in NYC*

Reference also SSflct# M/0/61, reflectins that the
aforesaid na^aelne la atlll in the foraativo since# having
an yet no nose* no headquarters j and no editorj and that
dAmu 1OTMEY, chairman of the nine* Conty CP# would he
hualnesa uanaeer of the said iataalne# the noiley of which
would ue to advocate freed** of discussion in tits trade
union movement# the 30 hon? reels# full cepioyasnt and peace*

on 4AM>i# m ti&A-a advised sa auE-aAnbeh c. mtoUHSOii
that on that date 1RV1KC POTASH# CPUSA tabor decretory# told
him the following*

POTASB talked recent ly with I I a fOit.er
United Auto workers' union official , who recently returned
with his wife froa china

.

1

1
Ipreaently resides in boa

Anseloe. POTASH offered! ITEa edltOJ'siU) of the new
trado union tMsaalne# and! vindicated ha would be
ylllthjj tO •fftama *h
a r^-mtient one. I

Loo -'neeies to m7o
a-aurcau (100-3-do)

1-

chioaeo (100-33/3/
2

-

igo Angelas {ipQs_
(1-100- ; I

id .'OBiticri provided the oosltlon U
mid ho had no desire to isove ilou
fly-by-tu&ht oper.aV.on*

1 '

l-!« 100-W033
l-j« 100-lVXo
1-HK lOO-ft^O
1-H2 100-010/b

ACBilK»
(10)

limwj POTASH) (Alb)
awes mr:m) jlss)
CPUSA-HOTa) (A if#)

:Aib)
S£MCH£D-—^INOCXE&L
SCWA«JZti. d^mJEO^

APR 1 3 196 !

.rat-NtWYOMf



KffASS said that the appointment of I ltd the
adltovghip of the aacaeitw vaa contingent upon further
a»8uraneo8 from GUS iiALI<» 0'PV.iA General secretary* that the
SSVZh *,-ould take available to tito macasino ja?«OOQ far i

,

operational -purposes* and 'u .ion HAUi’a approval of I for-

tho editorship of the aacaeitio*

it is requested that lo# Angelas 'm alert to obtain
further Information regarding tills matter ami famish same to
the ixiwmi sod WV.

1

1

Pox> the inforaatloa of Boa Angeles* the Bureau has
requested that any coewroications regarding this matter

, ,

rerofcnoa Bureau letter to .Chicago* copy to Jflf* dated yityoi
and captioned "C0TOHS2 BAIJWf* :USA - PAHPHU&'S AND POaUCA-
bohsj uraam cEcmmve.’
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50 1 BIHECfQB, SDX (100-868352)
'

M0H» JIAO, JEW YORK (100-i/3v3)

iiUKmcri prt. YALEN1INB Alim'S J3AKFAN
£H - C

attraoe caution should ba oxeroJaad with roBncst
to diEBcmlnail'ori or tlie TnTb:v.aT.i.onher9in "tUrPce, *aa ila

"

"

‘uAu:Wib''Wmfo' 'tb'Tdehtlly HY 694-S w ife source thereor.
IfolceB CIGa xafoiwation la obtained front a source othar^Dian
NY -Ltahould not lx? ItKO^oormtgcT^evr

s

\ Tnj!aramiraee

d

rom * lathe lnve«tiativo cact ilm of a rer^ovt; *

leiJYairtel, M/H/Ql,P»

On 4/12/Sl, NY 694-3 advised SA AUUANBEH C . HIAUHSON
that Co tiic aforesaid date be bod conferred wit it XBVIMJ POTASH,
CPKJA labor Secretary, who told ilia the foilcwinm

What POTASH was about to tell NY oj4-8 was not to
be Mint lotted to anybody. At the laenent it was not Known even
to cos me.

' she doctor from the International ladlea Garment
Worlior s Uiiion" (BflWSFAN) da wady to to to Cuba via Prague,

4-Burenu (100-862392) (m)
(1-100-3-61 ) (CPUSA-lJRYiiN*S10((Ab JEXATIOlia)

<3>SIV 134-91
,
(1MV«) (41)

1-1IY 130*lj/3&a
1-NY 100-25904
Acaiww
(i»)

T«W |

[JAY IXJVESTONE) (31)

-?/~3d32

I

-

Sew*CH£D™~ JtoexEO *.1 /
SEWAUZCO.^r^T^LED

APR1 3 IS6?
f81 NEW;Y0RX /

1-Supervlsor #4l
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jnr 100-57363

and the Cubans are anxiously at.altln^ his arrival. He sill
be sent "to the aountsins or Cuba there there is fightins."
The doctor's departure/ however, is beinn dolayed bocauaq he
oust msait the return to NY of l l a negro has teen
in Africa as a representative of the ASii-clo. 1 '

i i la
bringing back *dtn hist a report on Africa vivlch he in to
dvo to JAY KJVESTOME Of the IZGMVt and xhich lOVESTOHB IS
to traneMt "to his superior in the State Department.”

By reason of bis association Kith iOVESTOHEj the
doctor Kill have access to the aforesaid report and Kill
sake the content thereof available to JOTASH. lOTASH Kill
transmit to Boscom# through HIT 69t-S, the information in
the report# and Hoeeow in turn Kill undoubtedly furnish the
lnforaation to "the interested parties in Africa.”

1

POTASH *t this point re-eraphasised the highly
secret nature of the information he waa furnishing m 634-3,
particularly with respect to the report being brought back
*yi T

POTASH continued by otati
between him and the doctor that a [

POTASH depftrlhftfl Mat n ft ttfir»Tm'h 'r.wm'hd

t
if&e agreed
1 (PHI, whom

nature of 1

the doctor
moot*

I POTASH also emphasised the secret
i above information, stating that only he and
and now NT 694-3 - were aware of this arrange*

A review of 2JVO

sub*is possibly identical withi umia-
ject of Bttfile 100-400672 and HYO file 10O-12422U*

Since it Is felt that dissemination of tho fore*
going information would jeopardise the security of ffl 604*3,
0 letterhead memorandum is not being submitted*
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ftfOH SECT

mm* m

U/l$/6l

to l DliUCTOH, SBX (100-143163)

mm t sac, lit {100-23523)

SU3J2C5CI SaJJAJffii Jf, BAVI3
1S-CJ SA-40* I3A-50
(004 HI)

On b/xd/61, lit C94-S* advised that he had
hocn talltlngtlua/afternoon with 003 KALI/, ytoo Infonaed
hits that ha (HALL) had been talking previously vlth DEH
DAVI3. davxs told hall that he haa just had.a fight
vlth JACK 2XACHKL and as a result, he (DAVIS) haa
quit the OP, &AVX3 further told HALL that he would not
return to the CP unless HALL personally invited hist bask.
HALL inforaod M 694-S* that DAVIS k&s either cracking vp
or vat an Jffil agent. In any event, he has no intention
of inviting DAVIS back Into the CP*

M 694-s* was not aware of the details of the
fight between DAVIS and siachel,

Ibis natter will bo followed closely end
Bureau advised.



FBI

DATE: 4/19/61

Transmit the following via AIRTBL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81)

FROM: SAC, MEW YORK (100-86624)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-INTSRNATIONAL RELATIONS
tc*

(00:NY)

ReNYairtel, 3/31/61, furnishing a list of 13 individuals
from whom, according to GUS' HALL, CPUSA General Secretary, he
would choose five to represent, as delegates, the CPUSA at the
May Day celebration in Moscow 'provided they were able to
secure passports.

3-Bureau (100-3-81) (RM)

1-

Baltimore (100- ) (JACOB GREEN) (RM)

2-

Chicago (100- ) (LOU DISKIN) (RM)
. (1-100-3313) (JACK KLINGl .

1-Cleveland (100- )| |(RM)
1-Detroit (100-8482) (TOM DENNIS) (RM)
1-Los Angeles (100-4486) (DOROTHY HEALEY) (RM)

1-

Milwaukee (100- WeEEDJBLAIR) (RM)

2-

Minneapolis (
100-371^ I K rmi2-Minneapolis (:

(1-100- )
1-Fhiladelphia 1

13(Y. 134-91
T-ny 100-56
1-NY 100-118174
1-NY 100-56579
1-NY 100-16021
1-NY 100-86624

>5-1686) (TOM NABRIED) (RM)

1

INV.) (41)
MIKE DAVIDOW) (4l4)
MILTON ROSEN) (4l4)
PHIL BART) (415 )
ARNOLD JOHNSON) (4l4)
415)

ACB:ume

SEARCHED —WDEXEJD-

SERIAUZED^L^tm^

ARU 9 1981

FBI -NEW YORK
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NY 100-86624

On 4/19/61, NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C.BURLINSON
that in a conference with GUS HALL on 4/18/61, the latter told'
him the following:

It Is still not definite, who will represent the
CPUSA as delegates to the May Day CeltoratIon In Moscow, but
at the moment the following persons are most likely to be
delegates thereto: DOROTHY HEALEY , JACOB GREEN. MIKE DAVIDOW,
TOH DTfiKTN . JACK KT.TNfl . ARNOLD JOHNSON . I I and the

HALL noted that he expected to see DOROTHY HEALEY
In. NYC within a few davs : thati

|as yet does not have
a passport, but that ! ( does have a,passport; and
that If DAVIDOW should 1 insist on the. Party* s reimbursing him
for money lost as a result of being away from his job, DAVIDOW
would not be Included in the. delegation. HALL said he
expected to discuss this matter with DAVIDOW in the Immediate
future

.

According to NY 694-S, he called to HALL* s attention
the fact that the delegation was to have included only five
persons. HALL stated that two groups of delegates would go to
Moscow, one representing the CFUSA National: Committee, and the
other representing "factory workers." HALL Indicated that he
did not feel bound to restrict the delegation to only five,
persons, and that even others, besides those mentioned, might
go as delegates.

1

I£_^should be noted that -HALL made no mention of
I I TOM DENNIS, FRED BLAIR, TOM NABRIED, MILTON
ROSEN, and PHIL BART, vino were originally among the thirteen
individuals from whom HALL was to have chosen five as dele-
gates to the May Day celebration.

The NYO will continue to follow this matter closely
with NY 694-S, and upon determination of those individuals
who definitely will represent the CPUSA at the May Day cele-
bration 1 In Moscow, a letterhead memorandum reflecting such
names will be submitted to the Bureau.

- 2 -



4/19/61

PLAIN rax?

AIRTEL PH

20 * DIRECTOR, 5BX (100-149163)

prom j sac, ny (100-23825)

SUBJECT) BENJAMIN J. DAVIS
IS-Cj SA-40J ISA-50
(00) NY)

ReNYairtcl to Bureau, 4/10/61, Indicating
DAVIS had "quit" CP.

NY 2362-S* reported 4/19/61, DAVIS attending
a meting of top cp functionaries being held this date
at cp Headquarters, NYC. Discussion was being had on
Cuban situation and DAVIS appears active in this
discussion. This would Indicate, therefore, DAVIS
has not quit CP,

NY 694-S» has been contacted 4/19/61, and
he states that obviously DAVIS has not quit the CP, He
added that he will atterpt to obtain further information
concerning DAVIS' intention and as soon as this la
available, he will advise the NYO,

Bureau will be kept advised of developments.

3 - Bureau
<3> ny (134-91 ) (my. mi;
1 - NY (100-23025) (415)

WTHiKMD
(5)

A



FD-^6 (Per.

Transmit the following in

.A I R T £ X

FBI

(Type in plain text or code)

4/20/61

_ (Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3-81

)

PROM : SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-32825)

SUBJECT: CPUSA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
IS - C

ReNYalrtel to Director 3/31/61 and BlUe t 4/6/61
captioned as above.

3 - Bureau (100-3-81) (REGISTERED .MAIL)
.1 - ‘Baltimore (info) (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 - Chicago (Info) (REGISTERED MAIL)

1 - 100-3313 (JACK KLING)
1 - 100- (lou diskin)

1 - Cleveland (info) (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - Detroit (info) (REGISTERED mail)
1 - Los Angeles (info) (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - Milwaukee (info )

(REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - Minneapolis (info) (REGISTERED MAIL)
6V New York (REGISTERED MAIL)

1 - 100-86624 (CPUSA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415

)

1) - 134-91 (iNV) (4l)1) - 134-91 1

,

INV)
1 - 100-56 (mike
1 - 100-118174 (milt
1 - 100-56579 (PHIL
1 - 100-16021 (ARNO

2 - WFO (REGISTERED MAIL)
3 - Fniladelphia

1 - IOO-32825
1 - 65-1686 (THOMA
1 _ 100-4053 I

WEH:LRB
(22 )

MIKE DAVIDOW)(4l4)
MILT ROSEN) (414)
PHIL BART) (415)
ARNOLD J0HNS0N).(4l4)

SEARCHED , . , ,,, .JiVpEXED

.. fum
u m2 2m

A/* ¥81 — NEW YOftK

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

,M Per
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PH 100-32825

On 4/19 and 20/61, PH 5^7-S*, who has furnished
reliable InfmnnaMrtn In the nasfc. advised that THOMAS NABRIED
contacted!

~
"I to state he had heard

nothing from the state Dana^tment (regarding his application
for a passport).

|
[instructed NABRIED to call the

State Department to find out what happened to his application.

The informant learned that NABRIED telephoned the
Philadelphia office of the U. S, State Department and was told by
that office that that office maintained no records but merely
forwarded his passport application to Washington, D. C., on the

day it was received. It was suggested that NABRIED telephone
the U. S. State Department at Washington, D, C,, telephone
number REpublic 7-5600, Extension 6601,

Informant that NABRIED called Washington,
D. C., and spoke with a I l(phonetic), telling \ I

he applied for a passport 4/4/61 at Philadelphia. NABRIED
said he had received a letter from the State Department 4/14/61
and stated symbol number PTL LS 130 was on this letter* | |

inquired how soon the passport was needed and was reluctantly
told by NABRIED that NABRIED has a reservation to leave from
New York 4/26/61 by TWA (apparently Trans World Airlines).

I I told NABRIED she would have someone check Into this matter
and would call NABRIED back by telephone.

ReBUlet to WFO instructed that a letterhead memo
be submitted when travel plans were definitely known. It is

requested that New York verify whether NABRIED has reservations

on a TWA flight overseas from New York City leaving 4/26/61.

It is possible that the other four CP members who, with NABRIED,

are to represent the CPUSA at the May Day celebration in Moscow,

will have reservations on the same airline on the same date. If

this travel Is verified by New York, ffew York is requested to

submit a letterhead memo and Identify for the Bureau persons

making this trip.

Two copies of this airtel are enclosed for WFO inasmuch

as a stop is in effect at the Passport Division of the State

Department and WFO is conducting investigation in this matter.

Copies are furnished to the other offices because

persons in those offices were on the list of those from whom the

five CPUSA representatives would be chosen, and Philadelphia Is

not aware of the identities of the five persons making the trip

to Moscow.

-2-



SAC, NEW YORK {100-13^37-A) k/SO/6l

SA ALEXANDER C* BtfRLINSON

SOW
IS-C

Oa 4/19/61, NY 6^4-S advised SA ALEXANDER C*
BURDINSON that on that date he save to ISADORE WOFSY, for
the use of the CP National Office, $5000 frost SOLO funds
in the custody of the informant*

For the protection of NY 694-S, this information
should not be Included In the investigative section of a
report *

4$nr 134-91 (rav.) (4i) „ t
x3nf 100-19679 (ISADORE VOFSV) (415)
1-MX 100-134637-A (41)

ACBsume
(3)

Is4 <u

SERIAUZCO. ^

APR 30 1961

FBI •NEWjORKl



AIlSto

Veo/ui

FEOiU

BinES'TQit, FBI (XOO^-S^)

SAC, IfEU VOHK (XQ0-8&&4)

3B3JEC?! CmA^XOTHHAflOJIM* RELATIONS
IS*C

4

(oom)
Bxtrome caution should be exercised idth reopect to

^gStoXnatiori b? the Xn^oxM^lbn^ei^ln 'sines?' by itc nature^
IFtcuKlo to identify NY a

1

'
Valuable iTtfm^nir

source' tTiereof Unless itua Taformation 1'a obtained' fraa^
oourbb otiWt* than NY 094«>fi, It should hob bo 'incorporated
even la barapuraged fora ~ in the investigative bccilbn of
a ffcraorfe ,

on kjx9/6i, iff fiyii-fi advised sa alexanpeh c. sufmiisotf
that on that date ous hai*, CPCSA General secretary, told him
the following

The danger in tho current Cuban situation la not that
the invasion will he a success - which it will not he - hut
rather that* when it is obviously * failure, the "reactionary
USA unitary leadership 1 will desand open Intervention on the
part of the USA. Such open Intervention on the part of the
USA oeane war.

It is incumbent upon the CPUSA at tliio time to do
everything possible to oppoao open USA intervention in Cuba*
Instructions will be sent out to the iarty throughout the
country that demonstrations against ISA intervention In Cuba
shall be held in all major cities.

At the present time the CPUSA "has no contact with
Cuba.'

3*Bu?eau (lCQ-3-Ol) (ffit)
,

/W * e? /~ J?4
134-91

,
ihv.) {Ai)„

.Ul-1K l«)-at99h CU3 1IA1L) (41$) nMu£Z$SE£&
1-lff 100-£<&24 (A15) APR 2 0W

fBMWVYORK

ACB(

1-Supervisor #4l



N5T 100-86624
!

1

I ( .

lb is believed that dissemination of the above
information wuld jeopardise the security of UV 694-S#
especially since It is not Jmom itfien KALI* irili issue
instructions that the above-mentioned demonstrations shall
be held, A letterhead memorandum# therefore# is not being
furnished at this time*



SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub A) 4/21/61

SA AIBXANDER C. BURLINSON

SOW
XS-C

On 4/21/61, NX 694-S advised that ha would give to
GU3 HALL on that date $5000 In ten and twenty dollar bills,
from SOW funds In the possession of the informant,

This noney is to be used to pay for transportation
expenses to Moscow Of CP functionaries who will attend the
May Bay celebration in Moscow. As of 4/19/61, according to
CHS HALL, the following are likely to go to Moscow: DOROTHY
HEAIK, JACOB anas, HIKE davidom. wo diskin. jack klinq,
ARNOLD JOHNSON. I T

Agents handling the cases on BAYIDOW and JOHNSON
are referred to the neworandun of SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON,
4/4/Sl, captioned "SOW> XS-C," (NX file 100-134637-Sub a)
furnishing Bureau instructions regarding tracing of noney
used by CP functionaries to purchase transportation from
public carriers.

For the protection of NX 694-S, no mention should
be made in the investigative section of a report concerning
any of the information contained in thia memorandum.

C>«X 134-91 . INV.) (41) .

1-NX 100-84994 (OGS HALL) (415).
1-NX 100-56 (MIKE DAVIDOW) (421).
1-NX 100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (4i4)
1-NX 100-134637-Sub A (41)

ACB:utae

(5)

SEARCHED...

SERIALIZED,

HED j r.INDEXED,

APR2 1 1961
FBI * NEW YORK



4/20/Si

if

i

BISECTOR, FBI (101-1744)

SAC, NEW YORK (lOQ-SySO)

MARY KAOFHAN
2S-C

Oft 4/19/sif NY G3V5 adviced SA AlSHANCER C. BORLINSQH
that In a meeting on tho aforesaid data Kith GTKJ HAUL, cpusa
General Eooretary, the latter told him that CP03A attorney MARY
KAtiFhAll Kill represent the Hungarian Government la all legal
matters in tho USA.

According to HALL, JOHN ABT Kill "share tho profits”
uith KABE3A1I even though he is not to he asoociatod Kith her
as loyal representative of tho Hungarians. AEET’s sharing the
profits Kill be a mans of paying him for legal tork done for ,

the forty, for vhich he lias not been paid. ,/

3-Bureau (101-1744) (RM)
1-100-3-81) (CPBSA-lHaEHHASlWJAL RELATIONS)

“1 (1HV.) (hi)
1-NY 100-86624
1-HY 100-84934
1-NY 100-549851

crosA-ximawfiOKAi. Reiationr) (415) /'/s/ U/ -7b/A-
GUS HALL) (415) _ ' -'7~

1-NY, 100-8529 (415)

ACB^^no

%
JOHN AB2

J
SEARCHED »...,JMO£XEO

SERIAil2FD.^_./,:m gp \

APR 2 0 1961

_JgMJ§VnORK



4/24/61

}

vmam, ees (ioi-i?44)

SAC, MEW XOSiK (100-3523)

H&K KAWHAN
INTERNAL SECISUTV - <3

on 4/24/61, NX 654-3 advised SA A1EXAHOEB 8. BUHLIHSOil
that: on 4/23/61, <>B3 HALL, CPUSA general Secretary, told hlra

the following i , ,
.

HA8X KAOTMAN# CFUSA Attorney, hao recently received
'coao really sood estate eacee r frost the soviets# as a result
of width the law first of Wolf, Popper, Boas# and donee are "up
in araa.' 1 Through n« contact," the said law first baa registered
a "serious protest" with HALL, statins the law first has an
"exclusive contract" with the Soviets regarding such legal
natters >

The law first also intends to register a "serious
protest" with the soviets concerning this natter. According
to BALL, ho >dll arrange that the Soviets ho advised to "pay
no attention 1 to the law lira's protest, the reason being
that iho law firm has done practically nothing for the CPUEA
for a nuhber of years. Only when it was "pressed" during the
past year did the firm give a few dollars to the flPOSA,

Extreme caution should he exercised with respect to
dlcsenlnatldn of the information herein ainco. bw'ita nature,
it tends to identify 'MV a' valuable infonaant. aa the
Bourco^ESareof frnxeae'tnis Information Aa obtained from a
sourco other than sX og4^5

,
'it'should not tw incorhorated -

'even Ini' paraphraeed fom - In the inveatltative natation of a
report

3-3ureau (101-1744) (dm)
(1-100-3^81) (CPt^ilMTBRMAK««r, BE1AMGH3)

Ci-hy 134-91 (IKV.) (41)
1-HX 100-84934 (Q83 HALL) (415)
1-MX 103-3301$
1-NX 100-3662*
1-NX 1004*529

ir

WOLE, POPJfEH, BOSS AND JONES,
CPUSA-Xlfm8NATI0NAL RELATIONS
415)

15

L

SEARCHED..,.. JWOSXP>....Atf.l

SERIALIZED.,: .EfiUD...' - f

APR 2 4 1961
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-235134) k/S0/6l

SACj HEW YORK (100-549651)

JOHIJ ABX
IS-C

on h/xg/6it in 694-s advised sa Alexander c. burlinsoh
that on the aforesaid date GU3 BALL, CPUSA General Secretary,
told him the following!

JOHN AHT has resigned as CPUSA attorney. HALL is
particularly annoyed because ABT chose to send a letter of
resignation to the National Office while HALL was out of town.
HALL also was angry because* without authority to do so*
BEN DAVIS sent a reply to AH?* telling the latter that in view
of "the troublesome times*” A0T should not resign*

HALL attributed ABT'a resignation to the latter's
not having received compensation for work he had done in the
party's behalf. Since AHT is so important to the Party "in
the membership cases/” HALL will contact AST in a day or so*
will tell him he should not have resigned, and will infom
AM* that Aif the problem is money* u HALL will Hry to resolve
the problem.* 1

HALL commented that ABti I had
been sfno damned good8 for some time* that she was petering
out* 1 and that JOHN ABT was doing likewise. HALL sal d that
while EUGENE DENNIS had been alive* ABT and DENNIS had been
"buddies

*

H In HALL'S opinion* DENNIS' death gave ahc the
opportunity to resign*

What particularly bothered HALL about ABT'n
resignation was that HALL had requested Moscow to ‘‘take

care ' of AHT when the latter should visit the Soviet Union.
Moscow is of the opinion that AH? continues to be a CPUSA
attorney*

2-Bureau (100-236194)
1-NY 134-91 (1NV.)
1-NST 100-23825 JBENJA3
1~N¥ X00-508?4 I

1-NV 100-84994 (QUS E
1-NY 100-549651 (415)

ACB:ume
(7 )



Aism 4

fc/24/Sl

70) DIRECTOR, FBI (100-149163)

FROMj SAC, HEW VOSK (1OO-230S5)

SOBjECSl 33WAKM J. BAV33
IS-C
SA»40
ISA-50
(OOlNX)

i

noHfairtei, ii/iB/Qli reporting that according to GU3
hall, mi sxm had quit tho cp«

,
,on /j/sU/eit m 634-3 advised ca ktzxmrn c. BtKWBSQH

that o» V£V&» na had conferred with cos HALL/ who told him
the Yellowing*

On the nomine of A/19/61, the day after BAVI3 told
HALL he vaa "Quitting/1 DAWS case into CP Headgutrtcra and
acted "as if nothing had happened.” ho tsade no mention of
’’having quit," and HALL did not aention the subject to DAVI3.
HALL said that he ia convinced now, sore than ever, that mvzi
either la an iBi Agent or la ’’cracking up

. 4
NY 694-S stated that ho Inferred from HALL*a remark*

and attitude that DAVIS' statue aa a CP functionary remains -
at least temporarily - unchanged.

^sEUfOSU (100-149163 ) (ffil).

%-m 134-91 (INV.) I4l)
4m 100-34994 (OOS HALL) (413)

1-HV 100-23385 (415)

ACDlUiao

1-supervisr #41



DIRECTOR, FBI (!OO-236l9J0 b/Z5/6l

SAC, NEW YORK (100-549651)

mm aet
I8-C

EoNYlet, 4/20/61, advising that according to GUS
HALL, CPUSA General Secretary, JOHN ABT had resigned as
CPUSA attorney*

On 4/24/61* NY 694-S inforced SA ALEXANDER C, BOmNSON
that on 4/21/61, GUS HALL told him the following*

HALL contacted ABT on 4/20/61, and severoly criticised
ABT for having sent to CP Headquarters, while HALL was out of
town, his letter of resignation as CPUSA attorney* ABT con*
tended that he had not known at the tine that HALL was out of
town* HALL also told ABT that nParty meters do not resign
positions/’

In reply to HALL’S Inquiry why he irlshed to resign,
ABT stated that he was being Ignored and mistreated by the
Party, that he was ’’fed up,^ and that he was receiving no
compensation for his legal services to the Hrty.

HALL asked ABT whether it was not true that HALL
recently had given ABT some money, end that HALL had promised
to investigate why ABT had not teen paid for his services.
ABT admitted that this was so hut added, ’’You have done nothing
about it* 71

According to HALL, PHIL BART, CPUSA Organization
Secretary, was responsible for ABT's not being compensated for
his services*

HALL told ABT that for the latter to resign at this
time ''would be awkward for everybody, 1

’ and ho further told ABT
that as General Secretary of tho Party, he declined to accept
ABT’s resignation.

2-Bureau (100-23619*0 (KM)
ClSire 134-91
1-fflf 100-84994
1-Jff 100-19679
1-NX 100-56579
1-NY 100-549651

ACBiuae
(T)

mv.) (4i),
,

OUS HALL) (415) ,
XSADOflE VOTSV) (415)
(PHIL BART) (415)
(415)

[SEKfAUZCft

4PR2 5 1961
fBMtffWYOAK

I



,v^

m 100-5*45651

HAUi and AH? agreed to discuss the matter further
at another time, ah? continuing to insist* however* that he
desired to resign ns CP attorney,

HAI& said that ho would arrange that hereafter JSADORE
WOFSV pay ABT forbia services on a weekly or monthly basis.

1*

«* 2 *



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 4/26/0I

&\C, KEV YORK (100-134637)

SOLO
IS-C
(OC: HY)

Re MY airtel to Bureau, dated <^/20/Sl, captioned
us above, advising that $7,000 had been received from a
Soviet source for transmittal to the CP of Puerto Rico
for expenses.

Reference also m let to Jon Juan, dated 3/8/61,
captioned CP of Puerto Rico, I3-C, f furnishing information
previously reported to the Bureau regarding the aforesaid
57,000.

On V*$/6lj MY 694*8 advised that in a recent
conference with GU3 HALL, CP, USA General Secretary, the
latter stated that he had not sent any of the aforesaid
$7,000 to the Puerto Rican CP and did not Intend to do so
until he knew more about the "internal situation' of the
Puerto Rican CP, of which he was doubtful and suspicious*^
HALL stated he considered the Puerto Rican CF "unreliable*

'

HALL said he had given over $3,000 of the $7,000
to PHIL BART, CP, USA Organizational Secretary, to reinburse
the Party for funds previously sent to tne Puerto Rican CP,
particularly for electrical equipment, n HALL indicated
that he intended to turn over more of these funds to PHIL
BART for tne use of the CP,USA,

3 - Bureau (100-428091) (m)

1

a
1
a
1
1
1

(1 - 100-
San Juan
Hew York
Hew York
Hew York
Hew York

) (CP OP MU)
100-20) (CP PUERTO RICO)
134-91) ilnv.) (41)

{/

100-84994;
100-585/9
100-74560

Hew York (
loo-6562 )

^ _ **___*. i 3k >Tk -m f m «,

'fI J+j

Hew York (100-134637) (41)

QUO HAIL) (415)
PHIL 3ART) (415)
CP,USA - FUNDS) (415
CP OF P,R\) (413)

.VCBJfeEU

(10)

W7M...L/ *

crjiswicn
. [lV&£X».D«-ij

^RWLlZEOaMtTuD^?^
Apr? '

; =vi

reiiNeocgsi



ADffKXi

j/ /

f 4/iil/bl

DEHB3TQR, ISX (100-3-Ui)

VftOHt SAC, MM TURK

sranex cp «sa nraK&sxoM aowfioas
IS - c

On 4/21/61# 3X <£»-« advised 3A AmvSIKH C.
antliZRSQH that on Ota lAMttU date h» conferred with on
mu,, CP, 194, danerel fieeretu?, who tola Ua the followings

AS of Instant date, I

9CR02IB UBAUflf, and JACOB MBoH are awaiwa w awTO
toooov on Tuesday, 4/as*rtil, to attend, as CP, 88a delegatee,
tho «&, Ba/cS^tfon in hoscow. AIXKAiMR fRACMMUM
has bean requests* to advise Mow. threugh his Soviet
ohumela in «C, that the above asaed lndmduala idU go to
maoaw, wd to npait Rbocow to arrange that Soviet visas
will he livallahle whan they arrive in Parte.

Offices receiving this awemlnntlun should follow
Bureau itartiuctlans with regard to parsons travelling abroad.

3 - Bureau (1QQ-3-41 )

1 - Baltimore (100
-

1 - Boston {100-
1 - tua Ansalea ilOO-

j?- w^^OiJnjniJ
1-12 lCO-S»994 (00S
1 - ia 100-21001 {AXH
l - new tme (100-366:

^CBiKgs
(13)

mmr nucimaaa»o>

SEARCHED INDEXED

SERIALLJf3^Crf^„FILj^!^^^iRIAyZd&t

SfiDDAPR . jRSI

^FBI- IjJEW YORK

i*/*#*** L
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
UNITS) STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-63)

FROM s SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-FUNDS
IS—

C

(00: New York)

ReBulet to Denver, 4/27/61,

For the protection of NY 694-S* no mention
should be made In the Investigative section of a report
concerning any of the Information contained in this letter.

On 5/2/61, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C.
BURL1NS0N that on 4/28/61, during a conversation with GUS
HALL, General Secretary, CPUSA, the informant discussed with
HALL an article captioned "Funds Grow, But Not Enough,"
which appeared in the 4/23/61 edition of "The Worker"

According to HALL, during the week prior to
that referred to In the article, a "Reverend from Denver"
contributed $1200 to the fund drive, HALL stated that
actual contributions to the CP fund drive during the
period mentioned in the article amounted to only about
$30* The money supposedly contributed to the £und drive
was furnished by HALL from "Funds From. Abroad" Far
bookkeeping purposes, various CP districts are credited
as having furnished this money* According to HAIL, he
tells CP functionaries to whom. this money is made available,
but are not familiar with "Funds From Abroad," that the
money has been loaned to him on a personal basis by influential
friends.

Bureau (100-3-63) (RM)
(1 - 100-3-102 ) 7CPUSA-RESERVE FUNDS)
(l - 100-428091 HSOLO)
Denver (100-4462) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (UNSUB, Reverend)
Minneapolis (100-18?8-F) (RM)
NY (100-128861) (CPUSA-RESERVE FUNDS)1 - NY (100-128861) (CPUSA-RESERVE FUNDS) (415)

1 - NY (100-134637-SUB A) (SOLO) (4l)
NY (100-84994) (GUS HAt£)(4l5)

12 NY 1 134-91) (Inv.) (41) U
I - NY (100-74560) (415)
RLPiKMD c"

(13 )

^

c



NY 100-74560

he gave
.tloned that while In Minneapolis recently,
|
Minnesota CP District leader, the sum of

i£
ie
2 H

?
LL s ln Minnesota". |__|sent this money to
0ffice as a contribution from the Minnesota

CP to the fund drive.

According to NY 69^-S*, when CP districts are
credited with having made contributions to the fund drive,
contributors of which they are not aware, CP functionaries

?r
f

i.

fcheae disfcricts assume that a representative of the
National Office has personally obtained such contributions
from donors in their districts known only to the National
Office.

HALL indicated he "plays one district against another"
by following the foregoing procedure.

- 2 -



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York OONPIDEWPIAL

April 18, 1951

Isaac Granich also known as
Michael Granich, Mike Gold, Irwin Granich
Internal Security - C

Elisabeth Granich also,known as
Elizabeth Granich, Mrs. Michael Granich,
Mrs. Isaac Granich, Mrs. Mike Gold
Security Matter - C

On April 14, 1961. 1

Department, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd., 25 Broadway, New

York City, advised that Mr. and Mrs, Isaac Granich, were booked

In tourist class. Cabin A 206 on the "Queen Mary", scheduled to

depart New York City for sp*

.

England . and Cherbourg,

France on ApriT 19, 1961. I
[
advised he had no information

concerning any return travel for the Granichs.

On April 13, 1961, a confidential source, who has

furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Irving

Potash, Communist Party (CP), United States of America (USA;,

Labor Secretary had conferred with Mike Gold and his wife on

April 12, 1961. They advised Potash they would leave New York

City via ship for France on April 19, 19^1, and would pick up

visas, In Paris for Moscow. They planned to leave Paris by

plane for Moscow on April 28, 19ol.

The CP, USA has been designated by the Attorney General

of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 1045Q*

in*b&OT£§^o-114353
***** 100-424905

NYfiles 100-1420?
100-130072

Re:

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI, and Is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency,

CONFIDENTIAIi

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AXIX QMA.IIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
fj

j & t 1? no-i 1
i, ji U O A. O' l, U A i.

~\
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Filed
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\ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
'< MEMORANDUM

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

DATE: 4/21/61

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C
(00:NY)

ReBulet, 3/31/61, requesting that the Bureau be
furnished the identities of the members of the CPUSA National
as soon as the composition of this board is resolved, and
requesting further that it be determined whether the CPUSA
Secretariat is still functioning and whether ELIZABETH GURLEY
FLYNN is a member of the Secretariat.

On 4/20/61, NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
that to date he has not seen any formal CP document listing
the names of the members of the CPUSA National Board> but as a
result of conversations with GUS HALL, CPUSA General
Secretary, NY 694-S has heard HALL mention, as mem-
bers, besides himself, of the said National Board, BENJAMIN J.
DAVIS, JR., ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, JAMES JACKSON, JACK
STACHBL, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, IRVING POTASH, CLARENCE HATHAWAY,

HYMAN LUMER, and PHILIP BART.

2-Bureau (IOO-3-69 ) (RM)
2-Chicago (134-46) (CG 5824-s)
(1-61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)(1-61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

(pm 134-91 (INV.) (41)
1-NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (4
1-NY 100-23825 (BENJAMIN J. :

1-NY 100-1696 (ELIZABETH GU
1-NY 100-16785 (JAMES JACKS01
1-NY 100-18065 (JACOB STACHE:

(RM)

GUS HALL) (415)
BENJAMIN J, DAVIS) (415)
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
JAMES JACKSON) (415)
JACOB STACHEL) (415)

1-NY 100-48033 (IRVING POTASH) (415)
1-NY 100-5106 (CLARENCE HATHAWAY) (414)
1-NY 100-105078 (HYMAN LUMER) (415)
1-NY 100-56579 (PHILIP BART) (415)
1-NY 100-80641 (415)

ACB:ume
(1

%i
11

' 1

(J/-
$EW^ED

/̂;
yWOEXED-

SERIAUZED.l&£&£niED.J

APR 2 1 196)

Bl- NEW YORK
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1

n

NY 100-80641

With regard -to ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, NY 694-S
stated that she is not a member of the Secretariat, because,
upon formation of the new National Board, which replaced It,
the Secretariat ceased to exist,' The informant noted that
CP communications being sent to various CP districts and
referring to the agenda of meetings at CP Headquarters refer
to such meetings as “National Board" or "Resident Board"
meetings rather than as "Secretariat" meetings.

The Informant further noted that top CP functionaries
refer "variously and loosely" to the National Board as the
"National Executive Board," the "Resident Board," and the
"Politburo."

- 2 -



FBI

FJD*3MH*v. ifc-U-56)
**

. A #

Transmit the following in

A IRT EL

Date: 4/28/61

PLAIN
(Type in plain text dr code)

REGISTERED HAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: Director, PBI (100-3-81)

PROM: SAC, Philadelphia (100-32825)

SUBJECT: CPUSA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
IS - C

,

He New York airfcel to Bureau, 3/31/61, Bureau
letter 4/6/61, and Philadelphia airtel 4/20/61,

3 - Bureau (100-3-81) (RM)
1 - Baltimore (info.) (RM)
2 - Chicago (info.) (RM)

1 - 100-3313 (JACK KLING)
1 - 100- (LOU BISKIN)

1 - Cleveland (Info.) (RM)
1 - Detroit (Info.) (RM)
1 - Los Angeles (Info.) (RM)
1 - Milwaukee (Info.) (RM)
1 - Minneapolis (Info.) (RM)
6 - New York (RM)

1- 100-86624 ( CPUSA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)/X? 134-91 INV) (41)
- 100-56 (MIKE DAVIDOW) (4l4)

1 - 100-118174 (MILT ROSEN) (4l4)
1 - 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (41?)
1 - 100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (4l4)

2 - WFO (4k)
3 - Philadelphia

1 - 100-32825
1 - 65-1686 xrapWTTrr^

y a *7 / —
1 - 100-4053

I I , l3i :l=
TFC:BMF
(22 )

1 SEARCHED

—

.
’ seriuizs^^a®^

i
1861

t^ptroved:

ijy
Special Agent* in Charge

-M Per



I

PH 100-32825

PH 547-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, on 4/22/61 advised that THOMAS NABRIED contacted
an unidentified female at Trans World Airlines, Philadelphia,
Pa., gave his name, and stated he had a reservation for
4/27/61. He described this reservation as pertaining to a
flight to Europe which leaves New York at 7 p.m. The
unidentified female, after checking, informed NABRIED that
his reservation was for Wednesday, 4/26/61, and that she can
hold it until Tuesday, 12 noon, 4/25/61. NABRIED explained
to this unidentified woman that he had not received his
passport and that was the reason for his request to hold his
reservation.

PH 541- S*, who has furnished reliable information In
the past, on 4/27/61 advised that THOMAS NABRIED. District
Chairman . CPEPD . advised l I

I I CPEPD, on 4/27/61 that he had not received his
passport.

For the Information of WFO, PH 547-3*, on 4/21/61 .

RrivIflPfl that THOMAS NABRIED on that date advised l f
I

|
that he contacted the Passport Office,

State Department, but with no success. I T asked the
number that NABRIED had called and was furnished it as
Republican 7-5600, Extension 6601.

. I&il£r that day the same Informant advised thatl 1
I

,
Contacted THOMAS NABRIED and stated -he had talked

to a | I (phonetic) of the Passnai±_Q££ice In Washington
and got absolutely nothing. She toldl Ithat she does
not see how NABRIED 1 s nassnort. could be processed before the
26th Of April, 1961. I

|
told NABRIED that he talked

to his associates, I R phonefcic) and I [(phonetic)
In Washington, and they are going to "needle” them.

Information copies are designated for the completion
of the files of the respective offices to whom this airtel Is
directed.

- 2 -



BiawrroR, m (100-3-102)

sac, mu y&is (ioo-,i23631)

cfwaA-rona (eesksto iusds)
1S-C .

(OOlNY)

yxtrwaa caution taunt bo exercised with resnect to
disacnlRation of the aiKiTfirii^^
It' 'tor73cT6 Identify tft 'b§to~iit a"valuable imors5m£» an tfca

jou^LjUiwpitot#
“““

lieNYlet, 12/6/60, captioned ae above,. lha|:
f

pursuant to a prior aareeaeafc* JACK QfSUBQ Laso l

$55,000 fox* the latter to invest in the Hanoi- Motors company
of iarwyn, Illinois.

, finfttranee also Chioaco letter, 4/21/61, cautioned
jsh-c, ’ requesting that the NYo ascertain

Yjio i^esuits oi a Reotinc in late March# in NYC, between
|
and ClillDS ret;ardine the above-isenttoned Better.

on 4/20/61, NY 656-3 advised iA ALE,5A®Kl fl, OT.UdHCOJJ
as I'ollcvoi

He had Anadv<>pfa»ntlv failed -to ref art a rxotinx
between jack emus and l l ln HYO on 3/23/61, at
which tliae l Ireeueated rroa. catids a loan of jfcooa to
enable hl« to stay in business. ' According tol lowing
to a particularly bad winter, flerym Motop Had obld l'Ar fcvcv
cei-s than it had anticipated, ar.d l I as a result, had
lost considerable uoney. ifco business, as said, had shown no
profits.

2-Bursau (100-3-102) (KM)
3«CMcaso,|100- } {CPC0A»iUKOS-.ffiii*im ICNW) (SM)
(1-134-46-Sub ml (SOLO)
J.l-100-1513/) | |

>HY 134-61, „ (1W.J J41J
1-NY itX)-13fcj37-Sub A (SOAO IblfffO) (41) ^
1-HY 100-&4C61 i jftfiTt cimial /hi) a /,?.
1-HX 100-113019 T(412) /&/ W„ 3
1-5K 100-126061 TOjn ' £-s

aci\mm
(10)

/m #-&
MATCHED _/^IKDEXED_/l

9imAuaDU^<&ni£D..i^S:

HAY 1 1961

'

.fBL-NEW YORK

ts- ;>



Itt 100*128661

two.
core aonoy in
primarily in_i
had jjiven to I

I that ho could not invent any
venture* and that he into interested
die return of the 419*000 ho already

, Only to protect the 413*000 he already fled riven
to| [cuiuds* after his meeting in JIYC mini T
aenu xno matter $5000 aa a personal loan* payable on demand •

60S HA-liti* CSVSk General Secretary, reluctantly approved
citxma swing tui» 45000 tor 1

According to uv . the above-mentioned $5000
vae £iven by OffUDS to from cpySAtsohO) funds in the

poescscion of cjuuh, 1 J



1

Transmit the following via .AIRTEt

DATE: 5/2/61

'moMs

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-262352)

SAC* NEW YORK (100-57368)

SUBJECT: DR. VALENTINE GREGORY BURTAN
SM-C
(00:NY)

Extreme caution should be .exercised with respect to
dissemination" of th~information herein since, fry its natureT
it tends to identify wT b94-S, a valuable^informantjr as the
source thereof, unless this information is obtained from a
_sotirce other than NY 694-s. it' Should not be
^^An parapnrasea~rorKr- in fhe'TnvestlBEive sebtinn nf a
report

.

—
ReNYalrtel, 4/13/61

.

, On 5/1/61, Iff 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
that on that date he had conferred with GUS HALL, CPUSA
General Secretary, who told him the 'following:

The. doctor 1 s (BURTAN l s) trip to Cuba has been post-
poned. The AFTi-OTO representative (Identified, previously
by HALL as I I a negro who has been In .Africa as a
representative of the AFL-CI0,f

) has- not gone to Africa yet,
but Is preparing to go momentarily. BHHTAN will accompany
the AFL-CIO representative to Africa, where, they will remain

4-Bureau (100-262352) (RM)
^(1-100-3-81) (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
Iste 134-91

,
(INV.) (41)

7

1-NY 100-86624 {CPUSA-H^TERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)
1-NY 100-25904^ (JAY LOVBSTONE) (31)
1-NY 100-124228 (OR. MARVTM iRyr.Qifv\ niok\
1-NY 100- I I

1-NY 100-8499A
1-NY 100-57368
ACB:ume

( 12 )

;gus hall;
>a«0

>15)

/S^CfA
SEARCHED-

tt.ZcwdEXE
5EmAUZEDi<^niX0^

MAY 2 1961
FBI - NEW YORK



NY 100-57368

for two months, and then return to NYC "with a report.” The
trip to Africa is most important, and if "the report" is
wkaLPALL anticipates it will he, it will be imperative that
NY 694-S have it transmitted to Moscow.

LOVESTONE nor anyone eise at the ILGWU is aware of the fact
that the doctor" is "a Party man." Upon his return from
Africa, the doctor" will go to Cuba, but he will not remain
there indefinitely.

Since it is believed that dissemination of the
information herein would jeopardise the security of NY 69h-s,
a letterhead memorandum is not being submitted.

- 2 -



' «. #

SAC, mu YORK (100*13W37-SUb A)

SA ALEXANDER 0, BUKLINSOH

SOLO
2S-C

On 5/ty6l, WY 694*3 advised that on that date he
purchased for CUS HALL a tape recorder for which he paid
to the Willoughby Camera Co*, HALL will use this
machine at CP Headquarters*

The informant stated that he purchased the recorder
with hie personal check, hut that he would reimburse himself
for this expenditure from SOLO funds in his possession*



Airargj.

5/z/Oi

TQS BISECTOR, FBI (10Q-3-104)

vmu SAC, HEW FORK {1O0-12>%2)

SUBJECT! cpdsa
COUNTRRIiWELLIOEHCH FROGflAM
is-c
(OOjHY)

RcNvaimi, 3/2/61. entitled "CFUsA-imsaamOiiAi
iELATlcaBj is-c/' pertaining to m 694-s' conversation with
qus iiajuc, on 5/i/Si.

HALL Me "dele" at the thought that: CASTRO was ox-
pcated to announce sedentarily that Cuba Me to becorao a
cowunlst republic before ho becsne the elected head of the
Cuban Government, HALL said CASTRO is playing into the hands
of the USA. HALL said the impact on the Latin-African
countries of CASTRO's prooislalng at this tiae, before Cuba
has held an election, that Cuba is a cowanlst country vdll
be 'terrible,'1 it will bo regarded as'h soviet power grab."
HALL further added that CASTRO'S action will put the C?USA
on "a terrible spot, 1 in the light of what is happening in
Cuba, how can the CFCSA refute the allegations of its enestles
that the transition to socialism in the USA la not to be
accomplished legally and peacefully, but rather by violence.

The enclosed clipping from page 1 of tho 5/2/61 njjy
Times, entitled. ’’Caotra ituleu Out Elections In Cuba," points
out CASTHO's declaration on 5/1/61, that there would bo no
nore elections,

3-aureau (100-3-104) (Enel. 1) im)
dSWf 134-91

,
(aw.) (4l1

,

1-JJX 100-64994 (QOS HALL) <4lS) >

1-J« 100-1*9608 (41) />? / x?

Fjciuno \
' $

in
y

l-Supervieor #4l
-gagaas
f-MV2.' ips

|

SSHfWtoftK
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m aoo*i«p8oa

Since It is believed that GUS HALL 4b In tHe bent
position to know s&at will cause problems for the CPUSA* it
In believed that every means should be used to make
CASTRO'S declaration an Issue for the CPUSA to attest to
defend or refute

.

It it not believed that NY 694-s win in any way bo
compromised by making an Issue of CASTRO 1* denying elections
to the Cuban people*

it la suggested that the Bureau consider an
appropriate mimeographed sheet pointing out the fact that
CASTRO fears any voice of the Cuban people In an election#
that the Soviet cspurs of Cuba Is complete* etc#* and that
these sheets be anonymously mailed to c? members and others
who might take issue with the CHJSA over this issue#

It is alto suggested that informants working under
the counterintelligence program be authorised to raise this
issue where appropriate.

It is also suggested that the Bureau use its con-
tacts in the mass media field to get as much publicity as
possible as to the meaning of CASTRO f s declaration and to
have newspapermen question the CfUSA's position in regard to
CASTRO's action*



SOi BLffMOH* I <10g-3“Oi)

s?.«u ms, m *as (iaa-w-:>i24)

SUaftCTi CPUSA-JKWiUWTXOilAl* ;if fA5i«{0
IS-0

.

(OOiHY)

on 'j/2/61, I(Y M*s erased SAm iJUSCS 0. BURUKS03
that ©11 jj/l/ol, Q03 HULL, CFUCA Ccncrai secretary* told Ma
-ho 3 alloving

»

i!AL!i was 'eld; ' at tho thought that CASRO teas c:;-

peeled to announce soaentarlly that Cuba taa to beooaa a
cosmlat republlo. By proelaiulne Cuba a Caaaunict republic
before he becomes the elected head pc the Cuban Government*
cast.'.o is playing into the hanebs of the VGA* vtiicit will gam
uoro than it would has if the Cuban invasion had been success-
ful.

She Impact on tho iatm-American countries of CAC5R0*s
proHntaias at this time - before Cuba haa held on election -
that Cuba is a communist country -will be ‘'terrible," it will
bo regarded as "a Soviet power crab* which to mtin Americans
win sijilfy that the came thing could happen in their countries.

CAEi.iO'fl action will give ’excuse and license'’ to the
VSA to intervene openly in Cuba* and la of ineatlnablo propa-
ganda value to the VSA. lurtheiaore* CASTAO'a action will put
the crtsA on "a terrible spot, in the light of i-diat la
happening in Cuba* how «an tho CfUSA refute tho allegations of
its rncaiee that tho tranoltlon to socialism in the USA la not
to bo accomplished legally otKbxacefully* but rather by violence,
leoplc in the USA will believe that whathappciw In Cuba can
happen In this county.

3-Suksu (lQO-3-bl)OWT WA-91
,

l-iff 100-8t39t
i-uy 100-06b2lj

Acmumo

l-lupervisor #41

m)
1UV.)

t.Gg HAbh) (tip)
f

|«EWAUtE0.^^2nuo.\.^

MAY 2 196 f

eb^mwyork

**t£t J-
, ^ i5w r .sr-
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Since it is believed that dissemination of the
irtfstation heroin >*ouid jeopardise the security of 63^1-S#
a letterhead memorandum ie not being submitted*

** %
L

m



DIRECTOR, FBI <100-423091)

SAC, SEW YORK (100-134537-Sub A)

5/2/51

SOW
XS-C
(OOlNY)

Records of the UXO refleot that as of 4/30/61, trans-
it the SOLO account reported by NX 694-S* since the dateactions In the solo account reported by NX v

of the last accounting have Been as follows;

On hand 5/31/51

Credit

Debit

65,341.00

To i:mm POTASH, for transmittal
to SYLVIA KOLKO, VILidAH 7, FOSTER'S
stoj-daughter, for transportation to

I K///61

To r>m:& potash for transmittal to
hike COU) for transportation of,

COKO and hla wife to Hoecovr 4/14/6

1

To HAiSHX MIHER of the Manor Motor Co.
of Berwyn Illinois as a loan, payable
on demand 4/18/61

To 32ADO;® V.OfSX for the use of the CPUSA
Rational Office 4/19/61

To OUS HALL for paynent of transportation to
Moscow of CPUSA delegatee to the Moscow Kay
Bay celebration 4/21/61

2,500.00

1,000.00

5,000,00

5,000.00

5,000.00

2-Bureau (100-428091)
l-Chicago (134-46-sub
VMX 134-91
I-NY 100-123861
1-NX 100-134037-Sub A

ACBtuae

(
6 )

[SOLO FUNDS) (Ii®0) (RM)
aw.)' <4U . „
[CPU2A FUNDS BBSERVN FUNDS) (415)
1 /?*•/

KAKHED.^,^^pEXEX).n

MAY 2
FBI * MEW YORK ,



inr ioo-i3463?-sui> a

To OtK HALL for payment of transportation
iron Virginia of 10 CP oembero attending
a CPBSA Meting in NVC

Total

Stance

$ 200,00

$18*700,00

V30/51 $47*141.00



• •

fOl KltECTOB, P3I .(lW-bSC09i)

IBOHl 3AC, mv Y$K {100-13W37-Sub A)

•StWECTt SOU)
XOTPBHAI* szeoxm-c
(OOU«)

BeBulot, 3/S7/Glt with regard to tracing funds froa
a foreign source into tho hands of payees. reference also
JiVtOlj ii/3/ul, cautioned 'eflMfflittfflP PAR5Y OP PBEIWO iUCO) 13-C,’ b7b

refleotins that mill go to Puerto llioo on or about
3/12/ul.

1 1

It is to be noted that since the Bureau issued
instructions recording tracing funds froa abroad into the
bandn of payees, the NVO has had no success Ah tide regard
because CP functionaries purchasing transportations have
done no through travel scenelea close to the Party*

in view oil Icontesplated trip to Puerto
Bico, it la anticipated taas xaa Party will furnish hia with b7L)

funds to purchase transportation, and that such funds very
likely trill be part of funds frpa abroad, it is also antici-
pated that the Party will refer! I to a travel agency
cloud to the Party for purchase or ms transportation to Puerto
Bice*

The into is of the opinion that the security of the
informant could be jeopardised if he attempted to purchase
transportation froa the carrier directly Instead of froa a
travel agency recommended by tho Party, By reason of hla
informant status, it sight oven be hazardous fori I to
purchase trarwprtation froa a carriers' employee, m HigHt
bo sympathetic to the Party, and sight report to the Party
that the PBI is interested in tho Mils given to the carrier
to i/Urchoco transportation* A /

L-tsS03i) bm)

] isv.) hi)
IfiV.) \hl)

SEARCHB)^^mO£XEO?
.«

emu twn ^ mlm -* .

l-2« 100-13^637-Sub A (M)
ACBitusa

('/) 1-Supervisor #tl
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Iff 100-13tC37-Sub A

in view of the atom* unless adviced to tho contrary
by tho Bureau? the IffO win arrange only that l I If he
should receive funds for transportation? stake suen xuncus avail-
able to the NIO for recording purposes*

*1

L



mi&h

TO* oxmmu, FBI (100-11^103)

HWHl SAC. HEW YORK (100-231-23)

SUBJ3C5J BEHJAHEJ J. DAVIS. Jl\,
• 1S-C

(OOiWY)

Extreme caution should ba exercised with respect to
dlsscBlnation of Ibroraatlori herein. 'Wlnce»‘‘'taf dta' nature.
sola infonratlon'tenda to Identify BY b<j4»a. a"valuable

' "

.Informant*' "aa the aoureo tabreof1

.. unless tmu infonttatlon la
olitafiwa rroa a eWrc'o'othe'r "thanW 694-3 ."'At

-

should not' be~
~*

Tneoytwafced - even an paraphrased 1'ortai - la Uie'‘.l'nveati:/,a-

ilvo" section or a report .
11

on, 5/s/Si, my 694-s advised sa ALEyu©:;t c. bualimsqn
that on tho aforesaid date CUS MLt, CPUSA General Secretary
told him the following*

UA2& intends to call 'a very laportant mooting' of
the forty on 3/9/61$ At which he Intends to blovi tho
whlaUa’’ on BEN DAVIS. Although DAVIS coma he removed oe
a CP national functionary. HALL will give him an '‘ultimatum 1

to tho effect ttiet if davio deaire* to continue as a ton
functionary, he mil have to wlii and will have to ceaso
opposing the CP national leadership. According to hall, DAVIS
had boon given a airailar naming a year ago.

Inasmuch an it la not hnown liietho? anyone other
than HALS and the Informant aro aware of HALL1

!* intentlonawlth
respect to DAVIS. It le felt that to disseminate tho above
information might jeopardise tho security of iiY 694-3. wo
letteihead memorandum, therefore, la being submitted*

ACBiueae
(a)

1-Supervisor #41
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In Reply, Pleas* Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New 'York
May 3j 1961

Bufile 97-^01

Title publishers New Press

Character Internal Security - c
Internal Security Act of 1950

Reference New York memorandum,
dated and captioned
as above*

,
«k?-4 B

£¥
rc

?
used in; referenced communication hasfurnished reliable Information In* the past.

This document contains neither recommendations
^orjsonclusions of the FBI# It is the property
of the* FBI and Is loaned, to. your agency; it andIts contents are. not to be. distributed outside
your agency. y

' / ,

/£/- ?/-
Searched^,

Serialized" "T?/#?
Indexed r
rw-~~" '\t&&

L



In Reply, Pleas* Refer to

File AV

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
May 3 j 19^1

Bufile 97-401

Re: 'Publishers New Press
Internal Security - c
Internal Security Act of 1950

- A confidential source reported on May 2, 1961. that
a

£°?
fu

J
lcti

?
nary the Communist Party of the

of.^e5‘1
2
a
4.(
CPUSAK n®e Worker," as of July 4,

H oi
Published twice a week instead ofonce a week,as au present •

7

The CPUSA has been designated by
the Attorney General of the United
States pursuant to Executive Order
10450

.

MThe Worker 11 is an east coast (Communist
weekly ^publication.

This document contains neither ,recommendations
FBI. It is the property

of ^the FBI and Is loaned *to *your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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DATE 08-18-2011
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FBI

0 DAIS: 5/3/61 >

Transmit the following via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (97-401)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (97-169)

SUBJECT: PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS, INC.
IS-C; ISA-1950
(00:NY)

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of a lettheread
memorandum reflecting that as of 7/4/61, "The Worker" will bp
published twice a week instead of once a week.

The confidential source utilized In the letterhead
memorandum Is NY 694-S, who advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
on 5/2/61, that on the aforesaid date GUS HALL, CPUSA General
Secretary, furnished the Information above.

HALL further stated that the plan to publish "The
Worker" twice a week was the result of ?, an official decision"
of the CPUSA, and that to publish the paper twice a week would
require an additional $30,000. HALL did not state how the Party
planned to raise this additional $30,000,

This memorandum has been classified "Confidential”
because it contains Information from a source the unauthorized
disclosure of which would seriously impair the Investigation
of the CPUSA, Such Impairment could have an adverse effect
upon the national defense of the country.

3-Bureau (97-401) (Ends, 8) (RM)
2-Chicago (100- ) (PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS, INC.) (INFO)

, , t t
(Ends. 2} (RM)

^(1-134-46-) (CG 5824-S) (INFO)
QLtNY 134-91 (INV.) (4l)

NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (415)
1-NY 100-128861 (GPDBA-FUNDS-RESERVE FUNDS) (415)
1-NY 97-169 (415) -

,CB:ume

( 11 )

J



A3ISS&

FROfh

D2BECT08, FBI (51-2115)

SAC, fiBU 3fORK (100-21421)

SUBJECT 1 ALEXANDER 1K1ACH1EN33B8
’

IS-C .
<

(OOJOT)

that on r,/2y/5^K^t^^o?^48e,S §A JU25XA11DER C. 3URUKS0M
loUoS?ngt

^ X* °m CmA C«»wa Scei^fcar^ told him the

**»•* P» 5/9/51* #t & CHKSA national Board coating* HAH#
and vill attest to remove £toz\

ffAACBSBHWW is uncontrollable -
i*tfc hes l# Coins* His activity in -'literature'1

1* dormant and ineffective, Ho ^stymies11 everything he touches.

n. — ascribed the ‘’Trachtenbeis Foundation 11 as

and mdi^hf^^nf^?^ ,,

S0* UP ?f«W OSJ in honoi* or 'TliACHTEKBEfla,

5i!
’ Accos^dlng to tha infomant money from

*?? KSS'f*.^0 Jf’J
2
?®!?

for any purpose for vftlch the
'J*®

i^». Wio infomant had no idea bow much
-i® *n fund, his opinion being that only TRAChtehberq

*vRvVyO o

w„ *.*
°f the opinion that to dinGeminate the

»
n
*£i$?

t
u
0nJMi:,®*n Wuld jeopardize the security of i« 694-3.A letterhead memorandum, therefore, la not h«tg submitted

*

3-Buieau (61-2115)
1>HY 134-91
l-m 100-57557
1-HS 100-74560
1-m 100-04294
1-SX 100-21421

ACBsuae
(9 )

1-Superviaor >/4l

Ida)
|UiV.) (41)
IJOTKHAlIOHAh trauSHBHfS) (419)
C«*SA-FUta») (415)
cusiiau,) (415)
425)

SWReHffl^-.XWttED—J
sERiAuzeD.^KnLB>.h^:

MAYS 1361

FBI - N£W YORK A



5/3/51

•

BTRSCTOH, FBI (100-3-31)

SAC, m (100-36624)

cmA-ixmmmom* bsutxqhs
is~c

%

«K>j BY)

HeBulat, 4/21/61,

On 5/2/vl* M 694-S* advised 3A ALEXABD2H C*
BUHUKSOB that no action has been taken by GU3 HALL, General
Secretary, CPUSA, to date concerning the establishment or
an Intermediary for supplying information to the Soviet
Embassy in Washington,* C,

The KYO is closely following this matter and
will immediately advise the Bureau of all information as
it is developed,



5/9/61

AXRXEL H201SXERH)

TO 1 DIRECTOR,m (100-423091)

PROM t SAC, NEW YORK (100-134537)

SUBJECTS SOLO'
IS - C

On 5/9/61, MY 694-S* advised SA SHORNTQN M.
WOOD that pursuant to prior instructions made with VLADIMIR
BARKOVSXY, bo met BARKOVSKY at the Town House Restaurant,
133-39 Queens Boulevard, Queens, NY, at 7j3Q PM, 3/3/61.
Both left this establishment, and by a circuitous route,
including walking, and use of a subway, want to the
Salerno Restaurant at Richmond Hills, Queens, MY,

NY 694-S* informed BARKQVSXY that he was
making the contact inasmuch as CG 5324-S* had not been
feeling well, and had returned to Chicago S/7/61, Inform-
ant delivered a microfilm of documents of tha Motional
Committee, CPU8A, to BARRQVSKY,

BArkoVSKY advised informant that, in rela-
tion to HY 694-S*' new office, that he liked its location
and it is a well-chosen site. BARKOVSKY stated he will
get in touch with Informant through this location as required

BUREAU (100-423091) (SO
CHICAGO (134-46-Sub 3)(fU0
MY 134-91 (INV) (41)
MY 63-1302E (341)
NY 100-134637 (41)

THWitasb (41)
(3)



NY 100-134637

Informant stated the delegation of the CPUSA to
attend the Red Kay Day celebration was next discussed.
Informant advised BARKOVSKY that should any messages need
to be returned to the United States by this delegation, or
if there was anything of a confidential nature to be sent
to the United States through the delegation, these should
be transmitted through JACK KLING.

Informant also discussed the fact that eight
individuals went on this delegation instead of the five
previously mentioned by BARKOVSKY to CG 5824-S** Informant
explained to BARKOVSKY that there had been a misunderstanding,
since IRVING POTASH understood from conversations at the
Russian Embassy, Washington, D, C. , that two delegations
were expected rather than one, the second to consist of two
individuals! therefore, the delegations were combined, with
eight going rather than seven, BARKOVSKY indicated to
informant that there had been no objection raised over this*

In connection with the individuals having travelled
to Moscow with the May Day delegation, the point arose over
the individual who would contact WXIXIAM Z. POSTER in Russia,
NY 694~S* advised that POSTER1 s physicians have stated he
should only talk to one individual at a time, and, according
to ARNOLD JOHNSON, FOSTER had suggested that JOHNSON be the
individual to confer with him. Informant stated he pointed
out to BARKOVSKY that JOHNSON had been considered a member
of the left faction of the Party in the United States, and
to be on the safe side, for political reasons, and further,
so that no one could suggest that FOSTER had passed any secrets
to JOHNSON, JACK KtlNG be present at any meeting between
POSTER and JOHNSON,

NY 694-s* next brought up the point of the contact



NY 100-134637

with the Soviet Embassy at Washington, 0. c., and It was
mutually agreed that MARY KAUFMAN, New York attorney, is
acceptable to both sides to make contact with the Soviet
Embassy as necessary* In this connection, BARKGVSKY told
informant that he (BARKOVSKY) had no direct contact with
the Embassy or Consulate at Washington, D* C* x and ehould
he have any message which he wished to transmit to the Embassy*

it was necessary to send the message to Moscow, who in turn
relayed it to the Embassy.

BARKOVSKY assured informant he would look into the
matter of PHIL FRANKFEU^s being refused credit in his World
Books operation and, according to informant, would notify the
Central Committee, CPSU, in Moscow to find out why this had
happened after he had been assured of credit by the Soviet
fiaobassy at Washington, J>* C*

BARKOVSKY also stated he would have the matter of
I 1 and his proposed visit to Russia in August,

1961, checked into*

lafomant stated that JOHN ABT had left the previous
week end for Europe, with his ultimate travel aim as Moscow*
BARKOVSKY stated he would take up the matter of ABT, s fbeing
treated right” while in Moscow*

Informant also' advised that C. B. “BEANIE" BALDWIN
had arrived in Moscow, May 6, 1961, and BARKOVSKY assured
informant that ha would make sure that BALDWIN will meet with
the proper individual in Russia* BARKOVSKY also inquired as
to whether he could meet BALDWIN upon BALDWIN’S return to the

United States* Informant stated he advised BARKOVSKY he
thought this could be arranged*



NY 100-134637

NY 694-S* told SARKOVSKY that the recent statement
of FIDEL CASTRO on 5/1/61 that there would be no elections
in Cuba had caused disappointment to the CPUSA and la causing
serious embarrassment, since it had caused many questions to
be raised for which the Party has no immediate answer, and
had created what might be considered a had public reaction*
SARKOVSKY stated that this should cause no Worry, for eventually
the Cubans will hold elections after they have strengthened
and consolidated their position#

SARKOVSKY advised the informant that President
KENNEDY, in connection with the recent Cuban invasion, had
showed himself to be amateurish and “childish" * in permitting
a gtoup of Batistite fascists to determine his political
future. BARKOVSKY stated that the Party should never lose
sight of the fact that President KENNEDY showed political
naivete in his acceptance of the influence of others, and
what was surprising was that it was so easy for the President
to be taken in in such a crude and amateurish way by this
fascist group in this instance* Further, it would not be
surprising that in order for the United States to reclaim its
position and to vindicate its stand, that the next invasion
attempt might well be with U* S. Marines and U* S. armaments*
BARKOVSKY stated the Cubans were ready and are now ready for
such m attack. BARKOVSKY told the informant that in the United
States the peace movement should be strengthened*

After discussing the Cuban situation, BARKOVSKY
Inquired as to whether ALPHEAS HUNTON was know to the Party
and was advised by informant that he had been known to the
party for many years and had cooperated, pointing out that
he was one of the originators

v
of the Council on African Affairs*



m 100-134637

Upon inquiry as to when the Party's new Negro
magazine would appear, BARKOVSiCY was advised that it
should be out the week of May 15, 1961*

Meeting concluded with arrangement that BARKOVSKY
would contact informant re next meeting*

• 5 •



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3*86)

SAC, NEW YORK {100-81675)

DATE: 5/5/61

SUBJECT: CPUSA-PAMFHIETS AND PUBLICATIONS
IS-C
(00:NY)

ReBulet to Chicago, copy to NY, captioned as above,
dated 3/14/61, reflecting that according to GUS HALL, General
Secretary of the CPUSA, a new trade union magazine that would
conceal its Party connection would be published in NYC.

Reference also NYlet to Bureau, copies to Los
Angeles and flhlnarn. cautioned as above, dated 4/13/61, re-
flecting that}

|
of ,Los Angeles was being considered

for the editorship of the aforesaid trade union magazine.

On 5/3/61, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C.
BURLINSON that on 5/2/61 , he discussed the trade union
magazine with GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary.

HALL said that he recently discussed the trade
union magazine with IRVING POTASH, CPUSA Labor Secretary.
halt, further stated that he had approved the appointment of

I
I
as editor of the magazine, and also that he had

told POTASH that the CP would make between $20,000 and
$25,000 available. to the said magazine. HALL noted that
as yet the magazine had not been named, and had no headquarters.

2-Bureau (100-3-86) (rm)

1-

Chicago (100-33737; (CPUSA-PAMPHISTS AND PUBLICATIONS) (RM)

2-

LosAngeles (100- ) (CPUSA-PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS)(JM

t-NY 100-84994
1-NY 100-48033
1-NY 100-15946
1-NY 100-74560
1-NY 100-81675

GUS HALL) (415)
IRVING POTASH) (415)
JAMES TORMEY) (422)
CPUSA-FUNDS) (415)
415)

fr-A
SEARCHED -Z^EXED.—Z
SERIAUZro.U&k^lED..k^

MAY 5 1951

"

^ FBf-Nay YORK J







UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

New York, New York
May k, 1961

Title

Character

Reference

All sources (except any listed below) used in
referenced communication have furnished reliable Information
in the past.

World'Books

Internal Security - C

New York memorandum/
dated and captioned
as above.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI# It Is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer in

nfeJVo.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
May 4, 1961

i

Re: World Books
Internal Security - C

, Reference NeW York memorandum, captioned "Communist
Party, United States of America - Pamphlets and Publications;
Internal Security -C," and dated April 12,. 1961. <

A confidential source reported* on May 3* 196!; that
a corporation formed by the Communist, Party, United states of
America (CPUSA) to import foreign political publications -

particularly “World Marxist Review11 * will open on May 6 , 1961 ,

a book store at 747 Broadway, New York City.

The name of the aforesaid book store is “World Books."
h

.

A second confidential source advised
on January 18 ; i960 , that "World Marxist
Review1" is the theoreticslorgan of the
international Communist movement, is
printed and edited in Prague, Czechoslovakia,
and is printed in several languages in
various cities throughout the world.

The CPUSA has been designated by
the Attorney General of the United
States pursuant to Executive Order
10450.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are< not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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FBI

DATE: 5/4/61

Transmit the following via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- )

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-144608)

SUBJECT: WORLD BOOKS
IS-C
(00:NY)

ReNYalrtel to Bureau and Chicago, captioned "CPUSA-
PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS; IS-C,” dated 4/12/61, concerning
a new CP controlled corporation to be known either as "World
Book Company” $r "All Lands Book Company,” which is to Import
foreign political publications.

Enclosed are eight copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting that on 5/6/61 , the above-mentioned CP corporation
will open a book store, the name of which is J World Books" at
747 Broadway, NYC.

The confidential source utilized In the letterhead
memorandum is N7 694-S, who advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
on 5/3/61, that he had obtained the above information - and other
information not being Incorporated for security reasons In the
letterhead memorandum - from GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary,
on 5/2/61 .

GUS HALL further stated that he was "disgusted" with
the Soviets because they had declined to grant credit to the
"World Books" company, and because they had declined also to
permit "World Books" to be their exclusive agent In the USA
for the sale of Soviet publications. Including "World Marxist
Review,"

5-Bureau (100- ) (Ends. 8) (RM)
(1-100-3-81), (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (Enel. 1)
(1-100-3-86) (CPUSA-PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS) (Enel, l)

1-Chicago (134-46)
CfrNY 134-91
1-NY 100-
1-NY 100
1-NY 100-7971
1-NY 100-15583
1-NY 100-74560
1-NY 100-137025
1-NY 100-84994
1-NY 100-144608
ACBtume

16 )

ca 5824-S) (INFO) tend. 1) RH
INV.) (41)
CPUSA-PAMPHIETS AND PUBLICATIONS) (415)
CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (4l5)
MARGARET KRUMBEIN) (422)
'PHIL FRANKFELD) (421)
CPUSAtFUNDS) (415)
WORLD MARXIST REVIEW) (4l)
OUS HALL) (415)

I SEARCHED—--INDEXED -j

|
SERIAUZED,^—

J

MW 4 1S61

II -MW YORK
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i

NY 100-144608

According to HALL,- "World Books" will have to he on
a "cash basis" with the Soviets, HALL remarked that he did
not "give a damn," and if necessary, "World, Books" might sell
only Chinese publications.

This memorandum has been classified n Oenfidontlal^
because it contains information from a source the unauthorized
disclosure of which would seriously impair the investigation
of the CPUSA. Such impairment could have an adverse effect
upon the national defense interests of the country.

The confidential source utilized in the letterhead
memorandum to’ document "World Marxist Review" is CG 5824-S.

— 2 -



SAC, HEW YORK (100-134537 Sub A)

SA . DANIEL J. QUIGLEY (#418)

5/5/31

SOLO
IS-C

ReBulet dated 3/9/51- and NY airtel to Bureau dated
4/19/51 , captioned, "ISAAC CRANICH, aka, IS-C", Bureau file
100-114353.

On 4A4/51, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C.

BURLINSON that on thatdate he gave to IHVINO POTASH, for
transmittal to MIKE GOLD, £l,000 in ten and twenty dollar
bills, said currency having been part of SOLO funds in the
informant's custody, GOLD is to use this money to pay for
the transportation of his wife and himself to Moscow,

In accordance with instructions set forth in
referenced letter, the following investigation was conducted
in an effort to trace above-mentioned money to a payee

,

On 4/14/51. 1 I Cabin Class,
The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd., 85 Broadway, «YC, advised
that GOLD paid for his booking on the "Queen Mary" in San
Francisco.

Inasmuch as San Francisco Is office of origin in
the GOLD case, and it is highly unlikely that GOLD would transmit
the cash for deposit to a checking account m San Francisco,
and since GOLD departed NY on 4/19/51, for France, and will
dissipate funds prior to his return to the US, no further
Investigation is being conducted to trace the above-mentioned
money to a payee.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

FROM : SA JOSEPH V. WATERS

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

DATE: 5/11/61

On 5/3/61 , NY 694-s* made available to SA ALEXANDER
C. BURLINSON a typewritten copy of the minutes of a meeting of
the National Board of the CPUSA. It is pointed out that although
this copy of the minutes reflects the date as 4/24/61, NY 2362-S*
has reported that this meeting took place on 4/26/61, and the
latter date Is believed to be correct.

1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
rkNY
pNY
1-NY

[100-32826) (JAMES ALLEN) (415)
100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)
100-105078) (HY LUMER) (415)
100-68934) (JEAN SMITH) (422)

[
100-18065 ) (JACK STACHEL) (415)
100-9595) (WILLIAM VEINSTONE) (415)
97-1792) (PAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE) (31)
100-88297
,100-98557
IOO-89S9I
100-80633
100-80634
IOO-74560
100-86624
100-54651
100-80640
100-80639
100-89590
100-80643
100-80644

CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA

134-91 ) (Inves) (41)
[100-80641) (415)

- CULTURAL ACTIVITIES) (415)
- DEPENSE ACTIVITIES) (415)
- DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES) (415)
- EDUCATION) (415)
- FARMERS MATTERS) (415)
- FUNDS) (415)
- INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)
- NATIONAL GROUPS) (415)
- NEGRO QUESTION) (415)
- REVIEW COMMISSION) (415)
- STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (415)
- WOMEN MATTERS) (415)
- YOUTH MATTERS) (415)

JVW:mv
(23)

r
' >
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The informant obtained his copy .of the minutes from
JEAN’ SMITH,, clerical worker at the CP National office. A
Photostat ,was made as the original had to -be returned to the
informant-at his request.

The text of the minutes is set out below:

"National Board Meeting - April 24, 1961

"I. Report on French Situation --Comrade Will Weinstone gave
an Tnformational report on developments in, France and the
coup d'etat of the group of generals in, Algeria.

"Motions:

"1. That GUs address a telegram to the French Party
on its role in fighting for democracy in France.

"2. That Will summarize his report in a memorandum to
be sent out.

"3. That it also be prepared as an article.

"4. That we raise the danger of the role of the
reactionary generals in our .country, especially
that of General Walker and his relationship to
the Birch Society.

"II. Cuba — Phil Bart made a report on further developments
around the Cuban .situation.

"Motions: 1. That we
.

give oUr major attention .and support to the
Fair Play for Cuba Committee and help create the
influence .that the major task is to *win. friendship
between :Cuba and the American people and help to
bring about renewed negotiations leading to re-
establishment of diplomatic relations and trade.
This requires opposition to the 'left* line of the
Trotskyites whose influence in the leadership is
detrimental to the Fair Play Committee,

2-
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"2. 'That in our activity we seek to stress further
the relationship of the Cuban movement to the
peace movement generally.

“3. That we encourage the widest support to the
actions developed by the Committee in Washington.

Fill. Youth,

n
l. Following a report on thi3 point a motion was

adopted that in organising the agenda for the NEC,
this point be placed on the agenda.

; "IV. Committee on Reorganisation of the Work of the National
Cenfierl Comrade stcvchel reportecTand made tHe foITowing
motions which were adopted:

”1. The National Board shall meet every week for 4
hours (Wed 1-5 PM)

a) Agendas should he prepared in advance and
members notified on Monday.

b) Questions dealt with shall include:

1. Current events
2 . Reports of Cepts & Committees - campaigns.

Reports from Districts
3 . Trends - Ide61ogfcal questions

.

c) Generally reports should be brief {15-20 minutes
with discussion 5 minutes, except on special
discussions, with a time limit on each point
on agenda.

d) At conclusion on each point there should be a
resolution or motion including policy & actions.
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ne) Memos shall be sent to NEC and NC members
keeping them informed of discussion and
decisions on main questions taken up by NEB.

,f

2. a) The Org Bureau & Org Dept shall be charged
with responsibility of informing all depts
& districts of decisions concerning their
work, coordinate the tasks and campaigns thru
the different depts and check on execution
of tasks.

n
b) Between meetings of the Org Bureau - a

committee of 3 headed by the General Secy ,

including the Org Secy and one additional
member of the Org Bureau and NEB - shall be
charged with responsibility for organizing,
supervising and checking on all work of the
center in execution of decisions of the NC,
NEC and NEC.

“
n
3. a) The National Office shall be open between 9:30

A.M. to 5:30 B.M.

b) The office staff (technical) shall work these
hours - 1 hr off for lunch or 35 hours.

c) At least one member of the Org, Bureau shall
be in the office during these hours. Since
comrades have night meetings or out-of-office
appointments, there shall be a division of labor
to guarantee this.

d) Measures should be taken by the Comndtfcee of 3
to clean up the office and overcome looseness .

”4. a) All travel should be coordinated thru Org.
Bureau to guarantee against duplication and
that comrades going 't

o"
'di'striets'"are acquainted

with all problems, not just their departments.
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"b) Barring emergencies, trips should be planned
in advance for longer periods fco include:

1* Mass meetings, interviews, promotion,
press & lit. sales

2. Meeting with leading bodies, clubs, etc.

3* To cover smaller cities and towns and not
only district headquarters cities.

n
c) Org. Bureau should assign leading comrades

to work with specific districts - not only
visiting, but pay special attention to their
problems, study their material, local press, etc.

"5* Committee of 3 shall be responsible for issuing
a
2
dT^J5lnatins participation in and utilization

of WORKER and P.A. by N. C. members to deal withpo^xcy questions, le3 sb'hs
-
o? “ s't'ruggles , mobiliza-

tion for campaigns, theoretical articles, etc.

,T

5Sp?F?2 ^discussions of NEB shall be used tofacilitate tnis task - including use of tapes,
written reports, memos, etc.

"6. The. proper functioning of the Center, the work of
the NC, NEC and NEB requires well functioning
Committees*

a) Committees shall decide on how often they
meet - either once a month or twice a month;

M b) Each Committee shall have a fixed day and
time for meeting - Org Bureau to coordinate
to assure against conflict as to time and
meeting room.

m5r



c) All members of NC in New York and nearby
districts shall serve on at least one
committee. Committees at present functioning
include

:

1 .

2 .

3*
4.
§•
o.

7.
8 .

Org
Education
Trade Union
Negro
Youth
National groups
Farm
Review & Audit

*

The Org. Dept, should review the functioning of
all existing committees, their personnel, and
bring any changes, proposals -to the •NEB where
necessary, within 2 'weeks.

This report should include a check to assure that
all N.C. members in NY and eastern states are on at
least, one committee. Such N.C. members now hot on
committees shall be so assigned.

The following additional committees shall be
set up:

1. National Affairs '((including defense).
2. International Affairs (including peace

activities)
3. Cultural
4. Women
5* Finance

MIf this is agreed, to, personnel proposals shall
be acted,, upon at next meeting, giving time for
consultation with comrades to serve on these
committees

.

To release- Comrade Hy from his present .assignment
and elect Jim Allen as acting head of the
Education Commission,

Jack Stachel serve as Secretary to the -National
Board."
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Dates 5/12/61

PLAIN TEXT
Type , in plain text or code,

.Priority- or Method of Mailing.

TO s DIRECTOR, FBI (100-149163)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-23825)

SUBJECT: BENJAMIN J. DAVIS
IS-C; SA-1940; ISA-1950
CINAL
(00: New York)

NY 694-S advised SA THORNTON M. WOOD on 5/11/61,
that in a conversation with GUS HALL, General Secretary,
CPUSA, on that date, HALL furnished the following information:

The National Board, CPUSA, met on Tuesday, 5/9/61,
regarding DAVIS and his activities in the Party. Among

3-Bureau (100-149163) (RM)
I-Chlcago (61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (Info) (RM)
l£New York (134-91) (inv.) (41)
1-New York (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)
1-New York (1OO-I6785 ) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
1-New York (1OO-I8065 ) (JACK STACHEL) (415)
1-New York 1 100-9595) (WILL WEINSTONE) (415)
1-New York (100-105078) (HY LUMER) (415 )

1-New York (l00-5106) (CLARENCE HATHAWAY) (414)
1-New York (100-32826) (JIM ALLEN) (415)
1-New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
1-New York (100-129802 ) (CPUSA - COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM) (4l)
1-New York (100-23825 ) (415)

RER-.rmv

(16)

Approved: Sent M Per ________
Special Agent in Charge IZTT 1

M Per

SEARCHED ^...INDEXED.,

»v,/i 2 mf'
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%

v

those Individuals present at this meeting, which .was held at
an undisclosed location, were:

CLAUDS LIGHTFOOT
JAMES £. JACKSON
JACK STACKED
WILL WHINSTONE
HY LUMER
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
JAMES ALIEN
PHIL BART

GUS HALL spoke for approximately l£ hours and took
up everything about DAVIS for the past 10-15 years, HALL is
sorry now that he did not record his speech on tape or have
minutes taken at this meeting, inasmuch as everyone present
at the meeting criticized DAVIS, none taking DAVIS* part.

Following HALL*s remarks, DAVIS spoke In his own
behalf and made things worse for himself by speaking In a
vindictive manner and not giving in on a single Item. He
accused HALL of utilizing "Tammany Hall politics."

HALL indicated that as a result of DAVIS* attitude,
he (HALL) does not intend to give in to DAVIS. HALL is
sorry that the Party did not take this action on DAVIS 10
years ago as it would have "saved itself a lot of grIef, ,,

HALL stated that when DAVIS finished speaking, he
(HALL) summarized and said that everything DAVIS had said
was 1

b* . ,3 • • •
11 HALL said DAVIS had been given one or two

weeks to think things, over.

HALL confidentially told NY 694-S that he has
not told the members of the National Board, however, he
intends to remove DAVIS as National Secretary. He said that,
as of this time, he does not know whether or not to poll the
members of

1

the National Committee on "that b d" (DAVIS).

-2-
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69^-Srelated HALL, in referring to DAVIS,constantly referred to him as an "s.O.B." or "b d/'

NY 2031-S* renorhaH nn DAVIS, in
i0

2 .1. I stated lt is a hSpelesssituation at CP hbaaquarcers He said everyone has rotten
r be

^
ind

v.?
13 ba

?
k and are rsally trying to humiliate

?"d
„
a
?^
a8°ni

f
e

,

hl“- DAVIS stated that if '‘they” think heis going to take their abuse without a fight, "they are.

he would '"SBiS tr? t0 suspend him,
h» f

a*s® all kinds of hell." The workers know where
Lta^s and he will get support from them. DAVIS said the

knw v”at
P
is

3

golng
U
on?

f t0UCh With the oasses ' ifc does not

situation!
-
fjeshould

S
rdsign?

t “ “ 18 30 U*set about this

t Mnni 1 4.^ replied, "And let them think they forced me out.
vL!?

ou3,
?
n ^ sive^in to tilose morons under any conditions I

thev%fn
V
fcu^

y "hole - life to the Party and if those idiots thinkc
?2 5l?

rn me infco a yes man are dumber than I ever
and^w r

h
u
y we*®‘ v.P

e Kegro membership knows my position

the Party.

"

SVe fought for their acceptance both in and out of

.
&kVXS said some of' the leaders are so stunid fkov

^nMm
r^ize/hat "hel1 " wottld break loose if they tr?to

fniv
h
» «-i?i«

e3l8n aa NatA°nal Secretary. He said the Job is

leadership
16 a yway and he would rather be back in the state

-3-
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I I suggested BEN would be better off being
completely disassociated and working in Harlem on his own
where he is known and admired.

BEN agreed but stated, “Those guys want to see me
crawl; to become another 'gutless wonder the way they are.
Well, I won*t do it. I have my pride and too much self
respect to crawl to them."

-4-



SAC, SSWTflHK <10CVl|8?60Mli2l|) 5/12/61

SA THCRNTCN M. WOOD ?/Lil3

•JACCD MCRDECHA'I .BUDISH, aka
SM - C

3$j{ In utilizing the Information contained herein
extreme care must be taken In paraphrasing this Infonaatlon,,

e compromised*

*>n S/ll/61, HY 6%-3, who Ms furnished reliable infor-
mation in the past, advised SA JHCRNTOir M. WOOD that he had Earned
from GU3 m, General Secretary, CPUSA, that captioned subjeet has

been working with HAIX on the "ecomonie question* 1’

According to this informant, BUDISH Is to attend IJhe <

Economic Conference at Prad&e, Czech*, which is to begin 5/26/61*
as one of the representatives o£ the American Party ./He does

not know i&en BUDISH Is to leave the United States, 4iut will
attempt to determine this information*

u - n 134-91 (InvH4D
1 - NT 100-84994 COUS HALW(I|I5)
1 - BY 100-48260 (4?41

THW straw

(3)

W-?/ ?
n

<]-<
1 /*<

nW I

i'SI * NEW VOkK



Transmit the

Via AIRTEL

following in

DATE: 5/16/61

{Type in plain text or code)

REGISTERED MAID *

{Priority or Method of Mailing/^

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

ORGANIZATION
IS - C
(00: NY)

On 5/15/61, NY 694-S*, who has furnished reliable

information In the past, made available to SA THORNTON M.

WOOD a typewritten copy of the minutes of a meeting of the

National Executive Committee of the CP, USA* This meeting

is Identified as having’ been held on 3/6/61* An Autostat

was made of the copy as It had to be returned to the Informant*

The text of the minutes is set out below;

3 - Bureau (100-3-69) (EM)
, ,

'

1 - Baltimore (100-12076) (GEORGE MEYERS) (RM)

NY 134-91 (INV. ) (41) .

1 - NY 100-89590 (CP, USA-STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (415)

NY 100-80633 (CP , USA-EDUCATION ) (415)
1 - NY 100-80640 (CP, USA-NEGRO QUESTION) (415)
1
1 - NY 100-13203
1
1
1

NY (CP . USA-SOUTHERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE) (415)

-H203 1 1 (415)
NY 100-85994 (GUS HALL) (415)
NY 100-16785 (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
NY 100-80641 (415) SEARCHED I. -yr- ||WUM.L/—~1

S£RIAU2ED-^45^^0i^«^--j

MAY 1 c 19(51

.INDEXED.

TMWsgmg
(15)

FBI* NEW YORK

Approved; Sent M Per
Special Agent in charge
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"Meeting included NEC members from the East coast and
Midwest* Members of the N*C* on the East coast were also
invited and attended the meeting.

"Order of business: New developments in the
labor movement ,

i

"Following the discussion* motions were adopted:

"1. A committee is to prepare a resolution or statement
on the basis of the report and discussion to be
circulated in the Party. This document is to be
drafted and discussed by the Trade (Scion Commission
and approved at the following Board meeting.

,

"2. This document is then to be sent to all districts
and clubs and ways found of publishing it in P.A* and**'

The Worker.

"3* A memorandum based on this report to be sent to all
NC members and districts*

*0

"4. Education Dept, to prepare a discussion outline for
clubs on this subject.

"6* To give special attention to the development of the

labor-Negro alliance.

"6. To work out the best method of answering the
questions raised by REUTHER which are of concern to

the labor movement. This probably to be done through
the Question-Answer method or a pamphlet*

"7, That we encourage the widest circulation of the book on

labor written by GEORGE MORRIS to be published * soon
%

"8. That we recognize Rev. KING*s speech at the UAW
special convention as an important contribution to the

Negro-labor alliance and that we encourage its
widest circulation in the ranks of the Negro people*^
movement and in labor organizations."



NY 100-80641

NY 694-S* also provided a copy of the minutes of
the National Board* CP, USA meeting of 5/10/61, Similarly,
an Autostat was made of this copy, as it must be returned
to informant.

The text of the minutes follows:

“I. Publications—GUS introduced the subject and urged a
vigorous policy to revitalize our whole publications
organization to suit the present period. Following
the discussion:

'’Notion: lhat the Org Buro recommend a
committee on publications at its
next meeting and that it proceed
to function.

"11, South — GUS and BEN dealt with this subject
indicating developments and activities in the South
today. It was decided to take this up at a meeting
in the near future. GEORGE, JIM and GUS to serve on
a sub-committee on this matter.

III. NIXON Speech — The introduction dealt with the speeches
or NIXON which are most reactionary and are directed
at destroying even the minimum objectives proposed
by the Administration.
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

FBI

Date: 3/lo/Jl

PLAIN TEXT _
REGISTERED MAIL

(Priority or nethod of MailingJ

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-86624)

SUBJECT: CPUSA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
IS-C
(00: NY)

Extreme caution should be exercised with respect

to rfi Rumination of the material herein since, by its nature ,

U. tends to ldeneszjrsr^nsvr'a highly placed informant ,

Afl t:hft aource tnereoirr Unless this information is obtained

from a source other than liY b94-S^ it should not be

rnco’rporated,' everTln paraphrased form, In the investigative

section of a report .

3 - Bureau (100-3-Sl)
1 - Chicago (100-
1 - Baltimore (100- ,

1 - Minneapolis (100-371)
2 - San Francisco (100-320

<m)
) &

i4) (MIKE
l-( 100-42338) (Mrs. MIKE GOLD)

NY 134-91 (IHV) (41)
r

fe- s * aa ntiAAn / ff A.

)RRIS CHILDS) (RM)
JACOB GREEN) CRM)

1 (RM)
GOLD)ILD) (RM)

J
J_.' o

hlC

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

- NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL)
NY 100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (4l5^

(

NY 100-9365 (WILLIAM Z. POSTER) ({

- NY 100- i,Mrs. JACOB BUDISH) (424;

- NY 100-48260 ' JACOB M. BUDISH) (424)
- NY 100-26704 1 LABOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATION) (41)

- NY 105-6808 (KOHANA WILES) (424)
- NY 100-57446 1 ELIZABETH MASCOLA) (412)

- NY 100-86624 (415)

TMW;mml
(19)

Approved

:

Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge
SEARCHED.

SERIALIZED

.INDEXED

M/ ' V ‘

i

FBI—NEW YORK
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On 5/15/61# NY 694-s*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past# advised SA THORNTON M. WOOD that
he had been told the following that date by GUS HALL,
General Secretary, CPUSA:

HALL had heard from ARNOLD JOHNSON that the
May Day delegation to the Soviet Union from the American
Party had arrived safely in the Soviet Union and a tour
had been arranged for the delegation, which will take
them to Leningrad, Stalingrad, Socha and Baku in the
oil district. This tour will be under the auspices of ,the
Central Committee of the CPSU and is expected to return
to Moscow on 6/1/61. Upon their return each member will be
given a medical examination and in the event any treatment
is required, will be given it at this time.

At the present it appears that JACOB GREEN will

The entire delegation was said to have seen
WILLIAM 2. POSTER at his hospital and a large buffet was
served In his honor. POSTER was said to have sent word
to HALL by JOHNSON, "I love hIm, ,, saying that he would
not give him any trouble.

JOHNSON is being given the preferential treatment
in Jioscow and is very happy with his trip and is very
grateful to HALL and Chicago functionary MORRIS CHILDS
for efforts made to send him to Moscow. According to HALL,
MIKE GOLD and his wife arrived In Moscow and they, too,
are being given preferential treatment by the Soviets.

HALL*s personal remarks, made confidentially to
NY 694-S^ in relation to statements of POSTER was that
"the old man was probably drunk," and that he, HALL, would
"wait for the next time,"

- 2 -
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HALL and NY 694-S* met on 5/15/61, with

JACOB M* BUDISH, formerly Editor of the English page of

the-publication, "Morning Frelheit," BUDISH has been working

with HALL recently on "economic questions" and is scheduled

to leave NY 5/22/61, for London, England, via an 8x30 a.m.

flight from Idlewild Airport with his ultimate destination

Prague, Czechoslovakia. He will attend The Economic,Conference

called by the World Marxist Review to corrmence 5/26/ol, which

Conference he will attend as a representative of the Labor

Research Association of NY.

Upon the conclusion of the Conference, BUDISH will

attempt to proceed with his wife to the U.S.S.R. to spend

several weeks there* According to NY 694-S* the invitation

for him to attend this Conference was personally issued by

one RUMYAMSTAV, the Editor-In-Chief of the World Marxist

Review and a member of the Central Committee of the CPSU*

BUDISH was to proceed to Washington, D. C.,

5/16/61, to speak to the Czechoslovakian Consulate there in

an effort to expedite his departure for Prague. He was also

to visit the Passport Section of the U.S. State Department

to attempt to obtain a separate passport for his wife who

wants to join him in Prague from where they will proceed to

the U.S.S.R. According to informant, BUDISH and his wife

formerly held a Joint passport.
(Buflle 105-25100)

On 5/15/61, NY 694-S* contacted KOHANA WILES/
and ascertained she Is departing NY for Montreal, Canada,

5/25/61, via Trans-Canada Airline. According to informant,

she will meet her sister, ELIZABETH MASCOLA, and possibly

another sister, there, and will* depart on the same day

by an unknown airline for London or Paris. According to

NY 694-S*, two days later (5/27/61) TIM BUCK, head of the

Canadian Communist Party, will leave Canada and meet them

In Paris or London. According to WILES the purpose of this

trip is vacationing in Eraftce, Italy and on the Riviera;

however, NY 694-S* speculated that BUCK was not going for a

vacation trip but might meet a representative of the Chinese

CP in Paris or London.

Since it is believed that the dissemination of

the Information herein would Jeopardize the security of

NY 694-S* a letterhead memorandum is not being submitted.

- 3 -
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DATE: 5/16/61

Transmit tie following in

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-262352)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-57368)

SUBJECT: DOCTOR VALENTINE GREGORY BURTAN
SM - C
(00: NY).

Extreme caution should be exercised with respect
to the dissemination of the infoHierein since, by its very
nature, it indicates tne"Tdentity or NY a valuable

"

informant, as the source thereof . Unless this information

not be incorporated — even in paraphrase form — in the
investigative section of a report.

ReNYairtels, 4/13/61, 5/2/61 and 5/12/61.

On 5/15/61, NY 694-S*, who has furnished reliable
info In the past, advised SA THORNTON M. WOOD that on that

4 - Bureau (100-262352) (RM)

_ (1 - 100-3-81) (CP, USA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
NY 134-91 (INV.) (41)

1 - NY 100-25904 (JAY LOVESTONE) (31)
1 - NY 100-86624 (CP, USA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)
1 - NY 100-144634 (ED WELCH) (413)
1 - NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (415)
1 - NY 100-48033 (IRVING POTASH) (415)
1 - NY 105-6808 (KOHANA WILES) (424)
1 - NY 100-57368 (424)

TMW:gmg
(14)



NY 100-57368

date he had conferred with IKVIHG POTASH, Labor Secretary,

CP,USA, who told him the following!

The doctor (BtlRTAH) 13 to meet[
previously as I

Negro who has been in Africa as a representative of this

union ) in Brussels . Belgium. Subsequently* both the doctor

andl I will go to Africa and* whereas it has appeared

that they might establish headquarters in Kenya* will

now establish headquarters in Tanganyika* Africa. The doctor

is going to Africa using the pretense that he* as a doctor,

is looking for a suitable place to set up practice.

K identified
1 a

According to POTASH, Is being sent to

Africa by GEOROE MEANY and DAVID DUBINSKY representing the Inter-

national 'Confederation of Free Trade Uhions. The only

thine which will change the plans of the doctor's trip

to Africa will be that| ~|w!U not go.

The doctor is to gather his information in

Africa through the efforts to be made there bvl I and

MAITA SPRINGER, another trade union representative
operating in Africa. &Aftnr»ding to POTASH. SPRINGER is

a Negress whom he descrlbedj I

According to POTASH*[ background is that

at one tiro<The~was°an active CP member who left the Party

at the time LCVESTONE was expelled. He is now one of

LOVESTONE*s trusted aides and the reason he is taking the

doctor into his confidence is that they were both in the

CP together.

b 6

lb 7 C

POTASH has requested informant to furnish him a

mail drop address to be furnished the doctor by which he

could return mail to the U.S, from Africa. On 5/15/ol,

POTASH was given the name of FRANK WILES* 9 East 17th St.*

N.Y., N.Y.* as the drop to be used by subject. This actually

is the address of KOHANA WILES (Bufile 105-25100)*

- 2
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with whom informant has made arrangements to receive
mail from subject in Africa.

Informant advised subject was scheduled to meet

with POTASH and GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA,

on 5/11/61, but he does not know if such a meeting actually

occurred. He stated subject is now to return to the U.S.

from Africa, at which time It will be determined,
according to POTASH, what future use will be made of him.

On 5/15/61.1 I

I who should be concealed at ner request anq oe

characterized as having furnished reliable info in the
,

past, advised SA JOSEPH F. MC CORMICK that one|
|

a Negro who works In the Foreign Affairs Office or wie

AFL-CIG General Headquarters in Washington, D.C. with

JAY LOVESTONE, expects to .travel to Tanganyika, Africa,

where he intends to stay for about one year. Source

noted that! formerly worked in Local 22 In the

early 1930 *s, ana was ’'friendly with the LOVESTONE group. 1 '

NY will verify subject *s departure scheduled

for 5/19/61, and will continue to furnish Bureau informa-

tion concerning his travel abroad and connection
with

| \

NY is of the opinion that to disseminate the

information herein would jeopardize the security of

NY 694-$*, therefore, a letterhead memorandum is not being

submitted.

- 3 **



5/17/61SAC, NEW HAVEN (100-13216)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-99695)

CALVIN BENHAM BALLWIN
SM - C
(00; NEW HAVEN)

On 5/9/61, NY 694-S*, who ha3 furnished reliable
information in the past, advised SA THORNTON M. WOOD
that subject was at that time in .Moscow, Russia, and had
arrived there the previous Saturday.

Since the New York file on subject does not
indicate information from New Haven that subject might
depart the U.S., the above information is being furnished
to New Haven for completion of its file.
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noted ti'M H Qt tho mtoa mr® «f >&ri tfranelseo Federal
iteservo tsaae* Ml serial nm\Mn lave been reoordea by
the 3*0* It ttus noted that tala aeney had a distinct
ruusty odor similar to that c£ 4 damp collar.

Info r© analysis Qf $ mda la not to to
dlase&tatedi
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D1RECT0H, mi (100-428091) 3AV&

SAC, HEW YORK (100-134837)

SOEO
IS-C

RcHY alrtel# 3/9/Cl *?i Ohioago airfcol# 9/9/31*

As a result of re Chicago alrtel# HY 834-0*
was recontacted concerning the meet with viADIMXR BAJLKGYSKY
with m 694-S* on 9/8/61 * Informant advised 3A THORlfrOU M.
HOOD that ho had not been feeling too well when ho previously
furnished information regarding the meet# and had not meant
to overlook those points*

IfY 694-S* stated that .at the outset of the meeting
he# Informant# raised the quo ation if he had anything for
us, s meaning either messages or money# BARKOVSKY answered
that he had not received any amounts# nor were there any
messages at the moment* Informant then told BARKOYGEY to
try to get whatever money possible because the Tarty was
broko and that they had been borrowing money for many weeks#
ilo also informed BARKOVSKY that since the decision had been
made to bring The Worker' out twice weekly starting 7/4/61#
the funds are more urgent now than over before since bringing
The Worker ' out twice weekly alone adds ^30#000 to the yearly

budget of ' The Worker* NY 694-3* stated no one had told him
to advise BARKOVSKY of tills and the above was his idea alone.
BARKOVSKY assured informant that he would do his best to
push this matter*

Bureau (100-428091) (KM
Chicago

’
(1

- jfl? 134-91
- GiY 65-12026
- liY 100-13463?

B) (HH)

TMWixil
(7)
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NY 100-134637

In addition, BARKOVSKY inquired about a not?

third party which nay be shaping up and stated it would
bo 0? interest if they could bo told about the people
involved and what background or political thinking they
nay havo or have had* Informant advised that he told
BARKOYSKY that he would pass thin on to his people here
and would be glad to tell Mr* all that they know
concerning this move,

Ihe natter of funds will be pursued with the
informant and any additional information will be furnished
the Bureau a3 received.



SAC, NEW YORK (100-48033) 5/19/61

$A THORNTON M; WOOD (#4X3)

IRVING POTASH
IS - c

On 5/11/61, m 6S4-S*, who has furnished reliable
Info In the past, advised the writer that captioned subject
has stated he would occupy the apartment of JOHN ABT
occasionally during ABT* s absence In Europe, POTASH will
retain his residence at the Hotel Chelsea, NYC, however.

NY, 694-$# pointed out that POTASH is a personal
friend of an individual whom Informant believes Is the owner
of the Hotel Chelsea. He further stated that on his last
visit to the hotel, he failed to observe any items of
interest or importance in POTASH1 s room*

*

1 - NY 134-91 (MV.) (41)
1 - My 100-549G5(JOHN ABT) (415)
1 - MY 10048033 (415)

TMWsgmg
(3)

t



SAC, NEW YORK (100-144608) 5/19/61
i . I

1

SA THORNTON H. HOOD (#413)

WORLD BOOKS
IS - C

NY 694-S? who has furbished reliable Info in the
past# advised £A THORNTON M. WOOD on 5/16/61, that he had
been in contact with ISADORE WOFSEY of CP headquarters that date,
WOFSEY told informant that PHIL PRANKREEDhad been having a
rough time with his new book shop, World Books, and on its
opening day only took In 460,00. Last week, according to
WOFSEY, the store only took in 4300.00 and It may be necessary
to advance another 41,000 to FRANKFELD. J

WOFSEY stated that he^/has 'no
D
etock In the store and

very little inventory, and he does not knot what is going
to happen to the store.

fX~
1 -

1 -

1 ~

1 -

NY 134-91 (INV.) (4l)
NY 100-19769
NY 100-15583
NY 100-81675
NY 100-144608

ISADORE WOFSEY)
, _

PHIL FRANKFELD) (421.
CP, USA - PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS) (415)
(41)

THWtgmg
(5)



SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A)

(

5/19/61

SA THORNTON M, WOOD (#413)
1 . ?

SOLO
IS - C

On 5/15/61, NY 694-S* advised SA, THORNTON M. WOOD
that on that date he gave to 1SAD0RE WOPSEY for use of the
CP National Office $5,000 from SOLO funds in the custody
of the Informant.

For the .protection of NY 694-S», this info should
not be included in the investigative section of a report.

1- NY 134-91 (1NV. ) (41)
1 - NY 100-19679 (ISADORE WOPSEY) (4l5)
1 - NY 100-134637A (41)

TMWjgmg
(3)
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0 twiiTOPnroiMi 0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
May 23, 1961

He: Communist Party,
United States of America -

Organisation

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, has made available a copy of the
minutes of the meeting of the National Board of the
Communist Party, United States of America (CPUSA) held
on May 17, 1961.

These minutes reflect that a report was made on
developments in agriculture and ,on legislation dealing with
that subject pending before the Congress. This report
was said to indicate that the government alms at continuing
its elimination of the small and middle farmer with no
concern being shown for their problems.

The following motions were passed on the basis of
the above report, these being listed substantially as follows:

1* The report endorsed etid a memorandum prepared
for National Committee members andParty districts. The

memorandum,would also be sent to individuals concerned
with the -question of agriculture.

2, A meeting be held of those present from
farm areas of the United States following tie meeting of
the National Executive Committee (NEC) of the Communist
Party (CP), the meeting to be held on May 29, 1961..

(t
3. An article to be prepared for the July issue

of "Political Affairs,”

4. "The Worker" to be requested to carry
material on the situation in agriculture with regularity.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the
property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency. .1
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Re: Commmist Party,
United States of America -
Organization

nwo* ™ h Arra^emfnts to be mads that the question beplaced on the agenda of future meetings of the NEC*

^
6* Regular meetings of the Farm Commission to

l?zL Pli
with * reP°rt to the National Board at leastevery three months.

a

r . .
A report to be rendered to the Farmcommission on agricultural problems in the South.

was given on the case of Adolphhichmann and there was also discussion of the plotto save Richmann and "the relationship of the Fascistforces with Allen Dulles and other CIA people."

A motion was made and passed to adopt the
re

£
er to the Educational Commission the matterof preparation of a pamphlet on the subject.

_ TT _
James Allen, Acting National Educational Secretary.

5??®. a Progress report on developments in Laos, followingwhich a motion was adopted to request "She Worker" to carrvan exposure of CIA with reference to a problem 6f para-
*n ^ semi-colonial

P
countries by the Pentagon and CIA.

fu* ?* Bavis, National Secretary, reported
2? P1® activity of the Freedom Riders.". Davis reported
f1 ^dogram on this matter was sent to President Kennedy.
5p?«S2?M

as
^
passed t0

£
he effect that Davis was to be

y

a conan3,ttee to meet Immediately to

of iSS^S®?8
?

of
$
ctlon also t0 ^usider means

Rcsroes and other organizations,as well as *arty activity In this matter.

- 2 -
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He: Communist Party,
United States of America »

Organization

With reference to the 1 meeting of the NEC
scheduled for May 27 and 28, 1961, an agenda was adopted
together with a recommendation to invite a a&jsber from
the various districts to attend.

„ ^ Gus General Secretary, reported that Clarence
Hathaway, Chairman of the New York District, had suffered
another disabling attack (presumably of asthma) and had to
be hospitalized, his condition being such as to affect his
work in the New York District.

Tr ,

Recommendation was, therefore, made to the New
York District that William Patterson, Vice Chairman, become
acting chairman in the New York District. It was also
proposed that Irving Potash, Labor Secretary, be designated
National Representative to work with the leadership of the
New York District.

- 3 -
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FBI
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Date: 5/23/61

Transmit the following In MAIN TEXT

Via AIRTEL RM

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NY (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
(CINAL)
(00: NY)

There are transmitted herewith eight copies
of a letterhead memorandum describing a meeting of the
National Board, CPUSA, held on 5/17/61

4

The confidential source utilized Is NY 694- S,
who furnished a copy of the minutes of this board meeting,
these minutes having been prepared by the CPUSA, a copy
being furnished to the informant. This document was
furnished to SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON and a Photostat
was made. The original has been returned to the informant
at his request.



o

If

NY 100-806kl

This memorandum has been classified
confidential because it contains information from a source,
the unauthorized disclosure of which would seriously impair
the investigation of the CPUSA and such impairment could
have anadverse effect upon the national defense interests
of the country.



FBI

BATE: 5/2k/6l

V i

#

Transmit the following via AIRTEL

V

TO: , DIRECTOR, FBI (100-262352)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-57368)

SUBJECT: DOCTOR VALENTINE GREGORY BURTAN
SM-C
(00: NY)

ReBuairtel, 5/19/61 , regarding control of the mail
drop to be used in connection with communications from BURTAN
while abroad.

Extreme caution must be exercised with respect
to dissemihation of the information herein "since, by its
nature, it tends to identify"

a

valuable informant,
as the source thereof .

:

On 5/23/61, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C
BURLINSON as follows:

Correspondence from BURTAN will be sent to the NYC
home of KOHANA WILES, addressed to "FRANK WILES.” HUGH"
WIIES, husband of KOHANA WILES, will receive this correspondence,
and upon noting the name of the fictitious addressee "FRANK"
WILES,", will know that the correspondence is to be delivered
to NY 694-S. HUGH WIIES has no knowledge of why the WIIES
home is being used' by NY 694-S as a; mail drop. It will be
noted' that KOHANA;;WILES will be abroad, for the, next month.

4-Bureau (100-262352) (RM)
.(1-100-3-81)! (CPOSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
lyNY 134-91 (iNV.)i (41).

jay. LOVESTONE) (31)
CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)

[
T(413)

-NY 100-25904
1-NY 100-86624
1-NY 100-144634
1-NY 100-84994.
1-NY 100-48033
1-NY 105-680

US' HALL) (415)
IRVING, POTASH) (415)

. — .KOHANA'. WILES) (424).
1-NY 100-57368 (424)/

ACB:ume
(13)

t \ l y Jr

J3 ~

I SEARCHED—. INDEXED.

|
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WAY 2 4 1961
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NY 100-57368

Upon receipt from HUGH WIIES of the above-mentioned
correspondence , NY 694-S will make the same available to the
NYO.

In a conversation with the informant on 5/22/61,
IRVING POTASH mentioned the following:

POTASH had conceived the plan for BURTAN to become
associated with JAY LOVESTONE at the ILGWU while POTASH and
BURTAN, for a time, were fellow prisoners at Lewisburg
Penitentiary. BURTAN at the time, in the hope of obtaining
a reduction of sentence, was inclined "to tell all" regarding
his connection with "the counterfeit money conspiracy" of,
which he had been a part.

POTASH knew of BURTAN 1 s close association in the
past with LOVESTONE; that LOVESTONE had been Involved in the
counterfeit money conspiracy with BURTAN; and that LOVESTONE
was grateful to- BURTAN for not having implicated LOVESTONE
in the matter. Appreciating how useful to the CFUSA BURTAN
could be If the latter could again become associated with
LOVESTONE, whom POTASH then knew to be "a state department
agent," POTASH "went all out" to persuade BURTAN not "to tell
all," but to complete his sentence, and then to re-establish
relations with LOVESTONE upon BURTAN* s release from the
penitentiary

.

On his tour of Africa with| I BURTAN ostensibly
will be looking for a place where he can establish a medical
practice. As a result of traveling with

| (BURTAN will
be able to identify a number of "CIA agenTS," that is,
LOVESTONE agents furnishing information to LOVESTONE, which
the latter in turn furnishes to CIA

POTASH said also that before BURTAN left the USA,
he told POTASH that| |was In Washington, D.C. for the
purpose of being briefed regarding his trip to Africa by
the State Department and by the Department of Justice

.

POTASH indicated that on a subsequent occasion he
would furnish NY 694-S with further Information regarding
"the background" of BURTAN* s trip to Africa.



NY 100-57368

NY 694-s expressed deep, concern about the effect
upon the security of his own and CG 5824-S* operation as a
result of any dissemination which might be made to outside
agencies of the information he is furnishing regarding
BUHTAN*s trip to Africa. Since only GUS HALL, POTASH/ and
the informant are aware of the true purpose of BURTAN's
trip,, NY 694-S feels that any exposure of BURTAN unquestionably
would be attributed to him.

Since it is felt that to disseminate the above
information might jeopardise the security of NY 694-S, a
letterhead memorandum is not being furnished to the Bureau.

- 3 -



bisector, imi (100-428091)

SAC, H3W YOZCC (100-134637)

BOLD
I3-C
(oonnr)

BeBulct, 5/17/61,

, Tho documents wieromaod and provided to VLADIMia BAHK0V2KV
by NY 5£4-s included the folloKinst Minutes of a CP National Executive
ConsxLttce meeting of March 9th and 10th, 196A, of CP National Board
meetings of April 5th and April 24th> 1961, r^noranda from tho CP
Organisational Department to National Committee members concerning
the Algerian and Cuban situations, CP youth problems, a Comittce on
Beorganlxatlon report, proposals to publish She Worker" twice a wee!:,
CP proposals and policies with respect to uiKyjaployment in the USA,
content by OUS HALL regarding tho threatened * intervention by the
USA in the Cuban situation, circulation of ^he Vorker,” the
''Washington Peace Conference' 1 held on April 10th and 11th (7th
National conference on Korld Muarmament and Development) and a
list of publications issued by peace organisations nationally « Also
included in the material riven to BARKflVSKY on tUcrofllm were ahato*
grflftllSl

Tho above described material previously had been
furnished by the informant to the NYO, has boon reviewed, and
the pertinent Information therein has been furnished to the Bureau*

As is reflected in KYairtelo to Bureau, 4/16/60, 8/3/60,
and 9/19/uD, the Soviets, for security reasons, requested
that any CP documentary material to be transmitted to them be
placed on microfilm,

£0 date such material has been placed on microfilm
by tao inro photo-laboratory, using two Minon Model 33 (9m)
cameras, a Klnox enlarger \9m), and microfiia, all the personal
property of NY 694-8* Tho informant has been instructed by a
photographer of the NYO in tho use of the camera and enlarger
for {dcrofitalng so that ho may explain, if ached by BAHK0VSKY,

2-Bureau (100-428091) (Hi) / /
l-Chieapo (l^-46-sub B)

t
( COLO) (HM) /S4-9 *$¥/$

134*91 (INV*) <41) \

/ 71—&Zf/
1-NY 100-134637 (41) / ,

\,
• SERIAUZE0y5feFto..vai=^

ACBiuaa '\> ’ilAY 2 4 1?(?1

(3 ) [ FBI • NEW YORK 1

SEARCHED„1....y^.lHOQCED..,

SERIAUZEOy&^FTiiD..^

:,1AY 3 4 1P51
FBI -NEW YORK



ny 100-134537

how ha processes this natorial, *pho informant h&s received
’

thiu instruction in a cai'o apartment under the control of the
NYO* It should ho noted that the informant has a dark room
In the basement of his homo, which provides adequate explana-
tion m to whore he presumably uicrofllma CP documents *

With regard to paragraph 2 of the referenced
Bureau letter concerning MY discussing the matter of
funds with BAEKOVSKY, the NYO, by letter 5/lU/fil, furnished
the requested information to the Bureau,

As concerns the intermediary between the CPU3A
and the Soviet Embassy in Washington, and the -employment
of IlA/tY KAUFMAN in that regard; NY 694-5 has advised as
follows

1

MARY KAUFMAN will bo an intermediary only in the
sense that she will deliver .messages from the GPUSA to the
Soviet Embassy and replies thereto from the soviet Embassy
to the CPUSA, regarding matters of comparatively minor importance
Such messages will have been given, in the first instance, to
either NY 5§4-S or CO 5CS4-S for transmission* to tho Soviet
Embassy* As an example of the intend use of KAUFMAN as an
intermediary, NY 694-s mentioned that KAUFMAN could bo used
to request the soviet Embassy to ascertain from Moscow
whether the Soviets would furnish credit to one of the CP
controlled corporations selling soviet books,

KAUFMAN will not be an intermediary in the sense
that ahe has been delegated by the CPUSA to furnish to the
Soviet Embassy information of a high level such as BAltKOVSKY
andKDRKiEXKO had in mind then they discussed the need of an
intermediary to advise the Soviet Embassy* For example,
KAUFMAN 1 a function will not bo to advise the Soviet Embassy
concerning the personnel of the KENNEDY administration*

As far as NY 634*3 knows, CVS HAH* as yet has not
delegated - nor has he as yet found - a person to act as a
high level intermediary with the Soviet Embassy, Khther, if
and when HAH* delegates such a high level intermediary, HAH*
will advise NY 694-3 of such a arson’s identity, and of the
nature of the information which such a person, from time to
time, transmits to the soviet Embassy, is conjectural* if
at ail possible, NY 694-5 will attempt to control this situs-
tlon*





SAC, NEW YORK (100-&3J&3 )

SA THORNTON N. VOOO (#413)

On 3/15/61, NY 694-S*, who has furnished reliable
info in the past, advised SA THORNTON K* WOOD that in discussion
with IKYING rpTASH. Labor Secretary, CP,DSA, POTASH had
told him that I I recently returned from Poland and
he had an opportunity to speak with her.

POTASH stated that the Polish CP instructed ! I

to be most careful for a while and, accordingly, she^s^
very cautious. POTASH stated that ’'the revisionists, 1 '

including SID STJSXN, had been trying to win her over to

her aide; however, she is "o.k.," not having paid any
attention to this group*

According to POTASH, her former husband, ! I

| | is considered ua traitor 11 and no logger has any
party connections. According to NY 694-S*, I I

is currently employed as|

NY 134-91 (iNV. ) (41)
NY 100-48033 (IRVING
ny 100-
NY 100-50090 (SIDNEY ,

ny 100- iiB/m4*2)

>H) (415)
(412)

1 } (415 )

TMW:gmg
(5)
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SAC, LOS ANOHINS <100-21193) 5/23/61

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80918)

JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
IS-C
(005 LA)

KeNY airtel, 5/11/61*

NY 694-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised SA THORNTON M. WOOD 5/W&, that he
had learned that LAWSON had arrived in the Soviet Union
fllast week," According to informant, LAWSON would like to
stay in the Soviet Union for one year.

The above information is being furnished to the
office of origin for Its information and possible use.
Any Additional information concerning subject ,and his
travel abroad will be furnished as received.

Z^r Los Angeles (100-21198!
;.i - ny

)

[134-91) (INV) (4lt
1 - NY 1[100-80918)

TMWtnml
(4)

(RM)



DIRECTOR* RBI (100-3*49)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-00641)

5/24/61

CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C
(OOS .NY)

ReNY airtel, 5/l6/6l and reBuiet, 5A9/6l«

ReNY airtel reported verbatim the text of a
set of minutes furnished by NY 6$)4~S* 5/15/62, Identified
as those of a National Executive Committee meeting.
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), held 5/6/61, ReBulet Indicates
that It Is known that a meeting of the National Board, CPUSA,
was held on 5/6/61, and possibly the reference to the National
Executive Committee meeting in re NY airtel should most
likely be the National Board meeting.

It Is noted that the NY informant normally
reporting on such events was not available to NY on this
date and the only characterisation available from a NY
source was a document provided by NY 694-S* which purports
to be the minutes -of an 'NEC meeting, May 6, 1961. f

It Is noted that this document was furnished
NY 694-S* by GUS HALE, General Secretary, CPUSA, without
discussion of its contents , It is further noted that
NY 694-S* has no personal knowledge of the meeting which
transpired 5/6/61 , his information concerning this meeting
arising from other sources.

TMWsrnl
(4)



PLAIN TEXT

5/25/61

TELETYPE URQEflT

TO .! DIRECTOR, FBI (157-373) (100-3-83) AND SACS
ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BIRMINGHAM, MOBILE, NEW ORLEANS
AND RICHMOND

PROMs SAC, NEW YORK (157-.391) (100-89691)

FREEBUS DASH RACIAL MATTERS} CPUSA DASH DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION

ISSUES; IS DASH C. OFFICE OF ORIOIN MOBILE. NEW YORK

SIX NINE FOUR DASH S REPORTED ON MAY TWENTY FOUR, SIXTY ONE,

GU3 HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY, CPUSA, ADVISED THAT DATE THAT

JAMES E. JACKSON, EDITOR OF QUOTE THE WORKER END QUOTE AND

MEMBER OF NATIONAL BOARD, CPUSA, AND HERBERT APTI1EKER, MEMBER

NATIONAL COMMITTEE, CPUSA, ARE LEAVING NEW YORK CITY ON

MONDAY, MAY TWENTY NINE, SIXTY ONE, FOR MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA,

QUOTE TO DO A JOB FOR THE LEADERSHIP HERE END QUOTE. JACKSON

'"1-Supervisor #412
lrSupervi3or #415
d/NY (134-91) (Inv) (41)
1-NY (100-16785) (JAMES E. JACKSON
1-NY (IOO-8O532 ) (HERBERT APTHEKER
1-NY 100-84994) (OUS HALL) (415)
1-NY 100-89691) (415)
1-NY (157-391) (412)
RERsrav

(
8 )
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5/25/61

PLAIN TEXT

TELETYPE URGENT

NY 157-391
IOO-8559I

PAGE TWO

AND APTHEKER WILL BE CONE A WEEK TO TEN BAYS AND WILL USE

NALL'S NINETEEN SIXTY ONE OLDSMOBILE FOR TRIP. CAR

DESCRIBED AS TAN* FOUR DOOR SEDAN, NEW YORK LICENSE THREE

F DASH FIVE FOUR ONE EIGHT. JACKSON DESCRIBED AS NEGRO,

FORTY SIX, FIVE FEET SIX INCHES, ONE HUNDRED SIXTY POUNDS,

BLACK CURLY HAIR, BALDING, EYES BROWN, MEDIUM BUILD.

APTHEKER DESCRIBED WHITE, FORTY FIVE, 'FIVE FEET NINE INCHES,

ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY POUNDS, BUSHY BROWN GREYING HAIR, EYES

HAZEL, MEDIUM BUILD. INASMUCH AS JACKSON, UNTIL RECENTLY,

WAS SOUTHERN REGIONAL DIRECTOR, CPUSA, IT IS ANTICIPATED HE

PROBABLY WILL CONTACT GEORGE MEYERS, CURRENTLY HEAD OF

SOUTHEHN REGION IN BALTIMORE, AND IN RICHMOND,

MEMBER SOUTHERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE, EN ROUTE TO MONTGOMERY.

NEW YORK WILL FURNISH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING

ITINERARY AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE, PERTINENT OFFICES

SHOULD EFFECT SUCH COVERAGE AS DEEMED FEASIBLE TO COVER

JACKSON'S AND APTHEKER'S ACTIVITIES ON SAID TRIP. PHOTO FOLLOWS.
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FBI

DATE: 5/26/61

Transmit the following via AIRTEB

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81)

FROM* SAC, HEW YORK (100-86624)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
IS-C
(00:NY)

Extreme caution should be exercised with respect to

dissemination of information herein since, fry Its nature, said

information tends''to Identify NY b94-S_- a valuable informant^

as the source thereof. Unless this information is obtained
from a source other than NY b94-S, It should not De incorporated -

even in paraphrased form - m the investigative section of a
report

.

On 5/25/61, NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BUKLINSON
that in a discussion on the previous day with GUS HALL, CPUSA
General Secretary, the latter mentioned the following:

5-Bureau (100-3-81) (RM)
' (1-100-3;104)_(COUNTERINTEWIGENCE program)

<£>NY 134-91,
i-ny 100-9365
1-NY 100-84994
1-NY 100-25849
1-NY 100-25623
1-NY 100-26032
1-NY 100-25623
1-NY 100-S5550
1-NY 100-23825
1-NY 100-119739
1-NY 100-129802
1-NY 100-86624

330) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER)

ACBsume
(39)

INV») (41)
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415)
GUS HALL) (415)

, „ ,

.

DR. EDWARD BARSKY) (424)
ERIC BERT) (415)
.DR, PHILIP FONER) (421)
HERBERT APTHEKER) (415)
PAUL ROBESON, JR.) (4l4)
BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR.) (415)
HARRY EPSTEIN) (421) . .

.CPUSA-COUNTERINTELUGENCE PROGRAM) (41)
415)

SEARCHEB .

4

(

SEARCHED,

SERIAU2ED-
JNDEXED
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NY 100-86624

ERIC BERT, Managing Editor of "The Worker," who

returned a few days ago from Moscow, furnished HALL the

following information:

The CPUSA delegation to the May Day cdfebration In

Moscow conferred there with WILLIAM 2, FOSTER, who told them

that the CPUSA was "going to pot" under the leadership of GUS

HALL. FOSTER said that of the entire membership of the CPUSA

Natinal Committee, only two or three members had any real _
ability. FOSTER'S remarks were so derogatory that the CFUSA

delegates conferring with him remonstrated, as a result of

which FOSTER called off the conference.

HALL commented at this point that FOSTER probably

was "talking along the same lines" with the Soviets, under--

mining both HALL and the CPUSA, He said that he had^been

considering sending a second group of National

bers to Moscow in July, but in the light of what BERT ££dt°ld

him, he would reconsider the matter since FOSTER undoubtedly

could talk to them as he had to the delegation with whom he

did confer. FOSTER could "demoralise" these people in his

attempt to undermine HALL and the CPUSA.

HALL further commented that In his opinion PAUL

ROBESON, JR., who is In Moscow, Is In contact with FOSTER,

and is relaying to BENJAMIN J. DAVIS advice fromEOSTER,

which might explain DAVIS' arrogant attitude toward the

Party.

ERIC BERT, according to HALL, also reported that,

according to the CCCPSU, FOSTER is "In bad shape, and will

never walk again. He is giving considerable trouble to

Soviet specialists who are treating him, and is constantly

disagreeing with them. The CCCPSU, in view of |0S^ f s

attitude, does not wish Soviet doctors to tell POSTER that

he will never be well again. It was suggested that his

personal physician. Dr. HARRY EPSTEIN, a^™Pa“y

family to Moscow when they leave on June 13th, and ten FOSTER

how ill he Is.

(On 5/26/61, CG 5824-S, currently in NYC, advised

that on the evening of 5/25/61* he had talked telephonically

- 2 -
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to HALL, who stated that he had been informed that Dr,, HARRY

EPSTEIN was at that time leaving for Moscow* HALL made no

further comment regarding this matter to CG 5o24-S* A\ pretext

telephone call was made to Dr. EPSTEIN'S office on the morning

of 5/26/61 . The answering service advised that he would be

In his office after 2 p.m. on that date. The NYO is con-

tinuing to check EPSTEIN'S alleged departure, and will advise

the Bureau as soon as this information is available).

HALL further stated that, according to BERT, Dr.

EDWARD BARSKY has been Invited by the Soviets to go to Mos-

cow in August as the guest of “a medical Institution, Also,

BERT reported to HALL that HERBERT APTHEKER, editor of "Politi

cal Affairs," and PHILIP S. FONER, historian, editor of "The

Complete Works of Frederick Douglas," and chairman of the

"Jewish Committee for Civil War Centennial" have been in-

vited to Moscow as guests of "The Institute of History, 1

As soon as details regarding the departure of BARSKY,

APTHEKER, FONER and EPSTEIN are available, the Bureau will

be advised with respect thereto by letterhead memorandum*

The NYO Is of the opinion that to disseminate the

above Information regarding FOSTER would Jeopardize the

security of NY 694-S. A letterhead memorandu, therefore,
' is not being submitted.

Consideration is being given to the possible use

underthe Counterintelligence Program of FOSTER'S disagree-

ment with Soviet physicians.



SAC* MW YORK (X00*Wilfl9) 5/26/61

CA JAMES 5*. O'CONKEMi

FfUSEWJMWAYiS ASSOCIATE* INC,
xs-c

on 5/25/61, NY 694-a advised SA AUKANDJ23 C*
BURUNSCN that the magazine 1 ^F^domways/1 wad out up
by JAKES JACKSON for the CPU3A, with the approval of the
Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union* Tm
publication was to be known ns, ‘Forward*” but the "Jewish
Daily Forward" threatened a salt over the use of this name
with the result that the .publication was given the name*
"Freeiomwaya »

"

MY S94-S further advi^d that* according to aus
HALL, zhia publication has thus far received $7000 from the
CPU3A*

JFOimvm
.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-134637-Sub A) DATE: 5/24/61

PROM: SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON

SUBJECT: SOLO
IS-C

fl^NY 134-91
1-NY 65-17696

1-NY 100-129629
1-NY 100-32826
1-NY IOO-8O532
1-NY 100-56579
1-NY 100-25623
1-NY 101-559
1-NY 100-106126
1-NY 100-23825
1-NY IOO-I696
1-NY 100-93665
1-NY 100-13483
1-NY IOO-I3473
1-NY 100-84994
1-NY IOO-I6785
1-NY 100-91330
1-NY 100-16021
1-NY 100-105078
1-NY 100-79025
1-NY 100-84275
1-NY 100-48033
1-NY 100-95550
1-NY 100-64074
1-NY 100-18065
1-NY 100-15946
1-NY 100-26018
1-NY 100-9595
1-NY 100-74560
1-NY 100-1-34637-

[INV.) ,(4l)

TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY SOVIETS
IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS) (34)
’WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l4)
JAMES ALLEN) (415)
HERBERT APTHEKER) (415)
PHILIP BART) (415)
ERIK BERT) (415)
JESUS COLON) (415)

I (424)I I (424)
\BENJAMIN J. DAVIS) (4l

NN)
)

(4l5)
(421)

[SIMON GERSON)'
GUS HALL) (4l«

l *T J.*T

r5)

'ARNOLD JOHNSON
(415)

SHYMAN LUMER) (4l5)
(’MILDRED MC ADORY) (4l4)
CWILLIAM PATTERSON) (4l4'(WILLIAM PATTERSON) (4l4)
SIEVING POTASH) (415)
S PAUL ROBESON, JR.) (4l4)
(NATHAN ROSENBLUTH)' (42)
(JACOB STACHEL) (415)
(JAMES TORMEY) (422)
(LOUIS WEINSTOCK) (-415)

(WILLIAM WEINSTONE) (415)
(CPUSA-FUNDS) (415)

Sub A (41) .

/?&

ACBiume
(30) MAY 24 1961
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Re memorandum of SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON, W6l,
captioned "SOLOilS-C, 11 containing instructions for tracing
money expended by members of the CP directly to the funds
obtained by the Party from abroad.

On 5/10/61, while in Washington, D.C., the writer
conferred with Mr. FRED BAUMGARTNER, Section Chief, Domestic
Intelligence Division.

*.4 .
BAUMGARTNER stressed the importance of the above-

f
mentioned money tracing operation and the Bureau's interest

that it is not the Bureau's purpose that
all funds from abroad be traced, but that evidence of the
transfer from the CPUSA or CP officiate of three or four
substantial sums to payees be developed.

Mr. BAUMGARTNER stated that once information Is
received reflecting transfer from an informant to a CPUSA

money from abroad It Is Incumbent upon the
individual case agent, consistently with security, to trace

if
into the hands of a payee, and to indicate in the

inaividua1 case report what efforts have been, or will be,
made to trace the said money, or why it Is inconsistent with
security to trace the money. (Although Mr. BAUMGARTNERdid not mention the matter. It is believed that reports ofa money tracing operation, for security reasons, should not
appear In the investigative section of a report)

.

- ^*2 a monfchly letter to the Bureau reporting transr
£
ers

*.?
f *unds from abroad from the Informant to CPUSA

i°2u
r
l
e
Sd

must incorporate a statement to the
eSv ha

5
the transfers of funds mentioned In the said letter

£
race<^ an<* that the result of the tracing investiga-tion will be reported under the caption of the CPUSA

v whom money from abroad has been transferredby the informant.

Mr. BAUMGARTNER cited as an example of proper investiga-
tion with regard to tracing money from abroad a situation where
transportation for a CP functionary may be purchased at a travel
agency friendly to the CP. Although It would be inconsistent

- 2 -
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with security to do any checking at the travel agency itself
the deposits of the said travel agency at.

a

bank could be
checked to ascertain whether such deposits included money
from abfoad.
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5/31/61

AIKTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO t DIRECTOR, FBI (100-202352)

PROM I SAC, NEW YORK <100-57368)

SUBJECT: DR, VALENTINE GREGORY BURTAN
SM » C
(00: NY)

On the evening of 5/29/61, NY 694-3* advised
3A A. C. aURLINSON that earlier on that day he had talked
to IRVING POTASH, CP,USA Labor Secretary, who gave him clippings

from The Worker
'

"

editions of 2/S/Cl and 2/Vd/Zl, and said that

a perusal of these dippings would give tne informant a better
understanding of 'the background'' of the trip to Africa of— land the doctor' (BURTAN)* POTASH said that before
HMiiinini dippings, NY 694-S* should understand that

Ee * representative from the AFL-C10 to the International
Confederation of .vitae Trade Unions, mentioned in the clippings,

and that although Iwould be in Africa as a representative
of the ICFTU, he would do a Job primarily for the AFL-CIO.

Photostats of the aforementioned dippings are
enclosed herewith for the Reread* s Info.

4 - Bureau (100-262352) (Ene. 4) (RM)

(1 - 100-3-81) (CP,USA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
i - NY 134-91 (1NV.) (41) t
1 - IK 100-25904 (JAY LOVESTONE) (31) _ „ _ ,., r ,
1 - NY 100-86624 (CP. USA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)
... - ^ ^ - J , l. J- ^ / ll I A 1
1 - NY 100-144634
1 - NY 100-84994
1 - NY 100-48033
1 - NY 100-57368

ACBlgzng

(12 )

1 - Supv. #41

I 1 (413)
OUS HALL) (415)
IRVING POTASH) (415)
424) (Ene. 3)
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The above-mentioned clippings contain two articles
by OECRGB HCHfllS* one* appearing in the Feb* pth edition
of ©10 Worker, 1 entitled* Secret Taper Boros ifeaoyu
Hole In Anti-African Blot* *' and another* appearing in the
Feb* lath edition of The Wcrker*’ entitled* - Meariy Xernnds
Grip on ICFTIPs Africa Unions, 1 A third clipping* appearing
us m editorial in the Feb* §th edition of ’The Worker* ! is
entitled* labor and the Hot Asainat Africa, 11

The articles by T4QHR13 and the editorial are
commentaries on a secret British Foreign office document
which allegedly fell Into the hands of African union leaders,
The following quotes from K&HXa* article of Feb, 5th reflect
the nature of the aforesaid articles and editorial:

'A secret British Foreign Office document that
fell into the hands of African union leaders unfolds an
amazing chain of Intrigues and plots in the struggle between
British and U.3, labor loaders* on behalf of their contending
governments* for imposition of a neo-colonial rule over newly
liberated African lands*

’The document* marked , B*K* Eyes Only* 1 was
prepared for the attention of only Britain fs cabinet members *

The document* dated December 12* 1959* and entitled*
Annexe to Cabinet Paper on Policy in Africa* 1 was published
in logos* capital of Nigeria* with a foreword by GOGO CKU
NZEHI3S* general secretary of the Nigerian Trade Uhisn congress,
The pamphlet is titled ‘The Great Conspiracy Against Africa* 1

'B&narkable for its frankness* the document reveals
much of the intense struggle In the sharp rivalry between the
Baited States and Britain .for the profitable influence over
lands now Independent, But ail this is revealed in terms of
the sharp* behind the scenes struggle between a itandf j! of
British and American top labor leaders* for control of the
International Confederation of Free Trade unions* because it
is regarded by their governments as an ideal weapon for
furtherance of the new-stylo colonialism In Africa,

m. £}

J
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,l

A striking feature ofthe document is the
disclosure of the direct jsecret relations between aom top
union leaders of both countries and tHo foreign affairs and
intelligence agencies of their respective governments#

I

:

""^
i

Another passage -advises the British
cabinet that sons measures mst .be taken because *there are
indications certain of our trusted trade union leaders are
having close contact with the Central Intelligence Agency
and transit to it secret inforation through the i?*S. embassy
in linden* 1

.

> The frequent reference in the document
to the relation between certain labor leaders and the CIA#
brings to mind the activities of the AFb-CIO'a agents in
various parts of the world# operating under JAY JLCVESTOKE
who has often been referred to in the press and other
publications as the CIA* a contact with trade union leadership. 1

In connection with the above# it should be noted
that on page lb of f The Jtew York Times : edition of May 31,
1951 there appears a news report dated May 30thf at
Casablanca, Morocco, and captioned. Unionists in Africa
Reject Cutside, '* which reads as follows

i

’African labor leaders set aside their differences
today to establish an independent, All-African Trade Won
Federation.

In the first all-African trade union conference,
which closed here today, unionists resentful of the Vest
triumphed over their more moderate comradesby ruling that all
members of the new pan-African federation must break off ties
with other international trade union organisations#

The conference decision was a blow to the West*s
International Confederation of Free Trade Wons, which has
twenty-two African affiliates „ The command si-dominated world

3



federation of Trade Unions, with only three African affUlatoa,
supported tho »bve for uutonoaoua African trade unionists.

.
' /
'Sbk moder&tee at the parley won a ien*wnth

delay before they must pull out of their international
organisations to Join the African federation* which will
set MP headquarters here.

*
j

/ .i1

She federation^ charter proclaina/a fewnon
determination* to fight against ^colonialism* neo-colonialism*
imperialism* feudalism* and forces of reaction** She

. unionists also rejected *all foreign ideologies#* 11

A copy of the above-mentioned news, item in
. enclosed herewith for the Bureau*

,1

*1
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DIRECTOR, PBT (100-42*031)

sac* mt York (ioo-is46
'

37-sub a)

6/2/61

SOLO
IS-C
(OOitff)

Records of the into reflect that ae of 5/31/61, trans-
actions in the S010 account reported by KY (£4-S* since the
date of the last accounting have been as fellow 1

credit

Debit

On hand 4/30/61

So tTmmm Camera Co** for purchase
of tsyc recorder for OttS HALL. Paid
for by personal check of informant*
who reiebureed himselffrom £010
funds 5/1/61

To ORS HALL for use of CP national Office
5/1/61

To ca 5624-s for transmittal to cum
UGHJFOOT for personal use of latter

r;/r.

$47*141,00

To iCADORE ViOFEY for use of CP Rational
Office 5/14/61

To XSADOLB VCFSY for use of CP Rational
Office 5/15/61

$ 258.00

500.00

200,00

2,500,00

5*000.00

2-Burcau (100-4SB091) (RK)
1-Chiear,0 (134-46-Sub P (SOLO FUHDS) (IHFO) (RM)
0»KY 334-91 , (IHV.) (41) ... .
1—inf 100-186051 (CKISA EUNDS-HEEKVE HINDS) (415)
l-BY 100-134637-Sub A (4l)

AC2UU3C
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T©[
of

lof Chicago for purchase
auw*»&uS7^for use of CFDSA* from

Manor Motor Selos Co., Bew»R* Illinois.
Bold for by bank draft purchased froa
Chemical Bank-NX Trust Co.* and. mileA
to Hum in Chicago 5/17/ul
(See met to Bureau g/fig/e1)

Total

t S.250.00

$10*708.00

Balance

5/35/51 ' $3M33.00

on 6/1/61, mx 6gt*s made available for inspection
by 6k Alexander c. BUREDfSON, solo each tfhlefc he keeps in
a safe deposit box at the Chemical Bank-Mew York Trust Co.
counting of the cash reflected that it amounted to $30*000.00

. The informant advised that the balance of solo
funds in his possession was in ft cheeking account at the
Chemical Bank* Mew York Trust Co,* under the name of
"JACK BROOKS*'1 which is the- name appearing on the informant's
passport* and other personal papers curled by him when he
travels abroad. This account* opened with $7,000.00 of SOLO
funds* is maintained for security reasons to preserve the'
identity of ' JACK BROOKS*' and to enable the informant* if
need bo* to write checks under the name of 'JACK brooks,"

A check at the Broad St* Branch of the Chemical
Bank-Wow York Trust Co*# on 6/ft/ul* reflected that there
is currently on deposit in the? account of JACK BROOKS the
sum of CM33.00.
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m, »©f tm (100-134637)
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. .
Jfewtol* 6/6/61, nportiac hlthUrtrts ©f Booting

tetvocn uv eyvs and vmsta.immm m%fc/ou

g» $9<>8 furnished to ai iisxmmi c.
DttiujEJiSOkl the following litforcationt

— „ Pursuant to prior swfsngeaent* made between
06 L «2*>»8 end BAEXOVSK^* I® 694-s went to the %vm House
Restaumit in ®»eene, mr, at Gtbo p,a, on 6/5/61, and
oaei'ced therefroe piwsptiy at V j>.k» He observed Ii.V2tCfPSKy
nosin'", out of a cigar store several doors ««/ f ern ths
reEtaursnt, and followed the latter for the distance of a
bins-'*

,
SAi6W£KJf waited for the informant ©a a corner, and

after the/ not, BteKOVSKJf said that they mid not go, wr
usual, to a restaurant, but instead would stroll around the
csneral area,

ijARKfifVSKSf opened the conversation w referring
to the. upmas court decisionsof 6/5/01* which are adverse
to the CP'c interests,. jjc said,

1

you (ncsalng the CPWSl)
have serious trouble note, firm now on, l,»U sse you and
not RO'-aiP (CO 6>-2*l»S) i tvt GjK"& replied that the possibility

My to x

l-J® C5-1U026 (Vf/BKttti UAItKOVoXX) (34)
1-2® 100-13463/(41)

’

ACBittrK
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MHKCYSKX said that as regards future telephone
contact between him and NX 69b«B*-and» if accessary, between
hie and, CO &824-8»»NX (&h*8 should continue to introduce
himself1 as the fuse man,

1

and. CO 5624*0 as ' tbs refrigerator
any . BAJKOTSKX stated that in the event either ha or
NX ujt-s should desire to warn the other tcier>honically of
trouble » ouch as the arrest of the informant or of Party
leaders * tits words vised during the telephonic contact sbouM
be, 'lo the television man there* Ky television tube just
blew out. 1

SARK0VSKX further stated that If, immediately prior
to a meeting, either he or NX GP4-S should observe a
mirveillancQ of then, the signal to alert the other to the
surveillance should be loosening of the necktie and opening
of the shirt collar,

MX 6^1-S then advised EARKOVSKX concerning MALI'

a

outraged reaction to the Soviet *e disregard of 1 World Books,"
and or haws orders that MX 6£&*6 go to Moscow to ocmpiatn,
in HAiA'a nwao, to the soviets about this doctor, BtSKOVSKX
indicated that he was familiar with the "World Books" matter,
and became angry, acting: as if MX G^t-s wore criticisti*
him personally, Be aaid, "that do you want frosa mt X did
all x could t" NX G2t-S assured him he intended no personal
criticim of barkovsky.

She informant and BARKCV3KX then talked calmly about
the. matter, BAfKCVSKX agreeing that it vould be well for
NX (%A~S to go to Moscow to discuss the situation. Referring
to Mia current owner of Tour Continent hook co.y to whom
the Bovietsare channeling business rather Urn to '-World
Books, MX 65t*B inquired What BMiilOTSKX knew about this
individual, barxovskx said that the latter bad been in
the fur business, that he "had a good record on war reuef,"
having given generously, that he retired from the fur buoinesa
and boujvt four Continent Book do.

with, regard to NX G; A-a 1 proposed trip to Moscow,
BABnottbXX stated that in his last meeting with Cd &324-S
the latter had informed him that NX G94-S might be going to
Moscow in the Immediate future, on the basis of this
information, barxovskx bad aiveady arranged that a visa to
Prague be available for NX ££W to pick up at the eseeb.
Embaeay in Parle, and that a vita and ticket foi* travel to
Mocso’.: be- available; for the- inforaant at the. Soviet Embassy
in Prague,

“ 8 «>
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EARKWSKlf further remarked that if the CPUS* so
desired* KP 694-S could arrange with BARKOTSKX'S 'friends
la Moscow' 1 wethoda of secret cotnunioatfon between the
CH&/1 and the Soviets, HP C^-S suggested Uiat jssaaibiy
a code could fee. established* which bahxovskp considered a
coed idea*

SAFJCCfVSRir then repeated hie forme? statement
that in view of the Supreme Court decision© he no longer
could contact CQ 58SW-S . He inquired. a» to when CQ 5U2*W5
left NPC after the latter ' t last mastitis with BAi&Cff&KP,
HP 6j;-JS replied that CO ESS'i-B haft left only a few hours
after seeing BABPOVBKP, SAJtK<’A’£Kf ceased bo. disturbed
about cc Sbs4~»* movemente la Jipd that BP ©i-g Inquired
whetue.

- there was anything wrong. BA8KWSKP replied
"X don't know, I'll b&ve to find out.

BAhkopskp then mentioned that as of 6/4/61,
the condition of vaudAK v, fossei was etui 1 crave,

sne C94-S then informed BAiiKWSKX that, the
Individual whose name BARKOTKOT had requested«d 5S24-#
to obtain for him la ROfFiS chatojss pran©» bmwr,}-* '

stated that he also wanted to know whether this cup it
o.KV xnassauch as HP 694-S was not in a posit ion to furnish
thin information* BARKWEKP requested that sold information
be obtained for him*

Reference la mode to BPoirtcl to Bureau and
Chicago, 5/30/Sl*. wherein, on pays S thereof* it is reported
that CC 5624-S naked BAHKOVSKV to: transmit to Uw Poles,
before G/i/Sl, a mesage regarding one 'CIS PO-dSlt,' whoa,
the Poles had agreed to allow to go to Poland* it le
further reported la referenced eirtcl that JjATilCVSXP declined
to aeoeot the message* stating that he 1 did not Imow any
Poles* -'and furthermore that to could not traisaait «
meccft*' to the Poles on such short notice.



*

m IW-13W37

BAlCQVSKY# during irritant meeting uith Kif (#&4»£»
requested tha latter to iwrom CC 502*: -a that lie had
notii led. the Poles that M3ITI:, yae being deported.

BAKKOTPKY theft told KVT &,-& that lx would have m
Iwwtwifc message to dtoilwy to the infoaaaab on. Saturday#

lie instructed 1Y to go by si.ixx''di'l& on
6/ly/ul* to the vicinity of 203th St, and the brand Concourse#
near the Gth Avc, eubssy and to nark hie car there. The
Informant is then, to board a south-bound Itu Avc » train
and tide one station to Bedford fork Blvd. {ccath st.)
the** he, ia to leave the train a,id proceed to the upborn
cant exit of the station at EoSt*d St. and Croud concourse,
cox*, vo the street level# the iuforwmt in to roil: one bloclv
to sB^ita ct. and then# Retire a. right turn* to proceed to
Valent ine Ave. Walking in the direction of DOSnd St.#
the informant then 1* to turn left to ttriega Ave*# aid
continuing along Brings# to go to Hoshoiu Parlw South, at
204th ct,

The infomant is to Merge. promptly at 3 p.tu from
the subway exit at 203rd St. and the Concourse# and aotaetdxre
elent; tlx above described route he will be contacted.
MHXCVSIOf indicated that there wuld be othc., soviets 1ft
the saw besides himself.

At the "right maent UY G-St-c ttU'l be clven
the ue«M£c, ,! If#ly chance# US 6j)4«s should have a

message for BARKOTSKY# said ecssa©* should be in writing

,

If# for any reason viwfcsocvci1

# !i¥ <y;«c should not
be eoGtaetfcd on Saturday# lie if; .to repeat the above described
procedure daily until, Tuesday, c/iydi, if ns oeotin& takes
place on Tuesday# NY <#*$->& is to arrange his next, contact
with UAPEOTEKK while the informant is in Moscow*

(Uf&vlnc to the ivetis'4 between pmiaont KEMHeby
end i3i4U.;aonEV# m&avcitf said# 1

sue ixetirt can r-ood because
all two hands were on the tabic# He also e&kT# 1 IXidEDY
ia Uk- saae * he did not change and till not change#'

•. If M.



tfif iOWt34£>3? :

t

Stic Destine \m tticu coneluSted* atfiDSWEtSt stating
that he tswt returning to hie tes.;. via Me thich
lie im-I parked in the area of tho Town House lleotaumt.
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TELETYPE URGENT

50S DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

VROKt SAC, MEW YORK (100-fcQ$4l)

CPU8A DASH ORGANIZATION! IS DASH C. OH JUNE SIX, NINETEEN

SIXTY MB, NY SIX HIKE FOUR DASH S ADVISED AS FOLLOWS; ON

JUNE SIX, NINETEEN Sim ONE, OUS HAIL, CFUSA GENERAL

SECRETARY, SENT A MESSAGE: TO THE INFORMANT TO THE EFFECT

THAT RY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S SHOULD CONTACT QUOTE HIS GUY

UNQUOTE PAKEN, VLADIMIR BARK0V3XY END PAREN, AS SOON AS

POSSIBLE AND SHOULD TELL THE LATTER THE FOLLOWING. ARNOLD

JOHNSON AND MICHAEL DAVtDOW WHO ARE CURRENTLY IN MOSCOW,

SHOULD BE ADVISED IMMEDIATELY THAT, INSTEAD OF RETURNING

TO THE USAAC THIS TIME, THEY SHOUID GO TO' AS MANY QUOTE

SOCIALIST COUNTRIES UNQUOTE AS POSSIBLE, AND URGE THAT THE

COMMUNIST PARTIES IK THESE' COUNTRIES QUOTH ORGANIZE PROTESTS

UNQUOTE AGAINST THE US SUPREME COURT'S QUOTE ANTI DASH

CONSTITUTIONAL RULINGS AGAINST THE CPUSA UNQUOTE. NY
1-CHICAGO (134-46-SUB B) (SOLO) (JIM)

cfew 134-91 timr.) (4i)
I-NY 100-16021
1-NY 100-56

ARNOLD JOHNSON} (415)
... .MIKE DAYIDON) (4l4fr

1-NY 10Q-13463T (SOLO) (41)
1-NY 65-15026 (VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY) (34)
1-NY 100-S0641 (415)
1-SUPERVISOR #4l
1-SUPERVISOR #415

AC|^ur'£



ENCODE

TELHTYPE IRGENT

PAOE TWO

SIX NINE FOUR BASK fi ADVISED THAT HE WOULD ATTEMPT' TO HAKE

TELBPBONIC. CONTACT WITH BARKOVSKY ON THE EVENING OF
1 JUNE

SIX, NINETEEN SIXTY ONE, TO ARRANGE A PERSONAL MEETING WITH

BARKOVSfY m THE EVENING OF JUNE SEVEN, NINETEEN SIXTY ONE,

AT WHICH TIME THE' INFORMANT WOULD CONVEY HALL'S' MESSAGE TO

BAftKOVSKY, HALL, IN HIS MESSAGE TO NY SIX NINE FOUR SASH S,

ADVISED THAT TOP FUNCTIONARIES OF THE CPUSA WOULD MEET WITH

CPUSA ATTORNEYS ON JUNE SEVEN, NINETEEN SIXTY ONE TO DISCUSS

THE SUPREME COURT; DECISIONS. IE ALSO ADVISED THAT A NATIONAL

EXECUTIVE COMMITTED MEETING WOULD BE HELD 111 UYO ON JUNE

TENTH AND EIEVENTH, NINETEEN SIOT ONE. COPY FURNISHED

CHICAGO BY MAIL.



6/6/61

AIIOEL HSGISTERED

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, tCtf YORK <100-93736)

SUBJECT; PEGGY DENNIS
SK - C
<00; NY)

EXCREME CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISES ’mS. IESPEC!
TO DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION HEREIN SINCE, BY ITS NATURE, SUCH
INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 694-S, A VALUABLE INFORMANT,
AS TEE SOURCE THEREOF. UNLESS THIS INFORMATION IS OBTAINED FROM
A SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 694-S, IT SHOULD NOT BE INCORPORATED -
EVEN IN BARAFHRASE0FORK - IN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A
REPORT*

Oa 6/6/61, NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSOH
that; on the aforesaid date tie cave to PEGGY DENNIS, from
"funds from abroad", the sum of <1,000 is $10 bills. This
mosey uaa niven to PEOCY DENNIS to defray the college expenses t, 6

I L «A» attendsa college on the t/c
west coast,

PEGGY DENNIS intends to purchase, as some local
bank, a cashier's check in the {mount of $1,000, which slut
will forward to the college on the Heat coast.

4 - EU.TEAU <GM)

<1 - 100-428091) (SOLO)
HY 134-91 (Inv) (41)
NY 100-134037-A (SOLO) (41)
NY 100-93796 (421)

(Pm

1 *

ACB;m£d (#41)

(9)
!



AIKEEI>

iff 100*93796

In view of the feet that the money mentioned above
. was given by Hr 694-S directly to PEGGY DENNIS, it is the
opinion of the NYO that to attempt to trace this money from
HSGGff KIWIS to a local benh, would tend to jeopardise the
security of iff 694-S.

1
,

'

i

'is-



^*0-36 (Rev. ,JL£4$*$6)

FBI

Date:

Transmit the following in.

moom

Via

(Type in plain text of code)

urm;T
(Priority of Method of Moiling

)

I

J

It*

W-i

to director

Rio*, sac new yore

SOLO, is DAS. I C. BUTTLE OtC HUNDRED DASH FOUR TWO .2I3HT EURO

REis a:s , few yoric .me on ssno asRo bash owe thus folk

SEC TIFEE SEVEN. ](Y SIX -NILE FOR.. DASH 3 ON SEC RIVE SIXTY

0.3 ADVISED AS FOLLOWS: JE MET K E/»13BGV3XY OR 3X EVENING

OF SEC FIVE SIXTY OKIE. KSFSaRINQ TO TODAYS SUPR3I3 COURT

f
DECISIONS, JJORKOVSXY STATED CP, 'USA IS IN SERIOUS TROUBLE,

AND BY REASON OF SAID DECISIONS M LARXOVS.CY, IN' FUTURE, V/OULD

CONTACT NY SEC NILE FOUR DASH S AND LOT CS FIVE SIGHT TWO

FOUR BASIC S. BARICOVSICY ARRANGED THAT II. 3V2KT THE T.F0RMAL3S
fib

OR PA..TY FUNCTIONARIES ARE I., DfHSGSR OF ARREST, MY SIX NIKE

FOUR S SHOULD NOTIFY HEI TO TEAT -EFFECT EC 9! CODED TELEPHONIC

MESSAGE. 3* BARKOVSSX WILL HAVE .IMPORTALT .;333AC!S FOR I!Y SIX

RILE FOUR DARII S OF SATURDAY SIX TER SIXTY ORE. ‘./ILL JIAXS

3RI3F STREET DO;',TACT WITH NY SIX MIME JOUR DASH S SHORTLY

AFTER THREE PM Oil AFORESAID .'DATE I.i AREA OF TWO SEEO FOURTH
R

STREET AND MOSHOLU PABXWAY, B*OJGC. IIS INDICATED OTHER SOVIETS

*J-P NEC YORE /> ( U:“1302;) ('VLADIMIR. RAl;C^VS;CY

)

A“HEW Y0RX(13jC-.91) (i« 59A-S)

i‘
C
SUPV

a0,,

k3^’Sj SUb 3 JUNS -1961'
‘ (A)"

‘

ACB:ITa



rt>-se

Transmit the follov/ing tn

Date: .6/6/61

(Typo in plain text of toil)

(Priority of Method of Mailing}

PAGE two

WOOED ACCOMPANY HIM TO AREA. IP I!Y SIX NINE POUR DASH S IS

HOT .CONTACTED ON SATURDAY, RE IS TO GO TO THE SAKE PLACE

AT THE SAME TIME DAILY UNTIL TUESDAY, SEC IHRITE31! SIXTY ONE.

IP NO# MEET TAXES PLACE ON TUESDAY, N'V SIX NINE POUR DASH S

IS TO ARRANGE NEXT, MEETING WITH 2ARK0VSKY WHILE INFORMANT

: IS IN MOSCOW. MY SIX MINE POUR DASH S MAY PICK UP 1/ISA POR TRAVEL
fl-T' OZ&e-H S/>)3A£Sy, PAR/S. /A/_pff/?G.OG

S TO PRAGUE/ VISA TO MOSCOW MAY BE PICKED gp. AT SOVIET EMBASSS

THERE. BAKXOVSXY, MENTIONED WILLIAM 2. POSTER, STATING THAT

.
AS OF SIX POUR SIXTY ONE, BATTERS CONDITIONS WAS GRAVE.

H
REFERRING TO MEETING BETWEEN PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND XBRUSACHEV

BARKOVSXY SAID "MEETING WAS GOOD BECAUSE ALL THE HANDS WERE
i

’

ON# THE TABLE." HE .ALSO SAID, "KENNEDY IS THE SAME- HE DID

NOT CHANGE AND WILL NOT .CHANGE.” £JuaZ&Uj G&&Z61 sOcK’CC'

Approved: Per

Special Agent in Charge
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub A) 6/1/6

1

SA ALEXANDER 0* BURLXNSON

SOLO
IS-C

On 6/6/61 , NY 694-S advised that on that date he
had given to ISADORE VCFSY, from "funds from abroad,”
$7000 In $20 and $10 bills* Six thousand dollars of this
money is intended for the use of the CPUSA National Office,
One thousand dollars is to be given by WOFSY to SI PERSON,
nho is to purchase transx^rtation to Noscon for PEGGY DENNIS*
It should"be noted that $Keh dSKSOT recently purchased trans-
portation for CP functionaries going abroad, he did so
through "Afton fours.' 1

Attention is directed to the fact that pursuant
to Bureau instructions an attempt should be made to trace
the above-mentioned one thousand dollars being used to
purchase transportation for PEGGY DENNIS.

1-NY 100-9
134-91

1-NY 105-
1-NY 100-1
1-NY 100-
1-NX 100-1

(4i5)£/^

AFTON TOTOSl (31)

MArora'iicffsT) (^15)
SI GERSON)

1-HY 100-134637-Sufc A (41)

ACBiume

(f

CPUSA-FUHDS-RESERVE FUNDS) (413)
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FBI

Date: 6/8/61

Transmit the following in

Via AIETEL

(Type in plain text or code)

REGISTERED

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (61-8077)

FROM: SAC, HEW YORK (100-84994) (415)

SUBJECT: GUS HALL
IS - C

On 6/8/61, NY 694-S advised SA AIEXANEER C* BURLINSON

as follows:

The informant received a message from GUS HALL on

6/7/61, that he believed that he and other top CP functionaries

are under surveillance, and in view of this situation, NY 694-S

should make no attempt to contact HALL personally* In the

same message HALL stated that he needed $9,000*00, $5,000*00

for the new Negro publication, “Freedomways Associates, Inc.'*,

$2.000.00 for transportation to Moscow of Hall's wife,

ELIZABETH 1 I
and $2,000.00 for the purchase by

HALL of a lot adjacent to his home.

4 - BUREAU (61-8077) (RM)

^ (1 - 100-3-63) (CP, USA, Funds)

NY 100-109136
NY 100-128861
NY 100-18618
NY 100-16785
NY 100-110888

NY 100-78633
NY 100-84994

ACBtmfd (#41)

(14)

(Inv.) (41) 1 - NY 100-134637 Sub A
(ELIZABETH HALL) (415) SOLO) (41)

(CP, USA, Funds, Reserve Funds) (415)

(ESTHER JACKSON) (415) /
(JAMES JACKSON) (415) /o / /
(FAY AFTHEKBR)(415) //' #
(ISAD0KE GIBBY NEEDIEMAN) (33)

f

SEARCH

JUN 8 1961

FBI • NEW YORK

Approved: Sent
_

Special Agent in Charge'

(to?*—*



AIKTEL
NY 100-84994

To maintain contact with HALL, NY 694-S, on 6/8/61,

visited ISADOKE GIBBY NEEDLEHAN at the latter's law office

and arranged that temporarily NEEDLEMAN act as an inter-

mediary between HALL and NY 694-S,

It was agreed that NEEDLEMAN, who is handling
negotiations for the purchase of a lot by HALL, place the

$2,000*00 purchase money for the said lot in his personal
safe deposit box*

It was further agreed that NEEDUSMAN would telephonically

contact HALL's wife, ELIZABETH, and request that she come to

NEEDlEMAN?s office fi>r a conference regarding a legal matter.

Upon meeting HALL's wife, NEEDIEMAN, it was agreed, would
give her $7,000.00 for delivery to GUS HALL for the purposes

aforementioned

*

NY 694-S advised that HALL would give the $5,000*00
intended for "Freedomways Associates, Inc*" to JAMES JACKSON,

and that JACKSON would give it to his wife, ESTHER, who
is business manager of "Freedomways Associates, Inc*"

It will be noted that ESTHER JACKSON recently has

opened a bank account for "Freedomways Associates, Inc*" in
the Amalgamated Bank, 11-15 Union Square, NYC* Through
CSNY 1541-S, a high-level official in this bank, the NYO has

made appropriate arrangements to secure the details of any
substantial deposit, including serial numbers of bills*

According to NY 694-S, ELIZABETH HALL alreadyhas
negotiated with FAY AFTKEKER, employed by "Consolidated
Tours, Inc*", 250 West 57th Street, NYC, for transportation
abroad* She must yet, however., nav "Consolidated Tours.

Inc*" for said transportation*

m 2 -



AIKTEL
NY 100-84994

Through T 1

the NYO has arranged to
oe notinea or cne details on any substantial cash deposit
in the account of "Consolidated Tours, Inc."

EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD EE EXERCISED WITH BESTECT
TO DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION IfflRBIN SINCB7

r
5g' TTS ifffURE,

SAID INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 494-S, A VALUABIE INFORMANT 4

AS THE SOURCE THEREOF UNIESS THIS INFORMATION IS OBTAINED
FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 694-S, IT SHOULD NOT BE
INCORPORATED - EVEN IN PARAPHRASE FORM - IN THE INVESTIGATIVE
SECTION OF A REPORT

.
' "



AIRTEL :wil

Ml DtKKCTOn, PL1 (100-3-0)

ITiC:;: SAC, NEW YORK < 100-'3oiitl>

SUBJOTj CW3A - CKQAHI2AT10S1
ia-c

Rei?V telephone sail So bureau on early A,'!.,

v/J/.'l* reporting that :;;y v:j4-s* and VtADi'HH . AjiKOYiihY

had riot on the evening of -•/i’/il* end that UK •Sjh-'.i*

had given to UARKOVSKY -a nessace flow GPS ilALL to the
following efiboti

-Jtiat iSARKOVSKY Should transport to ARHOLl! JOifflaOM

and MICHAEL EAVIDOW, CPUSA functionaries cumwtly In
’lossov?, instructions Xrovi ,!ALL that Instead of returning to
the P.y.A. at this ttee, they should go to as :.i»ny coolallsb
eountriea aa possible and urgo that the Comfuntst r-artlea

in these countries organise protests against the U.8.

Suprme -Court'* ' anti-constltutlonal rulings against the
CPUSA. ' 2ARK0YSKY further was requested to transmit to CPUSA
functionaries now In Moscow instructions fron HALL that they
should not return to the U.3.A. at the sane place at the
sano line.

Aifeau (100-3-Gj) (R'l)

Chiaago^flpilo Suit 3) (SOLO) (KM)
.!« 134-yi, (IMV) (4l)
;ri 100-134037 (solo) (hi)

, , ,

,

>iY ttf-lSOSO (VLADIMIh hAKKOVSKY) (34
,;iY ioo-isoa (ARHOLO JOi!:;sc;i) ioiB)

.

.liYlOO-Sii MICHAEL PAVlPOM) (414)
,;{ 10O-34iM4 i.flrt® UALL) (419)
JiY 100-10641 (415)

ACiU-ml
(W)
X - Supervisor #4X
1 ~ Supervisor #4X5
X - ASAC J. SCHMIT

L





I H

Un

.CKMasIi SttiMAM 51. 1'OOlta
is*e
imwt)

Otl ii/2/61, MX C./4-S adviced Zk tatmmR <5, SURUMSOH
that on 1i<at date. in ft Meeting with Bus MAu>* CltSSA General
Secretary, the latter told hia ihe following

i

At a p.T4»» oil o/s/wij AitxAim •mcmzimxm infovaad
HALS that he had hath adviead *y the soviets t!iat vxujam a.
MQSTCSi la dying, ilia lnpciitliiio death being duo to arterio-
aclei'ogia* which la beooaing rapidly worse.

Before leaving the ffijA far Koseow, tOSlfli'a
relativee and Dr. bvsxexh vere not advised that he was dying.
She Soviet® vantod these people in Kosoow below FCCTfh dies
eo ti»at tr.ey. particularly 'Or. KreiBih, coy id sea that every-
thing voeaioie hat bean done lot FOSTER.

mr 6^t-s reauesta that the above inforuation be
furnished to CO ‘jb64-s

.

B1KFC7M, IBS {(il-iSO)
’

mo, law wo? {ioq-;>>v)

4-s»reaii (fil-330) (.$0
ti-if>J-o-i3i)iCEEA-Ih?EpJhtriiiiA i i.BiAllOMS)

* f.Ml 'ln!< w ~ / it iw < ft A fa ft \

l-KX 10C-cfey4
a-MV ioo-sitai
a-sx ioo-umt.39
1*MX IdCWOoW
a-Hf igo-^3

l-Chlc o( 134-46)
24-S) (RM)CUS IaL) <413) (nomwm,i I'.iAcm’raaaRBd)

\m t mm tmvm) (hax,
(CPWA-Iiftt-iuiAMONAi, tCUiiate) <4 if;)

<415)

ACS)WO
ill)

1-Supervisor #41
1-Supervisor #415
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-144189) S/23/61

U THORRTOtf M. WOOD (#413)

oteewhways
xs-c

On 5/11/61, NY &94-S*, who has furnished
Tellable Information in the past > furnished SA THORNTON WOOD
a copy of the first Issue of Freedomways'

1 dated Spring, 1961.
This issue, which had to be returned to informant, was reviewed
by the writer and the following were to ted as staff members
of the publication;

Editor
Associate* Editor
Art Editor
Managing Editor

SHIRLEY GRAHAM
V* ALPHAEUS HUNTON
MARGARET G. BURROUGHS
ESTHER JACKSON

The Table of Contents reflected the following
articles and authors:

"It's a Journal 7
The Editors

The Negro People and the United States 11
'V. E* B. Bu Bois

'The North ;Star ! Editorial 20
Frederick Bouglas3

(Continued on next page)

/©- HV 134-91 (INV) (413)
„ „ „*“1 - MV 100-87531 (SHIRLEY GRAHAM) (422)

1 - NY .100-52572 (W. ALPHAEUS HUNTON) (424) ,

1 - NY 100- (MARGARET G. BURROUGHS)1 - NY 100-
1 - HY 100-18618
1 - in 100-20789
1 - MY 10C-; - !f ^' -

1 - NY 100-10916
1 - NY 100-/1

ESTHER JACKSON) (425)
W.E.B. DU BOIS) (422)

- NY 100-88368 (JOHN PITTMAN) (412)
- NY 100-144189 (415)

MORA) (// )

TMK:raml

(11 )

SKAPtCH iND&Ttrt)

'flAV ft *» *C' 1

r /

rai* 'New Vf"« <’



NY 100-144189
i

1 *

1

"Guinea Strides Forward
Alphaeus Hunton

22

Journey to the Sierra Maestra
John Henribk Clarice

3a

,J. Furnas* Mrs. Stows and
> American Racism

Ernest Kaiser

35

Address to the United Nations
Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah

45

Sit Down,. Chillunl
JV Farley Ragland

73

The Negro People and American Art,

Elizabeth Catlett Mora
74

How Socialist? States Help Africa -

and Why
John Pittman

81

'Quick Quotes*
a 93 ,

* Minority Peoples in China
Shirley Graham

95

African Women Seek Independence
and Peace

Ceza Nabaraoui

102

’
1

Book Review
Margaret. G. Burroughs

107
tt

This magazine further reflected that it Is
published, by Freedomways Associates Incorporated*
799, Broadway* NY, NY, and itA subscription rate ,1s $3*50
for four Issues and $5*00- for foreign rates.

A copy of the above magazine has since been reoeived
through, a confidential mailbox and’ is maintained in the NYO
Library.

* H *



6/i/i

A2 .il?..

p^ctcr, m (pjo-^j±2z>j)

SAG, «» YORK (100-m^)
SUBJGWl WQRtD .BOWS

iS-fi
(OOUK)

,, , JfetgjMe elution should ba cxeroUed v4th roaoeat to
-.dlatcsdt.atlon of Information herein glncei ~£y ita*

nature ’"ly*"*
VW~$ , tTyTCdabie in^om«it,''lM‘ :fcKn

7~'‘ "

aotnco ihorfeof,
’ 1 111,1

iA/51* reiWctina that GUB i£AU. was
dietuated’ with the Sovleta beeauM they had declined to

ixant eredit to World Books, and Because they had declined
“loo ^ pe^Blt World Books to he thoir exclusive a^ent in
the &)A for the sale of soviet jjubiictuons, including
World Jtofaciat Rovlew.

x , , ,
«> o/iM> XY 5&4-a advised SA AUlvAli'JBi c. BOKUHSOH

thaii on that date in i eonfewMice with oos BA*. crew central
iuomai*?, the lnfaraant waa told tha foUwint,;

,
A few day»,*co the Soviet head of heaokni^wr

(international Booka) « watt In UYO, and turned over to the
foui' Continent Book corporation the inventorio* of ‘laported
fuMioationa and rroduota, 1 orated By MAKNUara -KRVJfflEiH,
«nd also cave to tour Continent hook corporation ' tluycou
with of subscriptions town i'rtxa tha hcami-HiH ^bUshin©
CO i

3-fluieeu (ig0A3&80yJ (Sfi)

a^nucoio (13446) («» pcii-g) (rb)
CLrM y&'9\

,
(INV.) (hi)

f-jfi IjCt-dti/Jii 003 MALI) (hiy)
^4uijU (touH carsuzin am canwrAnos) <**)

i‘HH (iMwomro m&umicsm ma fRoaucia) (ii)

5Si^a&1

1

S!f”
ssawM,<‘'M» '&-V-M

SEARCHED....,,^.,,INDEXED.,

ACBiUsO sraiAuiED.„S«fiuo...#..„

(11) ,JUN 21961

1-Supervisor #k\ FBI i NBV YORK

s^J ,-,V-?'’,v< PS#



i

mr ico-iWGoa

ukuh eald Ho waa outfaced by the actions of the
Soviets* ana stated Ho wanted IV 6D4*a "to top evexythins*
and to to Moscow to rctaonetraUi* in Hftl&'a asiiso* with the
Soviets* and to da eoBathlBfi fast for ":erld Books."

M C^k-s told BA!* Ho could not “top everything 1

at tise oooeut* Hot wad advisa mu, as to whoa Ho m#it
Ho able to go to Moscow* Tbo informant rosyoate that the
above AnX'oiwation He furnished to CQ 56a«-S for His eoements
thereon* it la reauaated that Chlceco advise the Bureau and
HY ooaeemins CO 5S24-a* reaction to nwa**o jmjpoati.
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FBI

DATE: 6/5/61

Transmit the following via AIRTBL

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
(00:NY)

Extreme caution must be exercised with respect to
dissemination of the information herein inasmuch as, by lis
nature, li tends to Identify NY 094-S, a valuable informant ,

as the source. Unless this information is obtained from a~
source other than NY b94-S, it should not be incorporated -

even in paraphrased form -in the investigative section of
a report?

ReCOlet to Bureau and NY, 6/1/61. reflecting that
an individual from Ohio by the name ofl I (PH) would be
brought in to assist ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, Chairman, CPUSA,
as a chauffeur, handyman, and to attend to her general needs.

On 6/5/61 , NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSC&
that, according to GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary, the

3-Bureau (IOO-3-69 ) (RM)
3-ChicagO (100-33741) (CPUSA-ORGANIZATION) (RM)
(1-134-46) (CG 5o24-s)

-100- ) (MORRIS CHILDS)
2-Cleveland (100- ) (FNU BINGHAM) (RM)
SrNY 134-91 (INV.) (4l)©NY 134-91
1-NY 100-
1-NY IOO-I696
1-NY 100-84994
1-NY 100-74360
1-NY 100-80641

i

INV .) (41)
FNU I l (412)
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
GUS HALL) (415)
iCPUSA-FUNDS) (415)
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NY 100-80641

latter was bringing to NY one I

~1 (PH) who would be on
the payroll of the CPUSA National Office as "head of the
Speakers* Bureau," but whose actual function would be to act
as chauffeur for ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, and as "a leg-man"
for HALL* HALL described l as "a bachelor, who is not
too smart."

HALL stated thatl I would leave Ohio on Fri-
day, 6/9/61, and go to Chicago, where he would contact
flh1f.ngf) functionary MORRIS CHIIDS, CHILDS will give to

I an English Ford automobile which I

win drive to NYC to be delivered to the CP in NY for use
of the Party, particularly for the use of ELIZABETH GURLEY
FLYNN.

The aforesaid automobile will be purchased through
| of Chicago from the Berwyn Motor Sales Co,, and
win oe paid for in the amount of $400 by MORRIS CHIIDS.

inasmuch as CHILDS may pay for the above-mentioned
automobile with "funds from abroad," it is suggested that, if
possible, Chicago attempt to trace these funds to the bank
account of the Berwyn Motor Sales Co,

Cleveland Is requested to furnish the Bureau,
Chicago and NY I&entifyijhg Information concerning

- 2 -



XL3M, H20KEH5D

ios Kiaccron, sax (100-420091 )

tflCitl JAG, Ji2W SOSX (100-134oj7)(41)

. OJOJCI'i .,010

1>c

jmsQ cautiou mis 33 acaRoisia m®i sa&sat

coQt$ea ssisaacffl.

„ on C/10/G1, is C34-3 adlylsoa 3A A3SSAI®ia 0.

BURiaii OIJ aa follows i

Ioffe Mo <ac? felapa and proceeded via feha independent Jybway
to tla audited Hart* Slvd, atafilenj leavlns cald station,
aa previously directed ter BAlKQVac?, at 3 ».n, and talJlri;
alone fefco 3Po.ito BAAKOVJOf previously had indicated i:o should
taJso.

At Vanlorbllt Avenue ar.d 204tli .'treat, Ureisa,

indicated ti:wu was to ho.no talltlKj ted drove to tl.o cojsrop
of ifcflLolu Stetoay and 2Q4th Jtroofe, whore i;a stepped the oa.

3 - B0H3AU (100-423091) (»l)
1 - CHICAGO (134-40 Jut A){,JOM)(?i!)
1/- BY .134-91 „ (Inv)(41)
3 - m Gj-luOGG (TUDBOa mAK07;3C3f)(34)
1 - 3Y 100-13433? Jub A, (Colo SUrda)(4l}
1 - ;<Y 100-13433/- (41)
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xmssu
t ,m 100-134037

;-to pointed to a package m tho rear seat of tho
ear and motioned to tho lofonaant to take it and to leave
tho car,, An $¥ vj4~d was alighting fraa the car.i BA^OVt.KY
whispered, IMl sea you*

,f to then drove off*

M £94-3 then walked to Ms own car and drove
hone. Ihen to mn alone at Ma house* ho opened tho package
which contained, in a number ,10 envelope, vlOOjOQQ in y20
billo*

Jto coon as security permits, M £94-3 will mko
tho aforementioned noney available to the hYO to hlui the serial
numbers thereon my ha recorded . She uuld serial ntcabora will
ho checked against lists of currency issued to soviet establish-
ments in 2J¥C and hUshington, D*C* Sie bureau vrlll bo advised
tho possible identification to any of tha aforesaid bills*





FBI

DATE: 6/5/61

Transmit the following via AIRTEE*

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-373)
( 100-3-83 )

SAC, NEW YORK (157-391)
.
(100-89691)

FROM:

SUBJECT: FREEBUS
RACIAL MATTERS

CPUSA-DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES

(00?NY)

ReNYtel, 5/31/61 , reflecting JAMES JACKSON and HERBERT
APTHEKER are still in NYC, and presumably not making scheduled
trip

.

On 6/5/61, NY 694-S advised that according to GUS HALL,
CPUSA General Secretary, the aforesaid trip has been canceled in
view of Information received that "there would be trouble" if
JACKSON and APTHEKER should make trip.

4-Bureau (157-373) (RM)
(1-100-3-81 )

g-Atlanta (100- ) (FREEBUS-RACIAL MATTERS) (RM)

( 1-100- ) (CPUSA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS)
2-Baltimore ( 100- ) (FREEBUS-RACIAL MATTERS) (RM)

( 1-100- ) (CPUSA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS)
2-Birmingham ( 100- ) (FREEBUS-RACIAL MATTERS) (RM)

( 1-100- ) (CPUSA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS)
2-Mobile (100- ) (FREEBUS-RACIAL MATTERS) (RM)

( 1-100- ) (CPUSA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS)
2-New Orleans ( 100- ) (FREEBUS-RACIAL MATTERS) (RM)

( 1-100- ) (CPUSA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS)
2-Rlchmond ( 100- ) (FREEBUS-RACIAL MATTERS) (RM)
„( 1-100- ) (CPUSA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS)
tf-NY 134-91 (INV.) (41)
1-NY 100-16785 (JAMES E. JACKSON) (415)
1-NY 100-80532 (HERBERT APTHEKER) (415) /
1-NY 100-89691 (CPUSA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES)
1-NY 157-391 (412) /
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-363908) DATE; 6/^/6l

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-99527)

8>lC£t

INTERNAL SECUUITY-HU
(00:NY)

Extreme caution should be exercised with respect
to dissemination of the information herein since, by the
nature thereof, it tends to Identity NYb94“S*i a valuable
Informant , as the source. Unless thisinformationls obtained
also from a source other than NY b94-S*, it should not be
Incorporated - even in paraphrased form -in the investigative
section of a report .

On 6/2/61, NY 694-S made available to SA AU3XANDER
C. BURLINSON a letter sent to him by TIM BUCK, National
Secretary of the Communist Party of Canada, for transmittal
to GUS HALL, General Secretary of the CPUSA*

The content of the said letter Is as follows;

"A few weeks ago a man named I Iwas here visiting
the editorial office of *Munkas* and associated organizations*
On the day that he was leaving, he came to see me.

be
hie

’be

b7C

^Bureau <100-363908) (RM)
'1-100-3-86) 7CPUSA-PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS)

-3-81) (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
'

1-100
rNY 134-91
•NY 105-11802
-NY 100-15140
-NY 100-84994
•NY 100-81675
-NY 100-86624
-NY 100-99527

INV.) (41)
" A. MUNKAS") (352)
TIM BUCK) (415)
GUS HALL) (415)

v _
CPUSA-PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS) (415)
[CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (4l5)

352)



mr 100-99527

"We shook hands and exchanged a few words about
the situation at home and abroad. Our talk lasted no more
than ten minutes. I think he did say something to the
effect that *we are planning to start a youth paper.* I
assume, naturally, that he was referring to himself and his
immediate associates in the United States. I responded
that it is overdue. There was no mention by either one of
us about the starting of a joint United States - Canadian
youth paper with Canadian membership on its editorial board.

"A conference was held here in Toronto on May 21-22.

It was attended by ten or eleven Hungarian workers from
Canada and three from the United States I I*

We were not informed, and neither was our bureau. Tfie

conference announced the launching of a new paper with
three Canadians on its editorial board.

"Now, we consider that the Idea of a new paper,
addressing itself particularly to the *new generation* on
this field, may be very good and worthy of a lot of
attention. But, we cannot accept the naming of Canadian
editors In this way. Aside from the fact that the persons
named are new to Canada, our well-established practice as
well as our constitution requires formal decision on the
assignment of people to such positions* We are compelled
to advise the people named to decline to act—at least
until we have dealt with the matter In consultation with the
bureau. We shall be compelled to hinge our continued
association with them to their response to our advice.

"Sorry to have to bother you with this matter but
I am forced to ask for your help. If it is possible for you
to do so, will you please Inforirl | about the essential
contents of this note and advise mm so govern his actions
accordingly. We will inform him when the matter has been
dealt with here. In the meantime, I ask him to stop telling
meetings that his scheme has been cleared with me as a
personal matter between him and me. I knew nothing about it.

If I had, it would have been dealt with in a proper way."

NY 694-S advised that he would deliver the original
of the above letter to GUS HALL and obtain from the latter,
if possible, further information regarding the matter discussed
therein

.



NY 100-99527

On 6/6/61, NY 69U-S advised that he had delivered
the letter to HALL, who made the following comments about
it:

The paper referred to in the letter is not intended
to be a "youth paper" as the letter reflects, but rather a
paper for Hungarian immigrants in the USA and Canada. The
purpose of the paper is to weld together Hungarian immigrant
groups, the group that came to the USA and Canada before
the Hungarian revolution differing ideologically from the
group that came to the USA and Canada after the said revolu-
tion.

I | has been authorized by the Hungarian CP to

establish a newspaper such as has been described and has been
provided by the Hungarian CP with funds to do so.

3

L





6/8/61SAC, HEW YORK (IOO-IC5078 )

SA THORNTON M. WOOD (#413)

HYMAN LUMER
1S-C

On 5/19/61, NY 694-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, orally advised SA THORNTON M. WOOD
that HY INKER'S wife is dying of cancer. U7MER also is
serving a Jail sentence, having been convicted of a violation

= of the IiMRDA and due to the condition of. his wife 1 a health,
execution of sentence has been delayed until Augusts 1961*

LUMER has also been granted a three months leave
from the Party to put his personal affairs in order.

1

i

The above information has previously been brought
to the attention of interested case agents.

NY 134-91 (1NV) (41) /)nc v

1 - NY 100- (Mrs. HYMAN ttJMEK) (415)
1 - NY 100-105078 (415)
TMW/Jem ,

(3 ) jffi
/• i

\ LA i

W# / Ml
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SAC, NEW YORK (a00-5106)

SA THORNTON M. WOOD (#413)

CLARENCE HATHAWAY
IS-C

The following information was furnished to
SA THORNTON K WOOD by NY 694-S*, who has furnished
reliable information In the past, on 5/10/61

.

In connection with the Illness of captioned
subject, who was confined to the Beth Israel Hospital,
Informant stated he learned the following from GUS HALL,
General Secretary, CPOSA:

HATHAWAY suffered a serious asthma attack
which left him in such a condition that for several hours
his physician thought he would die. His physician stated
that HATHAWAY cannot go back to work, and HALL 1 a feeling on
the matter at that time was that It will take several
months for HATHAWAY to recover, during which period he
will be on leave from the Party and subsequently will
probably be sent to some area such as Phoenix, Arizona,
where he will be maintained on some type pension arrangement

.

HALL blames HETTY GANNETT and JIM TORMEY and their
continual harping and complaining for the attack suffered
by HATHAWAY,

NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100

-91 (INV)
•80641
128814
84994
23825
13483
15946
16021
5106

(41)

I

CPUSA - ORGANIZATION) (415)
CP NY DIVISION ORGANIZATION) (4l4)
GOS HALL) (415) ,,

.

BEN DAVIS, JR.) (4X5)
.BETTY GANNETT) (414)
JIM TORMEY) (414)
ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
!*14)

(Jtr<
!•'''"[*

-r , . * I A* t if*

f
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ny 100-5106

Because of the fact that HATHAWAY cannot so
back to work* the leadership situation in NY is in a
horrible mess, which tes depressed HALL, HALL is giving
very careful thought to the replacement for HATHAWAY
and possibly ARNOLD JOHNSON will succeed. According to
HALL, as soon as BEN DAVIS heard of the seriousness of
HATHAWAY'S illness, he demanded of HALL that he be made
NYS chairman j however, HALL will have no part of this.

The above Information has previously been
furnished to the appropriate case agents.

-2-



5/30

Xy daar Frank

Trip was uneventful arrived yesterday my travelling

companion is an American who lives at the Hague - a minister

of tke gospel* X accepted his invitation to visit him & um

now at the Hague Mt his house* Tomorrow I may go to London

to pick up my car '• did you get yours? X phoned Brussels to

find out about Ed but it seems there 1 # still some hitch,

mainly money and living conditions so he is still in W*Y*

He may be here next week* But my friend Deveraux was in

Bruasala & X apoka at langth with him* I’ve had no news for

10 days so it was interesting vtoat he told me about the

conference in Casab - told me to read the Sunday London
i j

s
f

Observer which he* a complete eccount. jrv BW Mi there

for 3 week* before to get thing* ready for Tomm & wrote out

the speech for Tom which was a wonderful speech and rac'd
s

}

well - "Telling them to get down to earth & face realities".

X can't see Irving till next week because he went back to

Kenya with Tom. During tha conference the Connies of (Si.

«tc. tried some trick* but Tom' a boy* were prepared & there

was' a hit of blood apllled (knives etc). Of course Tom



knows that Kenyatta hates his guts but ha has to be

political & advocate his release. secretly tom wants to

do just the opposite & trv* B went back to try to help

nand political fauces*

If I go to London soon I'll get in touch with an

old friend of nine and jay* a - Ed Kackail who is taking

care of LAbor affairs* I didn't know that our old

protege - attache in London was moved to Yugoslavia*
i

My Brussels friend also gave me the info that Dan

Borovit* is in India but getting notdteres so we may send

Berry Goldberg out there to help out. Wehru la only, in*

tareeted in economic affairs & is now faced with the problem
- i

of African nationals who told their Aslan friends they'll

have to toe the nark or get out of Africa* And India has

baen getting millions out of the African Asians and doesn't

want to lose that*

khan X gat to Brussels i'll be interested to, learn

just what's going to happen in Africa* in the meantime I'm

at a loose end & will be so for a while* ifce best way to

reach me will be Anar* yprest - Brussels*
I ;

Luckily my health stays good & hope yours does too*

Give my love & regards to everyone* Bill write again soon*



# •
6/a

My dear Prank* .1 am In Brussels now and may remain for a fox days,

altho it is possible that I may go to Paris* We telephoned Xrv* Br,
0 /?

this ?M he f a returned to Paris & heUl sail me back tonite in

a*m« Xt Is possible he may com hero to discuss the fiasco at Casablanca

in which case 1*11 go back with Mm* today & tomorrow ho has plane

loads of Africans to meet in Paris trying to recoup some of the losses*

Those damn Commies had things organized too well 4 1 spent the

whole day talking with Pick Several 1 at the ICFTtf* It 1 a not all aa our

people think <•* Sasha, Jay etc* don 1 ! seem to know how bad the situation

is here 4s he complains that Xrv* only cornea for a few hours when he

does come* If .Africa is lost & therea a good chance it will be,

then this shop might as well dose up & Beany go back to independent

action* Dick la called B»any*a stooge Jay 4s Beany to take host his

carbon copies* According to Pick Baker has around him sons* daughters,

son in laws etc* with fat Jobs for which the APIs pays 4? himself

does nothing 4s sees nobody* The mentality is to get money out of the

bSA, anybody can buy them with money 4s that* a also true of the whole

Beglan labor movement . When Beany was here for a conference with Baker ~

M got sore & showed B a check for &2b M as donation but told him he

wasn't going to give it to him* That was a bad tactical move as

nothing makes a Belg* sorer than to lose money* Of course , Xrv* 3 f s

name is anathema - as a spy for Beany and tut holds for Jay* Jo all

in all the morale here is bad ft getting worse# There arc 90 people

working here and all drink hard ft do roihing* Bow with the African

defeat what can be done? The Commies take hundreds of students each

year while we take a handful & the Comics wine 4a dine the Africans

while our people didn't even treat Tom H
c
l2>ys well on his vi sit to Brussels



It the African imiona decide in the next 6 zoos* not Join any Jfederatx

then tho ICFT will fold lap & tram's eta*1 will decline* Xenyattn has
%

.

>

said that on rclodao he *11 put that in hie placet Pick showed

me a clip from' an African paper whore Tom lost hia head at a tins

.

of Araba & Afr* Abdahhil llaaser was racking a speech about peace & Tom

nv.mted for the Arabs to go back whore they cam from and Xaaser told

5fom to go back to hie own horn of Itdua tribe - which la a si«iall tribe
f

4
.

3s Tribes play an, ls^ortant role in a nan's prestige* At the Casabl.

conference everyone Jcnew it was Irv, 2 Mho wrote all the speeches for
1

‘

t
i

Tea 3i his friends and the galleries were packed with Connies &

sympathizers whoa
, booed everything said by thea and applauded the

Commies. It seems the I,C.y«T, had fought the return of the king of

Ifaroc . so now he 'a become almost a fellow traveller, lick advises

me not to go to Sonya as that's just about lost to us & it's .also

out for Sd. who is still held up in N,Y» a if Africa la lost them

may be no trip for lila, I'll know wore about tbit from irv, Also

I'm seeing an expert on Afr, tomorrow a refugee Pole - iltefan

Wedzynski, The I.c.P.T. is so demoralized - •everyone is spying on

t /eryone else, An Englishman "Hantvlg'
1 who used to bo the rep in

Chapa waa known and proved to be a Brit, agent but all that was done

was to move him to Brussels office here, 1 asked why be wasn't kicked

out but Dick thinks irv and lay are not aware or don't care to start

a fuss, the Brit, hate Jfeany so much that it's common talk ** h Irv
l i

I
,

1

,

{

bM Jay are in the category* ibwover, it's to Irv* credit that



* ‘ u
,

'*

9
1

4

#

Moscow radio & paper only aentioned Ma name & na other* II1 1 do
^

i

£0 to Kenya Dick thinks X should see th** labor attache an old

friend. of $ay*s * ^oytiour Chalfind - in Nairobi* Dick also praised
i

fleorge McCray a negro sent by Meany but a friend of Randolph 1 a« there

was a big to do liore about the scrap of Mcany * Randolph and the

Coawles made capital of it# George is popular and accepted >y the

Africans# Maida gave m iM M* Xauillsa but he my be out as

President* Rhodesia my still be it good place to $o as its favorable

also Nyaeoland*

i
»



• •
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.All in all, the situation la pessimistic for ua« George Weaver in

Wash, hates Jay, Cany hates Irv, B & made the statement he wag going

to get him if it was last thing he does* She Reuther-Meany fight

is well known and plays a role, Pick Beodroil as a Known Heaney man

iu soared & asked to be taken back to tf*3. At one time was sent by

Jay to Japan for about 2 yra, before that was eduoa director for H,A,W,

but got in bad with Heuther, I have two books of his to read

"People ' a China" sweat shop arsenal & "Red Star Over Japan" of

which 500 copies were ordered by Pentagon (at $5 each -* cost of

print 6oj) He is how finished a book on JSpein (since Revol*} He was

in 3p* for l2 days intorv, Commies, anarch, Socia, Catholics, priests
i

etc, his conclusion is same as Kennedy trying - bring together all

factions under Juan with promise of plebiscite in 5 yra* for republic,

K, already saw Praeta etc, who now in South France talking with all

factions Pick got valuable help h material from boys in Paris **

Confeder, for cultural Freedom - fouls hercier, Ramon Vbilandes,

Paso Ferraras « friends of Irving, If I go to Paris I'll meet them

Picks analysis of strike in dBadg, was interesting - the strike took in

Socialists a Xriotian unions - after two days tax was repealed so Xrlstion

union withdrew but did not scab# the ICFTU boys a socialist

intellectuals continued the strike with slogan anti Xriotion Union

Prime Minister - they led 5000 to North Station where gendarmes

gathered on horses - these were the old collaborators of Hasla &

Itching for fite - tine boys left the workers & went into pubs to, drink

so no leaders available & police charged* Bakes was in secret conference

with Socialists & Xrist leaders to call off strike * correctly stating



• ' •
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it couldn*t succeed*

As to myself * I*1X send a cable to Ed to ask when heVo coming

rtdf If then have to decide what to do* I<y car will not he ready in

London till June 25th but if I go to t&v. 1*11 write then to postpone

deliver? a few months. At last minute on saying good by to Sasha he

gave me a bottle marked ’’Shany’1 for the boat. On opening it X

discovered it was a Xmas present to him from Jean Dubinsky of the

Botham Bank, It wa3n*t Sherry it was Courvoisier old Napoleon

Brandy & very expensive, but X had to drink it. Bid 2 write you 1
1

met a very nice, Berman girl - a maid In 11,2. originally family cornea

froas. a, but father lost on east front & mother moved to Munich,

She has relations in SO & would like to visit them * one was a

high officer in Nasi but now turned Commie & high officer in Air

Force - Alfred Frltsohie, 3 think X was right to tell her to

writs him & he'd get her permission for visit. SChey all tell me the

danger da young people brought tip & educated under Commiea know

nothing else & will work for corniea*

Kegarda & love to everyone*



Dear Irv,

Just had long talk with our friend Stefan Nedzynski who is

in charge of African affairs for 1,C*P„T« He feels things
i

are improving in this organize & Baku takes initiative whereas

the previous man didn't* He feels in 6*8 weeks Stefan will

finish reorganizing here, put more dynamic people in & send
*

i

out more people into field, Stef, wants action even if mistakes
* I

1

ere made rather than wait, for doom. He agrees with X. B>

95% for action, Irv, is coming hara this P.M. & I'll try to

tea him, as he'll he busy conferring. Stef, classes Kenya,
f

‘

Nigeria, Tangon as crucial states - Kenya most & would like to

see me go there - the neat t vki« will tell the story - no one

knows which way Kenya1 will go * tho he has been playing with

Ghana * Odinga of extremist group * does not lean towards us,

also Okuma, a bright young fellow, seems to lean towards Odinga

so that a split may occur there, of course if jEsmgS^reed' he'll

take over* Stef* feels Keny« could be freed in next few months

especially if a motion for that was made in Legislature, Tribes

play big ;tole & Kenya is largest tho lost out because of

Hsu Mau atrocities * Tom Hi. is of Lua tribe, much smaller.



I •

i

& got poms by default but will have to give up to Kik 4

Kanyatta. The situation la fluid & help needed, tat Tom

does not want Ed because of outcry he takes Auer, money.

Ed may come next week • the hold up was over fringe benefits »

it makes Stef, angry that little things like that hold up.

lut id will probably send So. Rhodesia or Liberia & work from

there, trouble is in so. Shed, it’s criminal offense for white

woman marry Negro so don’t know what do with KLriam, Also

climate, except Salisbury, not good. Tfhy Liberia - needs

organising work, situation hot so favorable as thought. In

Tenganyk. situation calm & bast for doctor - nuch needed & when
'

freed will need everything. Nerura will probably be heed of

gov't - interesting man & mart, Kawana next to him - Derek

Bryson (white settler) elded with Negroes & looked up to - which

way country goes depends on next few months. If X go there X

can get help of Nanfus, sec 'y treasurer of Tang, feder. Labor, a

personal friend Stefan. Xf to So. Rhodesia will see John Niels

in Salisbury Trade Union Congress (7,028 nemb.) - addr. -

Stands No. 985/7 TO Hlghfields, Of course Nigeria is nice

country & i'll meet L, Barha - Gen, secy, Trade talon of
3

(

Nigeria, Not everything la lost & now fast and furious work



going on with many Hegroea in Paris with Irv.& many soon

cooing here, will have to count notes & demand they .how
t

friendship or be counted enemies. Xhe idea l* to tell world

enemies take Moscow gold * whether true or false, call them

stooges of Moscow & attack hard. Put burden proof on them.

Casablanca vas a lesson ~ must count Ghana lost & attack it.

Stef. & Jrv* think money important with Negroes - they will

entertain & treat more lavishly.

X told X won1
*: decide what place till £d comes. Found out

difficulties of travel in Afr. - planes "very expensive. To

go from Fast to West must go to Johannesberg or Europe first*

X*m looking into boats going Mambassa then Nairobi, etc.

Haven 1 t even Seen Brussels or country yet. If taev when Ed

coming would decide on travel. Would like your comment *

write Amer. Xpr* Brussels.

Hope you have car A using it. Weather here lousy, raining

every day. Belgium jno place for vacation. 1*11 stay here till
i

see Ed & hear from you. Regards & love *

Wondering about foreign mail (too much) may try spacing longer.
f

better addressed to: Mr. Frank Wiles
9 East 17 Street
New York 3, N.Y.
U.S.A.

3
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(A, B, SU, S3, 7C)

B. THE ALI..AFRICAN TRADE UNION CONFERBNCB AT CASABLANCA

Proceedings of 29th May

* i ,

(a) Rabat hone service In Arabic 13*15 QMT £9*5*61

% * i

Precis of report: '

The conference resumed its session at 09*3® this morning. As agreement

could not be reached In the Bconomlo Committee on the question of Joining other

international organisations, the Chairman asked that this subjeofc be discussed.
1

Twenty-five delegates have asked to speak.

The Liberian- delegate suggested the holding of a special conference to study

the question. The delegates of Guinea, Nigeria, Cameroon and South Africa ppposed the

Idea of Joining. The delegate of Kenya supported the idea of being free to Join or

* not. The delegate of Senegal supported non-joining; he suggested that 'the leaders of

the delegations should meet the conference (tsteerlng) committee in earners to achieve

,
a solution confomlng to the aspirations of the African workers.

At this point the chairaan postponed the voting on the proposal put forward

by the Senegalese representative. This led to new discussions which lasted till

14,30. The meeting was then adjourned until 16.30* The work of the conference thus

appears to have entered an important stage. " The dlsousslons are expected to continue

until late this evening. The conference may also end today after approving and passing

resolutions.
. I
1 a

. (b) Yugoslav Telegraph Agency In English 02*05 QHI >0.5.61

Text of dispatch: *
,

Casablanca, 30th May: After two plenary sessions yesterday the work of the

first pan-African trade union conference has not been closed yet, as expooted, and the

conference goes on for another day. Both sessions passed in (itoken) of a struggle

between two opinions concerning the foundations on which the future pan-Afrioan trade
1

unions* federation should be based. According to one view, the African union centre

nust rest on -full Independence from other international trade union organisations, and

lta members nust net bo neobers of bloc union contres* Those African unions already

,
affiliated to such centres will have to withdraw. This stand Is supported by most

'delegations, and It Is closely connected with the struggle against all bloo influences

in Africa, Another opinion Is based on the autonomy of members, which would have the

right of membership In other international trade union centres. This view Is particularly

*, backed by representatives of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, which

has a number of members In Africa, and even Its regional organisation in Africa,

p 1
•

i

, t
The minority at the conference expressed themselves in favour of this stand,

while a large number of members of the Confederation of Pree Trade Unions was ready to

leave this western centre for the sake of unity of the African trade union movement

.Independent of non-African influences i The Algerians were among them, as an Algerian

delegate said today, the cause of African units calls for withdrawal from membership

in other International unions’ organisations. This tendency towards the Independence

and unity of the African trade union movement is so strong that no one dared to take

the responsibility for a possible failure,of the conference. 3o it was decided that

the delegation heads and the conference's secretariat should hold a closed session to

find a solution which would make It possible to [word indlstinot]' the pan-African trade

union federation today land to eleot Its administrative, bodies* '!- >v"‘ ‘ '*

f
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Proceeding* of 50th Ka?

Rabat, home servloe in.Arabio 1J.1J OMT JO. 5»$1 1

Text of .dispatch from Casablanca by Rabat radio’s reporter, Muhammad Kasao .sr-Ranli

The African founding conference concluded its business this morning by unanitsouply

approving the Charter up'on which the African Trade Union Federation (Arabic 1 Al-Xttlhad
.

on-Nlqabl ol-Ifrlqi) is to be based. Following the deliberations which took FUe«

indistinct words] publlely and then in camera among the heads of the delegations and fl a) F

t a ftu indistinct words] this morning, the Charter and the Federation's (tBureau) were

officially adopted.

(As to the (tBureau) it is composed as follows: Chairman: (indistinct words],

and the rest of the members (indistinct name] of Ghana, (tKaba) of Ouinea, AAvar
f

the m [indistinct name] of Morocco, (indistinct name] of Kenya, Abd al-Qadir (iKa ashu)

Algeria, and finally (tOli Zbani) of Mali. It was also unanimously agreed that Casablanca

be the permanent seat of the African TU Federation. The approved Charter is summed up in

four main points: the guaranteeing of trade'union unityj solidarity: the definition^

international relations* and finally the positive role which all the workers must

the new Africa. The reading of the clauses of the charter was interrupted by loud applause

Before the President announced the concluaion of the conference, he read a state-

ment about the Algerian cause in which the conference salutes the struggle waged by the

Algerian people during the paat seven years and which- led to the opening of the Evian

negotiations which will determine [indistinot word] the fate of the Algerian people,

, s

» Mahjub Bin Saddle, Seoretary-Oeneral of the Moroccan Labour Union, said self-

determination oust bo based on the guarantee of tho unity of the Algerian people and the

border* including the Sahara, which the conference considers to be an inseparable part of

• Algerian aoil. He called for eupport of the provisional Algerian Government in its

efforts and work aimed at achieving independence and unity of the brother people.

He then read another statement saluting the struggle of the workers of Adon for

the cause of their freedom and independence

,

%
4

j

As bo racial discrimination in South Africa and French nuclear tests in the Sihart,

"the President of the conference called for earnest aotion with a view to achieving domooratio

' Justice in South Africa and to compelling France to atop Its tests - denounoed by the^hole,

world. '

,

1

Mihjub Bin Saddlq thanked all those who had taken part in making the conference a

success ana then commented at length 'on the charter for the African Trade Union Federation

and explained' in particular the clauses connected with the positive work with a view to

^
guaranteeing the unity of the workers and with membership .in international federations,

*

saying that a period of several months was fixed by the conference for the national trade

union organisations to (tconslder) the relevant possibilities and conditions of th,e

Federation. He then defined the responsibilities which the African Trade Union Federation

wiil shoulder in carrying out its mission which is briefly aimed at rooting out imperialism,

backwardness, poverty and at building an African continent where prosperity and abundance

will prevail, thus contributing lri turn towards the realisation of world peace and peaceful

coexistence on the basis of neutrality and non-alignment.

The speech of the President of the African Trade Union Federation was frequently

interrupted by (tapplause). This indicates a true expression of the delight of the workers

of [indistinct word] in their new (indistinct word] which has been their dream since 1952

when the first African trade union conference Was held in Accra.

At the end of the session Hahjub Bin Saddlq read an invitation by' His Majesty

.Raaan II to the delegates asking them to leave for Rabat today to attend a tea party which

Hie Majesty la giving in their honour at- the Royal Palace at 17.JO.



6/o

Dear Frank,

Arrived in Paris last nlte & this a.n. saw

I*B* in the AFL office where 1 .»et a charming see 1 /, not

good looking enough to go for but took her to lunch, We

went W,one of X*s places & he's a reputed connoisseur of

food & wine* Xt coat me over 12 tucks for the two of us.

Her name is Jeanne Thierens k X have her home address if I

wish. X& is too busy with Africans & getting ready to go

to Genova* Wed, for the meeting, I fallecf to get the

name of man from Senegal going to the meeting with B, but

he appeared charming, In fadfc all the Afr. are very chaining

fellows * two from S* Bhodesia most anxious for me to go

there, Brie Owaneura gave me his address * T$6 Ilighfield*

Salisbury k "Tony
M Jemela. But X can't decide until Id gets

i
.

,

here n&xt week 19/13th or maybe 14th, X,B. thinks Id will

also ga Kenya, but it will be up tp Tomorrow a,»,

I 'm to meet Luberabe of Kenya & he Ml give me the -low down

on the country At it*s possibilities, X may also meet Alphonse

Tounye of the Camcrroons who has lived in Irancu come years

but wants to work for us $ maybe go back to C&merrpons,
j

, X had a nice talk with Jeanne who thinks that

the Wales are very shaky & probably leaning against the

X*e,F,7> also Tunisia is likely lost to us. As far as Kenya

it's still unknown which way wind blows. In fact all Africa



appears in tlux & no one can dare predict what will be a

year from now. A lot depends on Kenyatta whom the Brit,

are reluctant to release. An article in a Brit*, caper

reports Odinga stated Keny. is a god to his people just like

Churchill is to his. EhB* le going after Tom m* all the

timeji calls him long diet. etc. and must keep Mm in line.

l^ve looked up ship to East Afr, - it*o really
!

!

;
i

!

expensive - over 3CO one way* 1*11 find out exact amount
i

by air & see whatfcth* dlff . It; 'll taka almost 3 weeks to get

there by boat.

At any rate that*# how situation looks* 1 hope

you are following up develop. Frbm all 1 can see T»m still

in the air. i have a whole week to wait for Ed . irv will

be back this weekend k we my met then for dinner & talk.-
*

He thinks he won* t be busy then* Sends his regards to you

& hopes you are feeling well,

# * * w # *

Above letter addressed to i

, J5r* Frank Miles
9 East 1? Street
How York 3$ M.Yt
U,S.A«
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6/7 Wed,

Deae Trank,

Today I leave for Bru«s£ hope Co find mall there.
S

I’ve been learning a lot: about the African situation but

the upshot is there’s no hard & fast line up, except in a

few countries* Of all the papers the London Observer

(Sunday) seems to write best 1okjwledge* % friend Dr. B

is in Geneva & will probably return Sat* 6e will be free

to spend time with us* but he is unpredictable* so rather

than stick around for 3 days with possibility of seeing him

I’ll go back & return another day with Bd* Later this month

Dr* goes to Ksmpola for opening of Labor School (X*L*G*) that’s

going to be big program & attempt educate all nationalities

along correct views* A big to do is made over it & all people

who come to Paris requested give names reliable people for

school* Stersonally, I’ve taken out scc’y Irv* even sacrificed

an evening & learnt lot* Honey & good approach to Afr*

natives has lot to do with swing one way or other & the

commies have lot of money to spend & know how to treat

natives* Bo far I’ve been asked to come Kenya So Rhodisia

6c North Rhod. Lubembe gave me his card 6c will write me after

talk with tom Mb. If l go there I’ll have their help 6c also



Caribe (assistant to Tom) * X Man told not to got friendly

with Kibisu of Post & TolOgr, Union, because hie became an

uncertain & appears to play with cocmies# So far the people

who'vfe coma to our office appear smart $ knowing ~ yesterday

met Alphonee Tounye of Camcrroons - very bright & smart,

was supposed to go back after studying in Paris but just

got an offer from U.tf* ~ they want to open an office in

Paris &wake him charge of African affairs* wants our "
,

advice £ work closely with Xrv* 1 also met smart chap * T,

Malinkt - circulation manager African Hail '- Stanley Hoad,

Lusaka, N.R* - who spending months in Germany learning

technic part of business* He *11 stay there another few
*

months, will soon go to Hamburg on soma paper & then

hack home. X don’t know what but will talk with Ed when
\

he finds out his plans In view of recent news I'm

worried about you - you should take better care of your

health I wish I could run back to States & have talk, however

hope you take to heart ay advices & follow thru, wonder at

mail possibilities since you travel so much* Good thing I have



other place* It seems to me from Afr I may not ho able to
i'

write often as 1*11 be so busy* Those are not big places

but X*ll be kept on go all the time what do you think? And

where in your wide experience should 1 go for best work?

I'll have to stick around for about 3 weeks between
*

here, Be, & London* I£ I go Load. I'll be in touch with our

rep there & get to know him* 1*11 probably contact John,

drop him line & tell him show me good time*

Have an idea the British do^t sleep, keep watch

over all America*

Envelope

Mr* Frank Wiles

9 East 17 Street

Hew York 3, H.Y*

U*S*A*

Postmarked

i

Paris R*P* - JL» Du Louvre 11
18-



6/15/61

i

Aimzi
!

TOt

PROMj

SUBJECT*

to tho dissemination of tno info herein since,' by Its very nature.
at indicates tha identity of NY b9S-j», a valuable informant,' aa '

the source thereof. unless this inforaation la obtained from a
source other than tix O'ja-a*!' It anouid not be incorporated — oven
an paraphrase lom — in the anveatlKative aeotlori of a 'report'.

' * "

Relflfairtela 5/16/51 and 5/31/61 •

On 6/14/61, NY 694-3* made available material
received through mall drop further* described In referenced -airtel
of 5/16/61. Bio lottera were from captioned subject for delivery
to J31V1N0 POTASH, CP, VIA labor secretary. The naterial «a

a

furnished to EWINQ POTASH by NY 694-3* on Sane date.

The material consisted of 5 handwritten letters.
Tho copies of a typed transorlptlon of these letters are enclosed
herewith for the Bureau.

DIRECTOR, FBI {100-862352)

3AC, NEW YORK <100-57363)

DOCTOR YAIENTIN3 GREGORY BURTAN
3H-C
(00» NT)

Extrone caution should be exercised with resceet

The letters are described as follows

t

5 - BUREAU (10 ENCL3.) (Rfl)

3 - 100-252352 - V. 0. SORTAN)
1 - 100-3-31 - CPU3A BTORNATIONAD RELATIONS)

, , / {l - 100-423091 - SOLO)
U/- NEW WORK 134-91 Inv. (NY 694-3*) (3 Attachments)
1 - NEW YORK 100-57363 ^424) (3 Attachments)

OEJiDJO
0)



pace two
BEi m iOO-vTSGd

1. Letter addressed ’Ity Deal? Frank
f|

dated
6/30 which ms postmarked ’Itethorland

3, Letter addressed % Dear Frank ’ dated 6/a
which waa postmarked ’Brussels, Belgium h

,J. letter addressed ’Dear Irv ’ dated m/3
which was postmarked ’Brussels, Belgiurn,
which enclosed a two page typewritten document
concerning Casablanca Conference*

4, letter addressed fDear Frank 1 dated 6/j
which was postmarked {Pari3, Franco '•

5* .Letter addressed ,fBear Frank
!|

dated o/f
which was postmarked ’Paris, France* f

On o/Xj/Sl m 694-3* received from mnm POTASH
a sumary of information contained in these letters which
POTASH desires he furnished to the Soviets. (This inftnmtion
coming from POTASH waa furnished to the Bureau by teletype
captioned as above dated 6/1/61.)

Further dissemination of this Information la
being made by separate communication*



r

6/6/61

ENCODE

TELETYPE URGENT

TO DIRECTOR

FROM SAC NEW YORK

SOLO, IS DASH C. BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR TWO .EIGHT EERO

NINE ONE , NEW YORK FllEE ONE ZERO ZERO DASH ONE THREE FOUR

SIX THREE SEVEN. NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S ON SIX FIVE SIXTY

ONE ADVISED AS FOLLOWS: HE MET M BSRSKOVSKY ON M EVENINGEVENING

OF SIX FIVE .SIXTY ONE. REFERRING TO TODAYS SUPREME COURT

DECISIONS, BPKOVSKY STATED CP, USA IS IN SERDOUS TROUBLE!,

AND BY REASON OF SAID DECISIONS M BARKOVSKY, IN FUTURE, WOULD

CONTACT NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S AND NOT CG FIVE EIGHT TWO

FOUR SASH S. BARKOVSKY ARRANGED THAT IN EVENT THE INFORMANTS
M

OR PARTY FUNCTIONARIES ARE IN DWAGER OF ARREST, NY SIX NINE

FOUR S SHOULD NOTIFY HIM TO THAT EFFECT IN M CODED TELEPHONIC

MESSAGE. BARKOVSKY WILL HAVE IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR NY SIX

NINE FOUR DASH S ON SATURDAY SIX TEN SIXTY ONE. WILL MAKE

BRIEF STREET CONTACT WITH NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S SHORTEN

AFTER THREE PM ON AFORESAID DATE IN AREA OF TWO ZERO FOURTH

STREET AND MOSHOLU PARKWAY, BRONX. HE INDICATED OTHER SOVIETS

1* NEW YORK / (65-15026) (VLADIMIR BARKSVSKY)
Q/NEW Y0HK(134-91) (NY, 694-3) L,f lA Q
TCHICAGO,,134-16 bu6 3 -f Id, f j.
l- SUPV. #41 ' ,f'f^

—

(4) .1.-.. /XVf®
ACBsJfa i'

.

'

f
'Z

/ fV <



6/6/61

PAGE TWO

WOULD ACCOMPANY HIM TO AREA. IF NY SIX MINE FOUR DASH S IS

NOT CONTACTED ON SATURDAY* HE IS TO GO T9 THE SAME PLACE
fR

AT THE SAME TIME DAILY UNTIL TUESDAY, SIX TMKTEEN SIXTY ONE.

IF HO? MEET TAKES PLACE ON TUESDAY, NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S

IS TO ARRANGE NEXT MEETING WITH BARKOVSKY WHILE INFORMANT

IS IN MOSCOW. NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH 3 MAY PICK UP VISA FOR TRAVEL
trrcztui cwB/tssY, tu pmh&o

TO' PRAGUE,. VISA TO MOSCOW MAY BE PICKED UP AT SOVIET EMBASSY

THERE, BARKOVSKY MENTIONED WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, STtMNG THAT

AS OF SIX FOUR SIXTY ONE, LATTERS CONDITIONS WAS GRAVE.

REFERRING TO MEETING BETWEEN PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND KHRUSHCHEV

BARKOVSKY SAID "MEETING WAS GOOD BECAUSE ALL THE HANDS WERE

ONJ< THE TABLE." HE ALSO SAID, "KENNEDY IS THE SAME- HE DID

NOT CHANGE AND WILL NOT CHANGE." SsLtabv



SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) 6/8/61

SA THORNTON M. WOOD (#413)

CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

On 5/16/61 , NY 694-3*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised BA THOBNT0N M.
HOOD that in the near future, SOBER1

]? THOMPSON is to get
the black Mercury which was formerly WILLIAM 2 . FOSTER 1 a
automobile* Informant also advised that JAMES JACKSON wanted
an automobile; therefore, JACK CHILDS has been instructed
to make arrangements for an autokoblle for JACKSON and has
commenced arrangements with a film in Illinois, which the
Party has previously loaned money to, to furnish this
automobile..

!

The above information has previously been
furnished case agents.

NY 134-91 (INV) (415)
T[ - NYIDO-27452 (ROBERT 3_ „ THOMPSON) (415)
1 - NY 100-16785 (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
1 - NY 100-93&5 (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415)
1 - NY 100-64061 (JACK CHILDS) (415)
1 - NY 100-80641 (415) ,

TMW/Jem
(6 )

/A'-// • pss-t
: w. . M ^

t ^ u>

,
I
1-"

1





ENCODE

6/15/61

TELETYH5 URGENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI <100-262352) & sac, CHICAGO

FROM: SAC, NY (100-57368) (424)

DR. VALENTI* GREGORY BURTAN, SM DASH C. 00; NY. SENYAIRTELS

FIVE SIXTEEN & FIVE THIRIYONE EAST. ON SIX FOURTEEN LAST, NY SIX

NINE FOUR DASH S OBTAINED FROM MAIL DROP QUOTE FRANK HUES UNQUOTE,

FIVE LETTERS FROM BURTAN TO IRVING POTASH. THE LETTERS, HANDWRITTEN

AND UNSIGNED, HERE DATED, RESPECTIVELY, FIVE THIRTY, SIX TWO, SIX

THREE, SIX FIVE AND BIX SEVEN SIXTYONE. THE FIRST LETTER WAS

MAILED FROM THE NETHERLANDS, THE SECOND AND THIRD FROM BRUSSELS,

THE FOURTH AND FIFTH FROM PARIS. THE LETTER OF SIX THREE CONTAINED

AS AN ENCLOSURE A DOCUMENT REFLECTING THE BtOCEEDINGS AT TtC ALL-

AFRICAN TRADE UNION CONFERENCE AT CASABLANCA ON FIVE TWENTYNINE

& THIRTY SIXTYONE. THE ABOVE MENTIOtED LETTERS HEBE MADE AVAILABLE

BY NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S TO THE NYO AND THEN DELIVERED TO IRVING

POTASH. COPIES OF SAID LETTERS ARE BEING FURNISHED BY AIRXEL THIS

DATE. ON SIX FIFTEEN INSTANT, IRVING POTASH FURNISHED NY SIX NINE

FOUR DASH S A SUMMARY OF THE INFORMATION IN THE AFORESAID LETTERS

FOR TRANSMITTAL TO THE SOVIETS. TIE SUMMARY IS AS FOLLOWS;

NY 134-91 (Inv) (41)
1 - NY 100-25904 (JAY LOVESTONE) (31)

mi ter **“*&*>

(5)

. 3 V-9

1 : m 188
ACBimfd
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PAGE TWO

OUR FRIEND CONVEYED THE FOLLOWING ABOUT AFRICA; FROM BRUSSELS
.

AND PARIS: FROM CONVERSATION WITH DEVERMJX ABOUT CONFERENCE

OF AFRICAN TRADE UNIONS IN CASABLANCA, IRVING BROWN WAS IN

CASABLANCA THREE WEEKS BEFORE OPENING OF CONFERENCE IN ORDER

TO GET THINGS READY FOR T0MM30YA. BROWN WROTE OUT THE SFEECH

FORMBOYA. AFTER THE CONFERENCE, BROWN WENT BACK TO FENYA

WITH MBOYA. DEVERAIK CLAIMS THAT DURING THE CONFERENCE THERE

NAS A FIGHT BETWEEN GHANA QUOTE COFMUNISTS UNQUOTE' AND MBOYA

FOLLOtERS IN WHICH QUOTE A LOT OF BLOOD WAS SHED UNQUOTE.

TOM MBOYA KNOWS THAT K2NYATTA QUOTE HATES HIS GUTS UNQUOTE,

BUT THAT MBOYA HAS TO EE QUOTE POLITICAL AND ADVOCATE KENYATTA'S

RELEASE UNQUOTE. QUOTE SECRETLY, MBOYA WANTS TO DO JUST THE

OPPOSITE UNQUOTE. IRVING BROWN WENT BACK TO FENYA TO TRY TO . !

MEND THE POLITICAL FENCES, DAN HOROWITZ IS IN INDIA FOR THE

ICFTU, BUI HE IS GETTING NOWHERES. HARRY GOLDBERG MAY BE SENT
* : (

5

OUT THERE TO KELP OUT. QUOTE FEHRU IS ONLY INTERESTED IN

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND IS NOW FACED WITH TIE PROBLEM OP AFRICAN

!
i

,

'

’

j

\



PAGE THREE

NATIONALS WHO TOLD THEIR ASIAN FRIENDS THEY WILL HAVE TO TOE

THE MARK OR GET OUT OF AFRICA. INDIA HAS SEEN GETTING MILLIONS

OUT OF THE AFRICAN-ASIANS AND DOES NOT WANT TO LOSE THAT UNQUOTE.

HMUliHI HAH HU lilt I HH ifflHW FRIEND HAS 1EARNED IN BRUSSELS

FOLLOWING FROM DICK DEVERAUX AT THE ICFTU. PARSH JU1E TWO E1P

merr. manyAfricans are coming to paris for meeting to try to

ffiSBfH SOME OF THE LOSSES IN CASABLANCA. QUOTE THOSE COMMUNISTS

HAVE THINGS ORGANIZED TOO WELL UNQUOTE. COMPLAINED THAT JAY

LOVESTONE DOES NOT SEEM TO KNOW HOW BAD THINGS ARE IN THE ICFTU.

QUOTE IF AFRICA IS LOST, AND THERE IS A GOOD CHANCE THAT IT

WILL BE, THEN THIS SHOP MIGHT AS WELL CLOSE UP AND t£ANY GO BACK

TO INDEPENDENT ACTION UNQUOTE. DICK DEVERAUX IS SUSIECTBD BY

OTHERS IN THE ICFTU. HE SENDS REGULAR REPORTS TO MBANY AND

LOVESTOtE. ACCORDING TO DEVERAUX, BACCU HAS GIVEN FAT JOBS

TO SONS, DAUGHTERS, ETC., AND THAT THE AFL-CIO BAYS THE BILL.

THAT THE MENTALITY IS TO GET MONEY OUT OF THE U.S.A.; THAT

MEANY COM2S AND PUSHES CHECKS BEFORE THE BELGIANS IN THE BELIEF



PAGE FOUR

THAT THEY CAN BE BOUGHT FOR MQHtY. WHEN MEAN? ATTENDED THE
I

%
,

‘

U8T CONTERENCE WITH BACCU, HE GOT SORE AND FLASHED A TWO

HUNDRED TWBNTYFIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR CHECK IN FRONT OF BACCU

AND TOLD HIM THAI HE WAS NOT GOING TO GIVE IT TO HIM AND THAT
I

*

THIS ANGERED BACCU. THAT THE WHOLE MORALE 1$ VERY LOW IN THE

1CFIU. THAT ABOUT NINETY PEOPLE WORK THERE AND ALL OF THEM

DRINK HARD. THE AFRICAN DEPEAT HAS MADE IT WORSE. THAT THE

QUOTE COMMUNISTS TAKE HUNDREDS OF AFRICAN STUDENTS, BUT THE ICFTU

TAKE ONLY A HANDFUL UNQUOTE. THAT IF THE' AFRICAN UNIONS DECIDE

IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS NOT TO JOIN ANY FEDERATION, THIS ICFTU

WILL FOLD UP AND MBOYA'S STAR WILL DECLINE. THAT KENYATTA
, * *

SAID THAT ON HIS RELEASE HE WILL PUT THAT QUOTE BOY UNQUOTE

IN HIS PLACE. THAT MEANY, LOVESTONE, BROWN ARE HATED BY

EVERYONE, THAT EVERYONE IS SPYING ON EVERYONE ELSE. THAT AN
I

ENGLISHMAN QUOTEHANNIG UNQUOTE, WHO WAS AN ICFTU REP IN GHANA
,

WAS PROVED TO BE A BRITISH AGENT, SO HE WAS TRANSIERRED TO

,

BRUSSELS. THAT IRVING BROWN GAINED CERTAIN PRESTIGE BECAUSE



THE MOSCOW RADIO ONLY hERTIONS HIS NAME. THAT SEYMOBE CHALFXND,

A LABOR ATTACHE IN NAIROBI, IS A LOVESTONE MAN. PAHEN DICK

DEVERAUX IS A U.S. MAN, WHO HAS AT ONE TUC SENT TO JAPAN BY
* \ ^

LOVESTOIC FOR TWO YEARS, BEFORE THAT M HAS EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR

OF UNITED AUTO WORKERS WHERE HE GOT IN BAD WITH EUBTHER. HE

PUBLISHED TWO BOOKS, QUOTE IEOFIE 'S CHINA UNQUOTE, QUOTE

.SVEAT SHOP ARSONAL UNQUOTE. HE WROTE ANOTHER BOOK, QUOTE RED

STAR OVER JAPAN UNQUOTE, WHICH THE PENTAGON TOOK FIVE HUNDRED

COPIES AT FIVE DOLLARS A BOOK. RECENTLY HE STENT TWELVE DAYS

IN SPAIN AND IS NOW WRITING A BOOK ON SPAIN/END FAREN, FROM

CONVERSATION WITH STEFEN REDZYNSKI, POLISH REFUGEE, NOW IN CHARGE

OF BROWN. IB CLASSES KENYA, NIGERIA, TANGANYIKA AS CRUCIAL

STATES. iCXr TWO MONTHS WILL TELL STORY AS FAR AS KENYA

CONCERNED. BELIEVE KENYA LOOKS TO GHANA AND THAT ODINGA
t

1 1

DOES NOT FAVOR THE U.S.A, OKUNA 1EANS TO (fflINGA. A SPLIT MAY

DEVELOP THERE. BUT IF KENYATTA IS FREED, HE WILL TAtC OVER.
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PEELS THAT HEHYATTA MAY EE FREED IN NEXT FEW MONTHS IF THE

MOTION IS MADE IN PARLIAFENT , THAT MBOYA DOES NOT WANT EDWARD

WELSH TO 00 TO KENYA BECAUSE HE TAKEN MBOYA END PABEN WOULD

BE ACCUSED OF TAKING U.S. MONEY. HOT SATISFIED WITH SITUATION

IN LIBERIA. NEDZYNSKI DOES NOT THINK EVERYTHING IS LOST.

FAST AND FURIOUS WORK IS GOING ON, CALLING IN TffilR FRIENDS

IN PARIS TO QUOTE COUNT NOSES UNQUOTE AND DEMAND THAT THEY

SHOW FRIENDSHIP OR BE COUNTED AS ENEMIES. A CAMPAIGN WILL

START TO CALL THOSE AGAINST THEM MOSCOW AGENTS, TAKING MOSCOW

GOLD AND PUTTING BURDEN OF PROOF ON THEM. MOST COUNT GHANA

LOST AND WILL ATTACK HER. HE AND DROWN THINK THAT MONEY IS
I

IMPORTANT WITH AFRICANS} INTEND TO ENTERTAIN THEM MOPE

LAVISHLY. THIS MONTH A QUOTE LABOR SCHOOL UNQUOTE WILL OPEN

IN KAMPALA. BROWN WILL IE THERE FOR THE OPENING. THE SCHOOL

IS FINANCED BY INTERNATIONAL LADIES GARMENT WORKERS UNION

PABEN DUBINSKY, LOVESTONE END PABEN. BIG PLANS HAVE BEEN MADE

FOR THIS SCHOOL AND EVERYONE WHO CONES TO PARIS IS ASKED TO

1



PACE SEVEN
l

KECOMFEND QUOTE RELIABLE UNQUOTE PUPILS FROM ALL NATIONALITIES.
i

FRIEND HAS BEEN INVITED TO BENIA, SOOTH RODESIA AND NORTH

RODESIA BY FRIENDS OF BROUN, ETC. LUBENBE OF FENYA WILL

CONSULT TOM MBOYA ABOUT INVITATION. HAS PROMISE** OF HELP

FROM CARIBE, ASSISTANT TO MBOYA. HAS HARMED NOT TO GET

FRIENDLY IN KENYA WITH XIBISU, OF POST AND TEIEGRAPH UNION,

BECAUSE LAXTER HAS BECOtC UNCERTAIN AND APPEARS TO QUOTE PLAY

UNQUOTE WITH COMMUNISTS. MET ALPHONSE TOUNYE OF CAM5RQONS, >

WHO STUDIED IN PARIS AND WAS SUPPOSED TO RETURN TO CAMEROONS.

BUT HE HAS JUST GOT AN OFFER FROM THE UN TO TAKE CHARGE OF

AFRICAN AFFAIRS IN AN OFFICE THAT THE UN HILL OPEN IN PARIS.

HE SEEKS ADVICE FROM BROWN, HUH WHOM HE IS WORKING CLOSELY.

ALSO M5T T. MALINKI, ANOTHER FRIEND OF BROWN, WHO HAS STUDIED

IN GERMANY. HE IS CIRCULATION MANAGER OF THE QUOTE AFRICAN

MAIL UNQUOTE, STANLEY ROAD, LUSKA, N.R. * WILL SPEND A

FEW MORE MONTHS IN GERMANY AND THEN GO BACK HOC. FRIEND IS'
I

WAITING FOR RETURN OF BROWN FROM GENEVA WITH WHOM HE WILL THEN
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HAVE A CONVERSATION. ALSO EDUARD WELSH WILL SOON ARRIVE FROM

THE UNITED STATES AND THEN WILL GO TO AFRICA. FRIEND WILL

GO WITH HIM. END OF MESSAGE FROM POTASH TO SOVIETS. TIE

QUOTE FRIEND UNQUOTE REFERRED TO ABOVE IS DR. VALENTINE

GREGORY BURTAN. IT WILL BE NOTED THAT tfiSSAGE IS NOT ENTIRELY

CLEAR IN CERTAIN ASPECTS TO BOTH NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S AND

THIS OFFICE AND IS AN EXACT REPRODUCTION OF THE MESSAGE AS

TOLD TO NY SIX NUC FOUR DASH S BY POTASH. IF THE BUREAU

COMPARES THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN TIE POTASH MESSAGE TO

THE SOVIETS WITH THE FIVE LETTERS REFERRED TO, THE BUREAU

SHOULD, ACCORDING TO NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S, BEAD THE FIVE

LETTERS FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THEIR HAVING BEEN WRITTEN

NOT AS ONE COMMUNIST TO ANOTHER, BUT AS A BONAFIDG CIO-AFL

REPRESENTATIVE REPORTING FACTS FROM THE CIO-AFL VIEWPOINT.

IT IS BELIEVED THAT IT WAS WRITTEN IN THIS FASHION BY DURIAN

FOR SECURITY REASONS IN THE EVENT US MATERIAL SHOULD GO ASTRAY.
*

IN OTHER WORDS, BURTAN HAS NOT INTERPRETED INFORMATION. HE
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HAS WRITTEN IN THE SAME MANNER IN WHICH HE WOULD WRITE TO

LOVESTONE. NT SIX NBC TOUR HASH S ADVISES THAT IP THE

BUREAU TEELS THAT SOME OF THIS INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE

transmuted to the Russians, he will be abie to conveniently

FORGET SOME OF IT, THE NYO DOES NOT SEE ANT OBJECTIONABLE

MATERIAL FROM A NATIONAL SECURITY STANDPOINT IN THIS MESSAGE

ALTHOUGH WE ARE NOT IN A POSITION TO MARE AN ACCURATE EVALUATION

DUE TO LACK OF XNOWUEDGE OF THE AFRICAN SITUATION AS WELL

AS CIA'S AND/OR STATE DEPARTMENT INTEREST THEREIN. NT SIX

NINE FOUR DASH S WILL ARRIVE CHICAGO A.M. SATURDAY NEXT.

TO GIVE BUREAU SUFFICIENT TIME TO ANALYZE THIS, IT IS SUGGESTED
BE

THAT DECISION BE GIVEN TO THE CHICAGO OFFICE TO/RELAYED TO

INFORMANT.
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Transmit* the following in

yln TELETYPE

FBI

Date; 6/16/61

ENCODE
(Type in plain rexf or code)

URGENT
(Priority or Method of Moiling)

PROM;

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-340711) AND
SAC, CHICAGO

SAC, NEW YORK (134-91) (10:10 A.M.)

NY 694-S ASTERISK. INFORMANT ADVISED THIS DATE THAT HIS

ITINERARY NEW YORK TO MOSCOW WILL BE AS FOLLOWS: WILL LEAVE

NYC AT NINE

SW yo:

AM 0ON SIX SEVENTEEN SIXTY ONE VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT NO. SIXTjfY FIVE FOR CHICAGO, ARRIVING THERE AT TEN ,^ERO

FIVE AM'* PAREN CENTRAL TIME PAREN. WILL REMAIN,CHICAGO FOR

CONFERENCE WITH CG FIVE EIGHT WO FOUR DASH S UNTIL SIX EIGHTEEN

SIXTY ONE. AT SEVEN THIRTY PM ON SIX EIGHTEEN SIXTY ONE WILL

LEAVE CHICAGO VIA AIR FRANCE, FLIGHT .^RO THREE [ZERO, AND WILL

ARRIVE AT TEN THIRTY AM ON SIX NINETEEN SIXTY ONE IN PARIS,

WHERE HE WILL STAY UNTIL SIX TWENTY SIXTY ONE AT HOTEL CLaijpDG^

ON SIX TWENTY SIXTY ONE WILL LEAVE PARIS VIA AIR FRANCE, FLIGHT

SEVEN [ZERO EIGHT FOR PRAGUE, ARRIVING THERE TEN .AM SAME DATE.

ITINERARY FROM PRAGUE TO MOSCOW DEPENDENT UPON A MENTS TO

BE MADE BY SOVIETS. WILL PICK UP FLOATING Q&BSE VIMS

IN PARlfe AND PRAGUE. WILL TRAVEL AS BEFORE UNDER NAME OFjwACK

BROOKS.

1- NY 100-134637 (SOLO) (41)

CD- NY 134-91
1 - Supv. #41

ACBigmg ‘

O) rU4-
Approved:

3'37
7-P3

Special Agent ifl Charge

SSI 1.

sGuwu- l
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'
FILLO
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SOi mhectoh, rat (aotwe^i)

inoin GAO, HTU Y01X (100-13^37)

auajZCTi JS0L0
is-e
(OOiCO)

Rxtwafi caution oust be exercised with rcs'peet to
dlsect'llnstioH of lnrorrotloni It H
uittufa, paid larblratlon tenlST'&j Identify hVtiWia':'

1

k""
valuable iid'omant» ao tiio~ sotuxIT tbereoi « l/ndo x*. no ^

W^icTl iiyci^iStive gg'ctlTrroT
r

a reraribV"

AcMYalrtol to .Bureau, copy to Chloei.o, captioned
V0 il4J 300KUJ I3-C,'' 5/2/01, reflecting that CU3 hall, CFUSA

General secretary, Inetructed iiV C9t-s to m to Moscow to
reaormti'Sto with the Soviets regarding the Soviets refusal to
honor certain corantnento to korld Books.

on Q/i0/51, sir C3J10 advised sa AJ^Ainsi c,
SO.U1HXOH as follow i

,. . _ Pursuant to hall*b Instructions aontioned above,
3« WhS will leave for Moscow on 5/19/51.

On the evening of w/ip/61, HALL telosftonlcally con-
tacted iff u-)4-s at the latter*a none and told tiw inforoant
the fallctrln^J

scRana HEALEY and Michael oAVUXftt, Ketfoera of the
CPUnA delegation to the May say celebration in Moscow asa
currently in London, en mto neao. upon the inferssant'a

3-Sureau {i00*hs309l) (l$i

:glo) (BM)

SEARCHED.^^^.jHDHXEa^,

^lAUZED.,JX,.ni£DS5L

«u;j i

L 2*[* NHW YORK
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arrival in Moscow* ho should tan',act tho other senbcrs of
tho aforesaid dolcfiatton* with ilia exception of ATUiOiD
JOiCKOil* and tell tiiea to return to tho USA as soon as
possible, Under no circuaitantes should they go to China

•

AiillOLD JO&iSQii is to ho told that ho should remain
abroad no longer than two weebs

.

(it is to be noted that* as tho sureauwas adviced
by mirtel* S/B/oi* captioned CPUSA-OSO/UiXfATlOH* 1

VXADUHa BAiBCWSSJ? on 6/7/61* w given by J« 334-s a
oecaaga from 0US HAIL. Eho sassage baa that BARKWAKV
should transmit to AKHOLO JCSINSOil and HXCHAL'L MVIDOW*
CPU3A functionaries currently it; Moscow* instructions from
HALL that instead of returning to the USA at this titao,
they should go to as many socialist countries as pocslblo*
and urea tlwt tho Communist Parties lathese countries
organise protests against tho its supreme court’s "anti-
constitutional rulings against the CPUSA"),

DAV3D0W* according to HALL* is returning to the
USA at this time owing to the serious illnecs of his
WifOi

According to HAIL* there is to be a reunion of
Spanish tfer Veterans in Lolpaig sooetlcn this summer, and
members of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade* including JACK SllOlHAH*
will attend this reunion. It is anticipated that tho Soviets
tdll invite some of the members of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade* including SHUIMH* to visit Moscow after the
reunion in Lolpsig.

HALL does not want aiUiHAH* 'or oUsor Jackasses
lil;o hia’ to go to Moscow* whore they could r-aUe trouble
for us. * HALL instructed NX GD4-S to contact tlio central
coesdtteo of the CKV in Moscow* and request tisat tho said
Coraalfctes, before inviting members of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade to Moscow* submit* for his approval* the list of
scheduled invitees. HALL emphasised tho point that he did
not want i'HUUlAH particularly to go to Moscow.

HALL also requested iff Spb-s to :

'ko',:o a dwelt'1

on JAVA lOSESOSJ, 33. and PAUL KQEESON, AH,* who are
currently in Moscow, He hinted that he had information

** jjJ
»**

L
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55? 100-13^37 .

to tiia effect that '-'there is ceacthing mentally xiong with
lath of them. 11

HALL stated that he had talked to KKLIAM 8.
SOSSO*b -physician*. Pr. iSAitxvv IPOTllf* via recently returned
to ilia w& from Moscow. According to EPSTRllf* although some-
what improved* fosisa still is in a very serious condition.
Seeplio his condition* however. Bosnia's behavior is
''politically atrocious

«

!
' UAU( stated that dOffil ABT,

crash attorney who has lust returned from Moscow* furnished
hia this information about ros-rsil’a behavior*

JUU& instructed IK fijij-s to "check iOSTER1 while
.

tho J/oforsanb is in Moscow.

Inasmuch as disoeoifiation of, tho information above
would jeopardise the security of MS’ 690*$* a letterhead
memorandum is not being submitted*

information herein of interest to other officon
will bo furnished said offices by separate ceesunicatlon*

3* *
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696 )

SUBJECT: TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY
USED BY SOVIETS IN
ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS
ESPIONAGE - R
(00; New York)

DATE: 6/19/61

IS-C."
Re NY airtel dated 6/8/61, captioned, "GUS HALL;

Referenced airtel reported Information regarding
the transfer of funds from NY 694-S* to ISADORE GIBBY
NEEDLEMAN for transmittal to ELIZABETH HALL.

On 6/8/61, ELIZABETH HALL visited the offices of
NEEDLEMAN to pick up the funds.

On 6/MSl.l ~|

I NYC, acivlaed
that on that date. Consolidated Tours deposited a total of
$3401.00 into its bank account. The above amount consisted

6-Bureau (65-65405) (RM)
(1-100-3-63) (CPUSA - FUNDS)
(1-61-8077) (GUS HALL)

1-Los Angeles (65-6696 ) (info) (RM)
1-San Francisco (65-5323) (Info) (RM)
1-Washington Field (65-7642) (Info) (RM)
1-New York (100-134637) (SOLO) (4l)
1-New York (100-74560) (CPUSA - FUNDS) (415) , , ,

1-New York (100-128861) (CPUSA - FUNDS (RESERVE FUNDS)) (415)
1-New York (100 0.09136) (ETaZABETH HALL) (415)
1-New York (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)
T>New York (134-91) (Inv) (4l)

RLPirmv
(16 )

,«r

'SEARCHED.

.

SERIALIZED.

Bl-frfvV v- f
1
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of a total of $2510.00 in $20 and $10 notes, the remainder

feeing made up of checks and $1 and $5 notes.

Subsequently, on 6/12^61, 1 I advised that

Mrs. KALI* paid her bill at Consolidated Tours on 6/7^61, to

cover expenses of travel arrangements.

. . On 6/W61, Rial I
,

| |
recorded the serial numbers of the bills deposited

by Consolidated Tours.

A comparison of the serial numbers of the $20 and

$10 notes contained in the foregoing deposit against the

list of currency issued to the Soviets in N.Y. and WO, proved

negative

.

When the above $20 and $10 notes were compared
against the index maintained in captioned case, a definite

pattern of serialization was noted in San Francisco origin
money. None of this money, however, was identical with
currency the Bureau knows the CFUSA to have received previously
from the Soviets.

Of the total of $2,510.00 in $20 and $10 notes,

$870.00 was of San Francisco origin. This in itself is unusual,
because experience has shown that were the total of $2,510.00
in $20 and $10 notes deposited, gathered in normal financial
fashion, the overwhelming majority would be of New York and/or
East Coast origin. Additionally, having such a large amount of

San Francisco origin money in a deposit in NYC, fits the pattern
noted in previous recordings of money in NYC, which we know to

have originated from Soviet hands.

Because of the above, this office, basing its
observation on past experience in handling the money index,

feels it is entirely reasonable to assume that the major
portion, if not all, of the $870.00 San Francisco origin
money deposited, was part of the payment made to Consolidated
Tours by ELIZABETH HALL.

-2-
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OKiis observation is further strengthened by the
pattern of serialization noted when the $20 and $10 notes of
the above deposit were compared against the index.

Examples are as follows:

Column one contains the serial number of the note
Column two contains the series number of the. note
Column three. sets forth in what type of operation
the note was recovered
Column four sets forth the date .of recovery

In reviewing the following chart, it should be kept
In mind that the date of the above deposit was 6/14/61.

0 8
Serial # Series # Source Date

b 11573700A 1950 CP 0/12/60
6/M/61561A 1950 CP

Difference 139

b 8284Z851A 1950A CP 6/14/61
2702A 1950A CP 2/13/61

Difference 149

L 86994799A
4655A
4610A

1950A
1950A
1950A

CP
CP
CP

2/13/61
6/14/61
9/7/60

Differences 144 and 45

b 870818U9A 1950A CP 2/13/61
661A 1950A CP 6/14/61
286a 1950A CP 2/13/61

Differences 188' and 375



NY 65-17696

Source Date

h 979164921A 1950A
4918A 1950A
4533A 1950A

Differences 3 and 385

L 14981180B

Difference 195

L 25293981B
827B
599B

1950A
1950A

differences 154 and 22<

1950A
1950A
1950A

L 41785161B
135B
125B

26 and 10

1950A
1950A
1950A

L 46030145B 1950A
143B 1950A
130B 1950A

Difference 13

I* 50195536B 19f
545QB 19f

Difference 86

L 50434925'B 195
4808B 19:
457SB 191

Differences 117 and 230

1950A
1950A

1950A
1950A
1950A

-4 -
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Serial # Series # Source Date

h 50432588b
2339B
2337B

Difference 249

1950A
1950A
1950A

CP
CP
CP

2/13/61
6/14/61
6/14/61

L 50950582B
0535B.

Difference 46

1950A
1950A

CP
CP

2/13/61
6/14/61

L 66422843B
58?B

Difference 256

1950A
1950A

CP
CP

6/14/61
2/13/61

L 68457255B
7117B

Difference 138

1950

A

1950A
CP
CP

6/14/61
9/7/60

h 68961665B
1527B

Difference 138

1950A
1950A

CP
CP

2/13/61
6/14/61

t 43185158B
4935B

. 1950A
1950A

CP
CP

2/13/61
6/14/61

Mfference“223

The only other serialisation pattern worthy of note
was the following New York issue:

420.00

B 48144646b
366b .

Difference 280

1950A
1950A

CP 6/14/61
CP 9/19/58
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While the above serializations show a definite
pattern, it should be noted that were a more complete analysis
set forth on paper, it would show that the serialisation pattern
continues through thousands upon thousands of dollars. Such
was not done for two reasons:

1, The above serves sufficiently to point out the
pattern.

2. To set forth a more complete analysis would be

a duplication of the index on paper.

In view of the fact that none of the deposited notes
of 6/14/61 were identical with notes previously recorded In the
Index as having been received by the CPUSA from the Soviets,
and yet show a definite pattern of serialization, the following
is noted.

On 1/21/60, the CPUSA received a large volume of
money from the Soviets, part of which consisted of $16,000.00
in $20.00 notes and $11,080.00 in $10.00 notes. Due to the
exigency of the moment, the series and serial numbers of the
notes were not recorded.

If we are correct in assuming that the major portion,
if not all of the San Francisco origin notes deposited came
from Mrs. HALL, It Is entirely possible they are part of the
notes received by the CPUSA on 1/21/60, but not recorded.

On 6/14/61, the closing on the purchase of a lot by
HALL was held at the offices of COPPOLA and DS FILIPPO, 45 So.
Broadway, Yonkers, N.Y, NEEDLEMAN represented HALL and
COPPOLA the seller.

Arrangements were made and serial numbers of bills
used In this transaction were obtained. These are presently
being compared against known Russian funds, A preliminary
examination indicates the same pattern In these bills as
existed in money deposited to account of Consolidated Tours.

The Bureau will be Immediately advised of the
results of this comparison when completed.


